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ABSTRACT
Toward Accurate, Efficient, and Robust Hybridized Discontinuous Galerkin Methods
by
Johann Paul Schwind Dahm
Chair: Krzysztof Fidkowski
Computational science, including computational fluid dynamics (CFD), has become
an indispensible tool for scientific discovery and engineering design, yet a key remain-
ing challenge is to simultaneously ensure accuracy, efficiency, and robustness of the
calculations. This research focuses on advancing a class of high-order finite element
methods and develops a set of algorithms to increase the accuracy, efficiency, and
robustness of calculations involving convection and diffusion, with application to the
inviscid Euler and viscous Navier-Stokes equations. In particular, it addresses high-
order discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods, especially hybridized (HDG) methods,
and develops adjoint-based methods for simultaneous mesh and order adaptation to
reduce the error in a scalar functional of the approximate solution to the discretized
equations. Contributions are made in key aspects of these methods applied to general
systems of equations, addressing the scalability and memory requirements, accuracy
of HDG methods, and efficiency and robustness with new adaptation methods.
First, this work generalizes existing HDG methods to systems of equations, and
in so doing creates a new primal formulation by applying DG stabilization meth-
ods as the viscous stabilization for HDG. The primal formulation is shown to be
even more computationally efficient than the existing methods. Second, by instead
keeping existing viscous stabilization methods and developing a new convection sta-
bilization, this work shows that additional accuracy can be obtained, even in the case
of purely convective systems. Both HDG methods are compared to DG in the same
computational framework and are shown to be more efficient.
Finally, the set of adaptation frameworks is developed for combined mesh and
order refinement suitable for both DG and HDG discretizations. The first of these
xii
frameworks uses hanging-node-based mesh adaptation and develops a novel local
approach for evaluating the refinement options. The second framework intended
for simplex meshes extends the mesh optimization via error sampling and synthesis
(MOESS) method to incorporate order adaptation.
Collectively, the results from this research address a number of key issues that
currently are at the forefront of high-order CFD methods, and particularly to output-





Today, advances in computing power and the availability of sophisticated numeri-
cal methods with supporting algorithms have made computational science, including
computational fluid dynamics (CFD), an indispensable tool for scientific discovery
and engineering design. An enormous range of scientific and engineering applications
now routinely make use of – and even rely on – large-scale multi-physics computa-
tional simulations for analysis and design of complex problems. Examples range from
fluid dynamics and aeronautics to combustion and industrial processes, from mate-
rial science and structural mechanics to heat transfer and thermomechanical systems,
and countless other fields that span in their objectives from the pursuit of scientific
discovery to engineering optimization and design of practical devices.
Each of these application areas involves governing equations that describe their un-
derlying physics, and thus each requires numerical methods that are suited to solving
the particular equations at hand. Increases in computing power and the development
of computing architectures have been responsible for much of the expanded use and
increased capabilities of simulation in these fields. Equally important, however, has
been the development of numerical methods in applied mathematics and their im-
plementation in sophisticated algorithms that allow these computing resources to be
accurately, efficiently, and robustly applied to solving some of the most complex and
relevant problems in these fields.
Although some of these application areas extend beyond computational fluid dy-
namics, the focus of this dissertation is on methods that are especially suited to
numerically solving the partial differential equations (PDEs) that govern fluid dy-
namics, particularly the inviscid Euler equations and the viscous Navier-Stokes equa-
tions. Specifically, this work focuses on developing a particular class of numerical
1
algorithms that is potentially suited for simulating convection and diffusion processes
with substantially greater accuracy and computational efficiency than is possible with
currently available methods.
A key challenge facing all such algorithms is the need to simultaneously achieve
improved computational accuracy, efficiency, and robustness over as wide a range
of simulation parameter values as possible. These may include complexities in the
geometry of the solution domain itself, as well as values of physical parameters such as
the viscosity that can affect the accuracy and stability of the computational solution.
In practice, achieving a useful balance of accuracy, efficiency, and robustness over more
than a narrow range of parameter values can be difficult. As a consequence, many
algorithms that achieve improved accuracy and efficiency are insufficiently robust for
widespread use – they often require delicate management of interrelated inputs by
expert practitioners to obtain a stable simulation, thus limiting their overall impact.
The central question is therefore whether it is possible, keeping in mind the broad
range of applications, to conceive and implement specific numerical algorithms that
demonstrate substantially improved accuracy and efficiency, which at the same time
are sufficiently robust in the hands of any user, regardless of the application area. The
remaining sections of this chapter outline the particular class of solution approaches
being considered here, and the particular aspects of the solution accuracy and effi-
ciency that the numerical methods and corresponding algorithms developed herein
have sought to advance.
1.2 Background
This work focuses on advancing adaptive high-order finite element methods for
computational simulations involving convection and diffusion. Governing equations
involving convection and diffusion are central to CFD, though the ideas presented here
are applicable to many other types of governing equations as well. In particular, this
work addresses the broad class of solution approaches referred to as high-order adap-
tive discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods. More specifically, there are two primary
areas of emphasis in this work. The first is to develop advances in hybridized discon-
tinous Galerkin (HDG) methods for CFD applications, and the second is to create
adaptation algorithms for simultaneously adapting the mesh and solution polynomial
representation to achieve improved accuracy for a given computational cost.
Section 1.2.1 thus first provides background information on high-order DG meth-
























Figure 1.1: General solution procedure when using an error estimation and mesh
adaptation process for a finite element computation. The main contributions from
this work are in the areas shown in red.
HDG methods. Section 1.2.2 then gives additional background on the error estimation
and adaptation methods used in this work, specifically the adjoint-based algorithms
for determining how both the error estimate and the simulation should be adapted in
response to this estimate. It also provides further background on mesh adaptation, in
which the mesh size h is locally reduced for a given order p to obtain greater simula-
tion accuracy. Section 1.2.3 then provides background on the hybridization approach
that leads to HDG methods, which are more computationally efficient than existing
DG methods for high orders.
Before presenting this background information, it is useful to first consider the
broad overview illustrated in Figure 1.1 of the steps that are involved when applying
these types of computational methods. For a given system of governing equations
corresponding to the underlying physics, the first step is to describe the problem
geometry and the equation set to be solved. Depending on the particular problem,
the geometry may be quite simple and thus can be generated manually, but often it is
sufficiently intricate to require separate computational generation of the geometry, as
for example when simulating the flow over an entire aircraft. Then, since finite element
discretizations use meshes to describe approximate solutions within the computational
domain, a volumetric mesh of the domain must be created. Since the underlying
physics will be represented on the mesh, to better represent the solution for a given
approximation order the mesh size distribution should ideally be smaller in those
regions of the domain that have a greater effect on the output of interest from the
simulation. Conversely, the mesh size h can be coarser in other regions to which
the output of interest is less sensitive. For instance, if the output of interest is the
lift or drag on a wing, then the streamlines of the flow leading up to and including
the boundary layer will be critical to obtaining these quantities accurately, but the
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domain far from the wing may have little effect.
For complex geometries or problem descriptions, ab initio generation of such an
efficient mesh suited to the governing equations, the geometry, and the key output
of interest can be time-consuming at best, even when guided by expert practitioners.
More important, it is exceedingly difficult even for experts to know a priori what
the relative importance is of different regions in the domain for predicting the key
output of interest. For these reasons it is desirable to provide a solution methodology
that can, from an initial approximation of such an efficient mesh, adapt the mesh
in such a way as to refine or reduce the mesh size h where doing so provides the
greatest benefit in terms of accuracy in the output of interest, and coarsen or increase
h in other regions of the domain. A combined hp adaptation approach goes even
further by reducing the mesh h or increasing the order p in those regions that have
the greatest benefit on the output of interest, and in a way that best captures the
output of interest, while increasing h and reducing p in other regions.
Such adaptation in turn requires a method for error estimation to determine the
extent to which each region in the computational domain affects the output of interest.
These methods estimate the error in the output of interest from the simulation, and
provide the adaptation algorithm a field indicating the relative importance of each
region for approximating the output. This procedure relies on an error indicator
that is relatively inexpensive to obtain. The adaptation algorithm can either refine
the representation of the solution in those regions, or it can even try to optimize
the representation altogether. By repeatedly solving and adapting, the error in the
output of interest can be minimized to a prescribed tolerance.
1.2.1 High-Order Adaptive Discontinuous Galerkin Methods
In general, finite element methods provide access to high-order accuracy by in-
creasing the polynomial order of the underlying numerical representations. The
present work falls in this class of methods, and in particular it focuses on discontinu-
ous Galerkin methods, namely finite element methods that use piecewise high-order
polynomials for the approximate solution, or state, on mesh elements in the solution
domain.
The general interpolation error of the solution of a mesh-based numerical method
with an average element length scale h can be written as O(hr), where r characterizes
the order of accuracy in the global error with decreasing mesh size h. Any consistent
numerical method will converge to the exact solution in certain norms as h→ 0, but
different methods do so at differing rates r. It is generally agreed that a high-order
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method is one with r > 2. Thus to achieve a given numerical accuracy, a low-order
numerical method – namely one with comparatively small r – must use a highly
refined mesh h to achieve a desired solution accuracy, while a high-order numerical
method, with a larger r value, can achieve the same error with a coarser mesh.
However, there exists a trade-off between mesh resolution and order of accuracy
for any method, as low-order methods will be comparatively less computationally
expensive for a given mesh. Thus high-order methods are not automatically more
efficient, though they are generally found to be more efficient for high-fidelity CFD
calculations [1]. More concretely, Fidkowski [2] finds that assuming a solution error
norm converging at rate r, so that the error E ∼ O(hp+1), the time to solution T
in terms of the physical dimension d, the computational speed F , and the algorithm
complexity a is




logE + a log (p+ 1)
)
− logF + constant.
For high-fidelity calculations E  1, so the computational time T depends exponen-
tially on the ratio d/(p+ 1), clearly favoring high-order methods.
DG methods use piecewise polynomials to describe the field inside each element,
so these methods extend easily to high order while maintaining a compact stencil.
It is the compact stencil that is central to the effectiveness of DG methods, since
the state within any element depends only on those of nearest neighboring elements.
While high-order methods such as DG are known to provide high convergence orders
for sufficiently smooth or regular problems, the convergence order can be limited by
the presence of singularities. However by focusing mesh refinement around singulari-
ties, adaptive DG methods are able to effectively recover the high-order convergence
inherent in DG methods.
Yet, whether high-order methods are more computationally efficient than low-
order methods has been a topic of intense study, especially in CFD, where high-order
methods have thus far not seen widespread use in practical codes aimed at non-
expert users. Several high-order CFD workshops have sought answer this question, by
comparing state-of-the-art implementations of adaptive high-order methods against
industry-optimized low-order methods that typically emphasize robustness over ac-
curacy and efficiency. From these it is generally agreed that for smooth flow fields,
where high-order accuracy is possible, high-order methods such as DG outperform
low-order methods. However, for complex geometries involving non-smooth fields,
these benefits are not always easily obtained. The current consensus can be generally
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summarized as follows [3]:
• For problems with smooth solutions, high-order methods outperform highly-
optimized second-order finite volume codes in terms of error for a given cost
measured in a non-dimensionalized compute time.
• Even for non-smooth problems, where high-order methods fail to optimally
converge, high-order methods can outperform low-order methods when coupled
with effective adaptation algorithms. However more work is needed to make
adaptation robust, and insufficient evidence exists to state with certainty that
high-order methods will perform better.
• High-order methods often require too much memory for routine use.
• Coupling mesh (h) and order (p) adaptation in a hybrid scheme can be a highly
effective technique for reducing error, especially in difficult non-smooth prob-
lems.
• High-order methods are insufficiently robust for Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) simulations.
Thus, while work to date has shown that high-order methods such as DG, and
especially hybridized methods such as HDG, can potentially outperform conventional
CFD approaches for certain types of problems, DG and HDG methods to date remain
insufficiently mature to serve as a basis for practical CFD codes aimed at non-expert
users.
1.2.2 Error Estimation and Adaptation
Error estimation is central to the development of computational algorithms. Even
for algorithms that do not use adaptation, an estimate of the error is needed to
quantify the extent to which the simulation result can be considered trustworthy.
For simple test cases, best-practice guidelines can be used to indicate how solution
features may affect the outputs. However designing such guidelines can be time-
consuming and requires expert knowledge, and even then their applicability to more
complex problems may be questionable. For algorithms that use adaptation, error
estimation by the simulation itself is essential to determine the degree of adaptation
needed and where adaptation can be most productively applied.
Since there are multiple sources of error in a simulation, it is important to first
understand what question the simulation is being asked to answer, and how various
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sources of error will affect the corresponding solution. Discretization error arises from
differences between the exact solution to the governing equations and the discrete so-
lution of the discretized forms of these equations. Since the exact solution is generally
unknown, discretization error must typically be estimated in some way. Approaches
for doing so include both a priori estimates, which appeal to interpolation arguments,
and a posteriori estimates using the difference between the approximate solution and
a finer representation of the solution, usually by means of a reconstruction process.
Another source of error, termed residual error, results from measuring how well an
approximate solution satisfies the exact equations. This itself can be approximated
by evaluating the residual error in a finer space discretization. The locations of such
non-zero residuals indicate, in a sense, where the approximate solution is not repre-
senting the exact solution well. Both residual and discretization errors can be used
to form a global error estimate, or to form a local indicator that identifies regions in
which adaptation can be most productively implemented to better approximate the
overall solution.
This work, however, concerns itself with reducing the error in a scalar output
functional of the approximate solution. Although using indicators of the type noted
above to refine the approximation will eventually lead to a more accurate output
value, doing so is unlikely to correctly prioritize the regions where refinement can be
most productively applied, and may altogether miss some regions where adaptation
may be most beneficial. To make matters worse, such indicators only identify where
the errors occur, but they do not identify where the refinement should be targeted
to reduce the sources of these errors that affect the output functional. Fortunately,
there are approaches for estimating the error in such output functionals that correctly
identify the regions of the domain that affect the source of the errors in the outputs.
This work focuses on one such approach, using the solution of the adjoint problem
for the given output functional – where the adjoint field represents the sensitivities
of the output functional to the residuals – to identify regions in which adaptation
can be most productively applied. By using the adjoint field based on the specified
output functional, the error estimation can provide a local adaptation indicator that
is focused on reducing the error in the output of interest. Such an indicator aligns
the adaptation with the question that the simulation is being asked to answer. The
indicator is then passed to the adaptation procedure to change the mesh or the
discretization to reduce the error in the output. Chapter 3 introduces the adjoint and
describes its connection to error estimation, then describes how it is used to create
both a global error estimate and localized indicator.
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With regard to the adaptation itself, in effect the goal is to equidistribute the
error. The adaptation can either take an initial mesh and discretization order and
successively refine regions until a prescribed tolerance is met, or it can use an opti-
mization approach in which regions are refined or coarsened so that the output error
is minimized for a given number of degrees of freedom (DOF) in the solution ap-
proximation. High-order finite element methods, such as DG, can refine the solution
approximation by changing the local size of the mesh elements (h-adaptation), the
local polynomial order of the solution (p-adaptation), or by a combination of these
(hp-adaptation). DG methods make p-adaptation especially convenient, since the
polynomial representations are discontinuous across mesh elements, allowing purely
local changes to be readily made.
Mesh adaptation generally resizes the elements to focus resolution where it is
needed. The mesh may be edited by a number of operations, including locally in-
serting new elements or by globally re-meshing. In regions with strong spatial in-
homogeneities, such as in boundary layers or other anisotropic features, the mesh
adaptation algorithm should refine elements so their length scale is reduced along
high-gradient directions and increased along largely homogeneous directions, to min-
imize the overall number of elements needed to represent the solution.
The error for a given mesh size h converges as hr and thus is polynomial in the
number of degrees of freedom, scaling as asymptotically as DOF−r. In regions with
strong spatial gradients, where the underlying solution has low regularity, the discrete
solution can be better represented by adding elements locally to reduce h than by
increasing the local polynomial order p within mesh elements. For instance near a
discontinuity, increasing DOF by increasing the order p will have little effect on the
accuracy. On the other hand, when raising the order p in regions of high regularity,
the power r increases, so an extremely fast exponential rate of convergence O(DOF−r)
is possible. This is not always the case since the constant in this relationship can be
quite large, in which case it could be preferable to refine the mesh, even in smooth
regions. Thus a given accuracy may be most efficiently achieved by a combined hp-
adaptation method that automatically selects the most productive type of refinement
for each individual location throughout the mesh.
1.2.3 Hybridization
Part of this work deals with HDG methods, so this section provides background on
hybridized finite element methods in general as a basis for the technical description
in Chapter 4. Hybridization reduces the effective dimensionality of a method and
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thereby greatly reduces the number of DOF that must be solved for, albeit at the
cost of an additional solve that must be performed. However this additional solve
is purely local, and thus can be done entirely in parallel to maintain the increased
computational efficiency that hybridization offers.
Finite element methods in general seek a solution on elements that comprise the
computational domain, resulting in a linear system, for example when using an im-
plicit time-stepping method. The traditional approach to solving the system using
parallelization is to partition the domain into non-overlapping subdomains and as-
sign one to each processor. Such a domain-decomposition method then solves for
the approximate solution by communicating with neighboring processes. Removing
parallelization for the moment, this procedure can in certain cases be considered as
solving for a set of coupling conditions between the processors so that the discretiza-
tion is globally satisfied. This idea is used in the creation of various preconditioners,
for instance the family of finite element tearing and interconnect (FETI) and balanc-
ing domain decomposition (BDDC) methods. The coupling conditions take the form
of Lagrange multipliers for the system, such that each subdomain only couples to the
multipliers rather than to the neighboring sub-domain.
A hybridized finite element method occurs when the number of sub-domains equals
the number of finite elements. In this case the multipliers can be thought of as an
additional approximate solution variable on the dual mesh – linking faces across ele-
ments – associated with the original computational mesh. For the class of hybridized
finite element methods – specifically for HDG methods considered in this work – the
set of multipliers, called traces, can be considered a sort of boundary condition for a
local problem on each of the elements. Solving for the traces on the faces instead of
for the approximate solution itself is an attractive property since a discretization in d
dimensions using order p polynomials requires only DOF ∼ O(pd−1) to represent the
traces, instead of DOF ∼ O(pd) to represent the elemental approximate solutions.
Note however that this is only the scaling; for low orders it is often the case that the
number of DOF are similar or higher for HDG discretization. Since the scaling on the
size of the resulting global linear system is thus reduced by one order, for high orders
p the resulting system is substantially smaller than its non-hybridized counterpart.
There is a price to pay, however, since now additional local solvers are required
to solve for the elemental approximate solution in terms of the multipliers. In effect,
the hybridized method trades a larger linear system that requires more memory for a
smaller system that requires an additional local solve. However parallellization allows
these additional local solves to be done entirely in parallel, providing a huge benefit
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from hybridization in terms of the overall computational efficiency.
The HDG method in Chapter 4 belongs to the class of methods that takes ad-
vantage of massively parallel simulation architectures to gain this inherent efficiency
benefit from hybridization. When coupled with the additional accuracy and efficiency
advantages of the hp adaptation in Chapter 5, the resulting high-order HDG approach
offers substantially increased computational accuracy and efficiency.
1.3 Dissertation Overview
This dissertation presents results from research into development of numerical
methods for increasing the accuracy, efficiency, and robustness of high-order hy-
bridized discontinous Galerkin methods through combined hp adaptation. The meth-
ods developed herein are primarily directed at simulations involving convection and
diffusion, particularly simulations of the inviscid Euler equations and the viscous
Navier-Stokes equations, though they can be applied to other types of equations as
well. The main objective is to provide substantial improvements in the accuracy and
computational efficiency of such simulations, while providing sufficient robustness to
allow their implementation in codes intended for non-expert users.
1.3.1 Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 introduces the governing equations and notation used to describe the
methods, and discusses a class of discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods that
can be used to discretize these equations.
• Chapter 3 presents the output-based error estimation that will be used in a later
chapter as part of an hp adaptation algorithm for this class of DG discretization
methods.
• Chapter 4 introduces a hybridized discontinous Galerkin (HDG) discretization
for a general convection-diffusion transport system, and presents results of a
thorough comparison to DG methods for both scalar advection-diffusion and
the Navier-Stokes system.
• Chapter 5 presents a new approach for combined hp adaptation for both DG and
HDG methods, and provides numerical results from test cases that demonstrate
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the benefits in terms of improved computational accuracy and efficiency from
this new approach.
• Chapter 6 summarizes the principal conclusions drawn from the results pre-
sented in the preceding chapters.
1.3.2 Major Contributions
This dissertation addresses a number of key issues that were identified in the 1st
International Workshop on High-Order CFD Methods [3], including the scalability of
methods and memory requirements, robustness of the resulting simulations, and the
practical value of output-based hp-adaptation in high-order methods. The specific
contributions made by this dissertation are as follows:
• Generalization of the existing HDG methods to systems of equations. This
involves application of existing DG stabilization methods to serve as the viscous
stabilization for HDG.
• Development of a new form of the HDG method to systems of convection-
diffusion equations suitable for highly-convective systems resulting from high-
Reynolds number conditions with Navier-Stokes equations.
• A direct comparison of DG to both forms of HDG methods in the same com-
putational framework for both the scalar convection-diffusion equation and the
Navier-Stokes system.
• Development of a novel hanging-node-based hp-adaptation framework for both
DG and HDG discretizations.
• Extension of the mesh optimization via error sampling and synthesis (MOESS)
method to hp-optimization for both DG and HDG discretizations.
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CHAPTER 2
Governing Equations and Discretization
While the methods investigated here are developed with the intention of apply-
ing them to particular sets of equations, specifically the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations and their Reynolds-averaged form, they are formulated for a general set of
convection-diffusion equations arising from a system of conservation laws. This chap-
ter thus first introduces the general convection-diffusion system in the notation that
will be used throughout, and then identifies the specific equations that will be solved
with the methods developed herein. It then describes the existing DG discretization
of these equations.
2.1 Equations and Notation
The general system of convection-diffusion equations for a state vector u ∈ Rs of
s solution components defined on a d-dimensional domain, Ω ⊂ Rd, will be written
here as
∂tu + ∂iHi (u,∇u) + s(u,∇u) = 0, (2.1)
where Hi ∈ Rs is the ith spatial component of the total flux, 1 ≤ i ≤ d indexes the
spatial dimension d with summation implied on repeated indices, and s is a source
term. The total flux is decomposed into convective and diffusive terms
Hi (u,∇u) = Fi (u) + Gi (u,∇u) , (2.2)
where Fi ∈ Rs is the ith component of the convective or inviscid flux, and Gi ∈ Rs is
the ith component of the diffusive or viscous flux for all equations. The diffusive flux
is always linear in the gradient, involving Kij ∈ Rs×s, namely the (i, j) component of
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the viscous diffusivity tensor, in the form
Gi (u,∇u) = −Kij (u) ∂ju. (2.3)
2.1.1 Compressible Navier-Stokes Equations
The Navier-Stokes equations describe momentum conservation in the motion of a
viscous fluid via Newton’s second law of motion, including convection and diffusion
effects. Together with the conservation of mass and energy these represent a system
of d+ 2 equations in the convection-diffusion form. Specifically, the equations are
∂tρ +∂j (ρvj) = 0
∂t (ρvi) +∂j (ρvivj + pδij) = ∂jτij, i = 1 . . . d
∂t (ρE) +∂j (ρvjH) = ∂j (vjτij + qi) ,
(2.4)
where the variables are defined as:
Symbol Definition
ρ Fluid density
vi Velocity component (i
th dir.)
E Specific total energy
H Specific total enthalpy
~q Heat flux vector
τij Viscous stress tensor
Using the state vector of solution components u = (ρ, ρv1, . . . , ρvd, ρE)
t, where t
denotes transpose, these can be rewritten in the general transport system form (2.1).
The resulting convective and diffusive flux components in the ith direction defined in
(2.2) are
Fi =
 ρviρvdvi + pδid
ρviH




where the second row containing the momentum conservation for ρvd represents d
collapsed equations.
Fourier’s law dictates that the heat flux is directly proportional to the gradient of
the temperature T via the thermal conductivity kT as
qi = −kT∂iT, (2.6)
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where T is the temperature, a thermodynamic quantity related to the average transla-
tional kinetic energy of molecules in the fluid. The pressure p is a property that mea-
sures the average perpendicular force per unit area from molecular collisions against
a surface. Here we assume that the fluid has negligible intermolecular forces and is
always in thermodynamic equilibrium, and thus the ideal gas law connects the tem-
perature, pressure, and density via the gas constant R ≡ R¯/MW, where R¯ is the
universal gas constant and MW is the average molecular weight of the gas, as
p = ρRT. (2.7)
The (specific) total enthalpy H is simply a definition of the energy that additionally
accounts for the amount of work done to make room for a unit mass of fluid, namely




Furthermore, if the constant-volume and constant-pressure specific heats of the gas
can both be taken as constants, the gas is calorically perfect and can be closed by
the equation of state







where the ratio of the specific heat γ is then also a constant property of the fluid.
The stress tensor τij was derived by Stokes in 1845 according various observations




(∂ivj + ∂jvi) (2.10)
is the strain rate tensor and µ is the dynamic viscosity. Adopting Stokes’ hypothesis
that equates the average normal stress in a deforming fluid to the thermodynamic









The fluid properties µ, kT , γ, and R need to be specified to complete the model.














Tref = 288.15 K, Ts = 110 K
Thermal conductivity κT =
γµR
(γ − 1) Pr , Pr = 0.71
Gas constant R = 8.314 J/(mol ·K)
Specific-heat ratio γ =
7
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2.1.2 Reynolds-Averaged (RANS) Equations
The Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model closes the ensemble (Reynolds) averaged Navier-
Stokes equations via a further transport equation for a turbulent viscosity ν. Turbu-
lence is inherently an unsteady phenomenon, and initial condition perturbations in
time lead to chaotic results, so the system is usually analyzed by decomposing the
equations into mean velocity ~v and perturbations about the mean ~v ′. When solving
for the mean velocities, or in the case of compressible flow the momenta ρ~v, a problem
exists in that the stress tensor contains terms of the form ρv′iv
′
j, called the Reynolds’
stresses, which have no known universal form. SA is one of many approaches to mod-
eling this quantity by augmenting the fluid viscosity via an added eddy viscosity. This
eddy viscosity is modeled in terms of a kinematic turbulent viscosity ν˜ that satisfies
a transport equation with an empirically defined source term. Many of the model
relations employ the non-dimensionalized kinematic viscosity χ = ν˜/ν.
In the SA model the eddy viscosity µt is represented as
µt =
























An additional equation is added to the system to solve for ρν˜ in (2.12) via
∂t(ρν˜) + ∂j(ρuj ν˜) =
1
σ
ρ∂j ((ν + ν
′) ∂j ν˜) +
cb2ρ
σ
∂j ν˜∂j ν˜ + P −D (2.14)
where P and D are production and destruction terms, respectively. The additional
viscosity ν ′ in the equation is given by the SA-Neg model variant as
ν ′ =
νχ, χ ≥ 0νfn(χ) χ < 0, fn(χ) = cn1 + χ
3
cn1 − χ3 . (2.15)
Work on turbulence modeling related to high-order discretizations such as DG has
been focused on behavior when the kinematic turbulent viscosity becomes negative, as
some authors have observed that in this regime traditional SA model variants become
unstable. Oliver and Allmaras [4] proposed modifications to the model to account
for negative ν˜. Since then, other models have extended this, including recently the
SA-Neg model by Allmaras et al. [5] used throughout this work.
The empirical production and destruction source terms dictate, respectively, the
increase and decrease of turbulent kinetic viscosity. The production, P , is modeled
as
P =
cb1S˜ρν˜ χ ≥ 0cb1Sρν˜ χ < 0 S˜ =
S + S¯ S¯ ≥ −cv2SS + S(c2v2S+cv3S¯)
S(cv3−2cv2)−S¯ S¯ < −cv2S
(2.16)
where the vorticity magnitude S =
√
2ΩijΩij from the rotation rate tensor Ωij =




, fv2(χ) = 1− χ
1 + χfv1(χ)
,














g(ν˜) = r(ν˜) + cw2
(
(r(ν˜))6 − r(ν˜)) , r(ν˜) = ν˜
S˜κ2d2
.
Table 2.1 lists the remaining parameters necessary to close the SA turbulence model.
When discretizing the transport equation for ρν˜ (2.14), an additional term appears
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cb1 = 0.1355 cw2 = 0.3
cb2 = 0.622 cw3 = 2
cv1 = 7.1 cn1 = 16
cv2 = 0.7 κ = 0.41
cv3 = 0.9 σ = 2/3
Table 2.1: Closure parameters for the SA-Neg2 Spalart-Allmaras eddy viscosity tur-
bulence model model.
when rewriting the diffusion term in conservative form, namely
ρ
σ
∂j ((ν + ν
′) ∂j ν˜) = ∂j
(ρ
σ




(ν + ν ′) ∂jρ∂j ν˜. (2.18)
The underlined term above is added as a source on the right side.
Ceze [6] notes that the additional equation in the current form is difficult to imple-
ment in a nonlinear solver because the turbulent kinematic viscosity will typically be
many orders of magnitude smaller than the other state components. The equations





where L is a problem-specific scaling parameter, usually on the order of the laminar
viscosity ν. The equation for ν˜D is also divided by L so that the residuals associated
with this equation scale similarly to those of the other equations. This rescaling
results in an easier system for the nonlinear and linear solvers.
2.2 Finite Element Discretization
The domain Ω is tessellated with a mesh Th of Ne non-overlapping elements Ωe
with the index e = 1 . . . Ne. The mesh skeleton consists of the set of both interior and
exterior (boundary) faces Eh = E
I
h ∪EBh . The set of faces ∂Th = {F : F ∈ ∂Ωe}Ωe∈Th
references EBh faces once, and faces in E
I
h once from each side, denoted individually
by (·)+ and (·)−, twice in total. On boundary faces, EBh , the element side is always
denoted by (·)+. Face will be used throughout to refer to edges in two dimensions
and faces in three dimensions, since the discretizations can be written almost entirely
independent of dimension. Normal vectors on the mesh faces will always refer to the
outward-pointing direction, so for simplicity ~n− = 0 on boundary faces EBh . For a
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scalar function in the domain, for example w ∈ L2(Ω), the average and normal jump
quantities are defined as
{w} = 1
2
(w+ + w−), Jw~nK = w+~n+ + w−~n−, JwK+ = Jw~nK·~n+
and for a vector-valued function ~w ∈ [L2(Ω)]d are defined as
{~w} = 1
2
(~w+ + ~w−), J~w · ~nK = ~w+ · ~n+ + ~w− · ~n−.
On boundaries, the jump and average operators are redefined to ignore the contribu-
tions from across the face, with ~n− = 0 and {w} = w+, {~w} = ~w+. Note that whileJwK is not direction agnostic, it will only be used later where changing the sign of the
difference does not affect the result.
The DG methods considered here approximate each component of the solution on
each element by a polynomial of finite degree pe, denoted by the space Ppe(Ωe), the
order of which is allowed to vary between elements. The approximate solution, or
state, is denoted by uh or uH , where h denotes a finer mesh refinement level, with h
finer than H. When the order and mesh resolution vary independently in a way that
matters for the description, the state will be instead written as uh,p. A component of
the state vector, uh, is said to formally exist in the space Vh where
Vh :=
{
v ∈ L2 (Ω) ∣∣ v|Ωe ∈ Ppe (Ωe) ∀Ωe ∈ Th} , (2.20)
therefore the state vector for the system of equations is uh ∈ Vh := [Vh]s. This space
is depicted for one solution component in Figure 2.1. In order to define the hybridized
methods an additional space of functions on the faces, or skeleton, of the mesh
Mh :=
{
m ∈ L2 (Eh)
∣∣ m|F ∈ Ppf (F ) ∀F ∈ Eh} (2.21)
is needed. If λh ∈Mh then λh ∈Mh := [Mh]s. The spacesMIh andMIh are defined
in a similar fashion for polynomials only on interior faces.
The finite element spaces are implemented numerically using a linear combination
of polynomial basis functions on each element and face. Since no continuity is required
between elements, these sums are independent of the neighboring elements, so the
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Figure 2.1: Depiction of a possible approximate solution in the piecewise polynomial
approximation space used by DG state components on two elements.
Figure 2.2: Unrolled storage used when storing the DG state vector uh denoted by
U ∈ RN .








where Np is the dimension of the polynomial basis and the state vector Uej is the
vector of s unknowns, so the same basis is used for all equations. The global state
vector is unrolled for all elements as shown in Figure 2.2. If the order is the same on
all elements, the total system size, or number of DOF is N = Ne ·Np · s.
The finite element spaces additionally have associated inner products which induce
a natural norm. An inner product of functions w and v in L2(V) will be denoted
by (w, v) =
∫
V w v dΩ if dim(V) = d and 〈w, v〉 =
∫
V w v ds if dim(V) = d − 1.
Similarly, an inner product of functions w and v in [L2(V)]d will be denoted by
(w,v) =
∫
V w · v dΩ if dim(V) = d and 〈w,v〉 =
∫
V w · v ds if dim(V) = d − 1. In






(w, v)Ωe , (w,v)Th =
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Ωe∈Th












with extension to systems of equations involving w and v.
2.3 Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) Discretization
Traditional DG methods are the footing on which the present work is set. This
section reviews the development of these methods, then formulates the methods used
for the convection-diffusion system, focusing on the aspects they have in common
with the HDG discretization.
2.3.1 Overview of DG Methods
The history of DG applied to convection-diffusion conservation laws is particularly
interesting because it includes individual development contributions for both model
elliptic and hyperbolic PDEs. When applied to elliptic problems, DG requires a
stabilization technique to weakly impose continuity. Alternatively, the development
of DG for nonlinear hyperbolic equations benefited greatly from the development of
finite volume methods, including Riemann solvers and limiters.
DG is certainly not the first choice for elliptic second-order equations. The pres-
ence of a second-derivative term suggests the use of an approximation that is every-
where differentiable. Methods for approximating with these functions, called continu-
ous Galerkin (CG) methods, were indeed how original finite element methods for these
equations were formulated. DG development began in the late 1960s when Lions and
then Nitsche developed penalty methods. These methods enforce boundary Dirichlet




v α (u−g) ds where the penalty parameter α is taken to infinity under
refinement [7]. These were developed because it is difficult to construct functions that
go to zero on an arbitrary boundary in order to properly enforce boundary conditions
in the prior methods. Nitsche went on the prove that if the penalty parameter were
taken to be O(h), then the state converges to the exact solution with optimal order
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in H1(Ω) and L2(Ω). This was a vast improvement upon the existing methods, for
which it was often difficult to construct functions with continuous derivatives that
vanish on ∂Ω. Development began in earnest when it was realized that inter-element
continuity could be imposed in similar fashion to the methods developed for weakly
enforcing Dirichlet boundary conditions. However, despite this work, DG methods
for elliptic equations without adaptivity remain less efficient than classical conform-
ing finite element methods, so it was only relatively recently, in the 1990s, that these
methods have again received attention.
On the other hand, DG for hyperbolic systems has received considerable attention
and development. This is largely due to the fact that at least in a single space dimen-
sion (1D), the element interfaces locally may be considered as Riemann problems for
a short time, and in multiple dimensions a Riemann solver may be used to pointwise
couple element approximations. All that is then needed is to ensure stability and
high-order accuracy around discontinuities. Much of this work can be borrowed from
the finite volume literature. Unlike the methods for elliptic equations, for hyperbolic
systems DG has been shown to be superior to many classical finite element methods.
2.3.2 Formulation for Diffusion Terms
To illustrate application of the discontinuous Galerkin method, first consider its
discretization of the model Poisson equation with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions written as a first-order system
~σ = ∇u, −∇ · ~σ = f in Ω u = 0 on ∂Ω. (2.23)
Given the discontinuous nature of the approximation, DG requires the discretization
of the equation in the form in (2.23) to obtain a non-singular weak solution of the
equation. The resulting system will solve for a uh satisfying the set of equations
ah(uh, v) = (f, v)Th ∀v ∈ Vh, (2.24)
where a(·, ·) is the bilinear form, and v are the test functions. This already identifies
a key weakness of these methods, namely that they result in a system of equations
that involve all the DOF for the state. Hybridization methods reduce this system
size, but still use a discontinuous approximation space for the state, so successful
discretization strategies for this setup will carry over.
After integrating (2.23) by parts against test functions, the flux formulation of
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the problem is to find uh ∈ Vh and ~σ ∈ [Vh]d such that,
(~σ, ~τ)Th = 〈uˆ, ~τ · ~n〉∂Th − (uh,∇ · ~τ)Th ∀~τ ∈ [Vh]d
(~σ,∇v)Th − 〈~ˆσ · ~n, v〉∂Th = (f, v)Th ∀v ∈ Vh.
(2.25)
This cannot yet be written in the form of (2.24) because the trace uˆ and flux ~ˆσ · ~n
coupling solutions on neighboring elements together are still undefined, and more
importantly because ~σ should not remain in the system. Choosing ~τ = ∇v in the
first of (2.25), integrating the last term by parts, and substituting this into the second



















∀v ∈ Vh. (2.26)
Now after selecting choices for the trace and flux in terms of uh and ∇uh this can
be written as in (2.24). The trace and flux should be conservative in that they are
single-valued on the interior skeleton, and consistent in that if the exact solution is
substituted into the equations, they match this value at every point.
This work will employ methods that set uˆ = {uh} on interior faces, and by the
boundary condition uˆ = 0 on ∂Ω. With this definition for the trace, if additionally
~ˆσ = {∇uh}, the bilinear form is non-coercive and the resulting system can become
singular. The methods recover coercivity by defining the interior and boundary fluxes
on a face F as
~ˆσ|F = {∇uh} − η{~δF (Juh~nK)}, ~ˆσB|F = ∇u+h − η{~δF (u+h ~n+ − 0)} (2.27)




v ∈ L2(ΩF ) : v|Ωe ∈ Pp(Ωe) ∀Ωe ∈ ΩF
}
with ΩF the set of elements Ωe neighboring face F over which ~ˆσ has support. There are
many methods for defining the ~δ(~φ) operators, but relatively few are compact, in that
only nearest-neighbor blocks of the matrix are non-zero. One of these, the interior
penalty (IP) method, similar to the method Nitsche used for enforcing boundary
conditions, uses a piecewise-constant ~δF (~φ) = h
−1~φ with h some measure of the size
of the face F [8]. The second form of Bassi and Rebay (BR2) instead defines the













∀~τ ∈ [VFh ]d. (2.28)
In this way the operator spreads a vector quantity ~φ defined on the face F onto ΩF ,
over the neighboring elements. On boundary faces, the set ΩF contains only the
element neighboring the boundary. For the IP method, the values of η that yield a
coercive bilinear form vary for different polynomial orders, and can only be proven
for linear elements [10]. On the other hand, the BR2 method is robustly stable when












where κ ≥ 1 is anO(1) stabilization parameter. This work uses κ = 2 unless otherwise
specified, for added stability.
Although the form (2.26) is used when implementing the method, it is difficult
to use this to verify that the resulting bilinear form is symmetric. To define such a
bilinear form, sets of integrals over ∂Th should be moved to single integrals over Eh.
The key in this step is to use the identity [7]
〈w,~τ · ~n〉∂Th = 〈Jw~nK, {~τ}〉Eh + 〈{w}, J~τ · ~nK〉Eh\∂Ω.
Assuming uˆ = {uh}, the bilinear form for the diffusion equation (2.23) is
ah(uh, v) = (∇uh,∇v)Th − 〈Juh~nK, {∇v}〉Eh
− 〈{∇uh}, Jv~nK〉Eh + 〈~δ(Juh~nK), Jv~nK〉Eh . (2.30)
This is a simplified form due to the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions; in
general there are additional boundary terms. From (2.30) it is clear that as long as the
last functional involving ~δ(·) is symmetric, the resulting bilinear form is symmetric.
2.3.3 Formulation for Transport System
The remainder of this work involving DG methods will refer to the application of
these methods to convection-diffusion systems. These will be analyzed mostly in the
steady-state form as a nonlinear system, so it is convenient to work with the following
semidiscrete weak form of the equations
(∂tuh,v)Th +Rh(uh,v) = 0 ∀v ∈ Vh (2.31)
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whereRh(uh,v) is the semilinear form associated with the (possibly nonlinear) steady-
state equations, and the time discretization is left undetermined. The equations are
obtained in a similar fashion to that of the elliptic equation, except that there are now
additional source and convection terms. The semilinear weak form can be written as




Rh(uh,v|Ωe) = 0, ∀v ∈ Vh. (2.32)
After a single integration by parts and a second for the diffusion terms the semilinear



































h )(uh − uˆ)nj ds
(2.33)
where the test functions v and states uh are those which are compact on Ωe. The
last two terms involving the viscous diffusivity tensor symmetrize the semilinear form
for adjoint consistency. As for a single equation, the interface state is eliminated by
setting uˆ = {uh} on interior faces and uˆ = uB(u+h ) on boundaries.
Convection terms are handled by using a numerical flux function Fˆ(u±h , ~n) to define
a single-valued normal flux on interior faces. The numerical flux resolves the double-
valued convective flux ~F(uh) on faces by upwinding based on the local direction of
propagation. This is constructed in general by using the solution of an approximation
to the Riemann problem pointwise on the faces. This work uses the Roe approximate
solver [11] with an entropy fix, which takes the form












L |Λ|R (u+h − u−h ) , (2.34)
where L, R, and Λ are the matrices, respectively, of left and right eigenvectors, and
eigenvalues of the flux Jacobian Ai(u˜)ni based on the Roe-averaged state u˜(u
±
h ) [12].
On boundary faces a numerical flux function is not required, and in fact adversely
affects error convergence. Instead of using a Riemann solver on boundaries, this work
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sets
FˆB(uBh , ~n) = Fi(u
B
h )ni.
The boundary state uBh (u
+
h ,BC) is determined by the state neighboring the boundary
and the boundary condition on the face.
The diffusion terms are treated similarly to that for a scalar equation. A numerical
diffusive flux is necessary on interfaces analogous to the definition (2.27) dotted with
the normal vector for a single equation. On interior faces f ,

















with η the stabilization chosen for BR2 according to (2.29). There is a certain level of
ambiguity in how the BR2 stabilization is defined for systems, specifically regarding
where the diffusivity tensor is added. One option is to apply the operator to the state

























nj ds, ∀τ ∈ [Vfh]d.
(2.36)
Equation (2.36) is adjoint consistent, as is the original formulation [9], which instead

























nj ds, ∀τ ∈ [Vfh]d.
(2.37)
This is the formulation used throughout this work. On boundary faces the single
~δf ∈ [Vfh]d solves∫
Ω+e









ds, ∀τ ∈ [Vfh]d, (2.38)
and only has support over the element neighboring the boundary. Note that the
diffusivity matrix is calculated using the boundary state, even when the test function









where the projection ΠBG in (2.39) imposes the Neumann-type boundary conditions




Output-Based Error Estimation and Adaptation
Adjoint-based techniques in finite element methods for error estimation and adap-
tation have long been a topic of interest, in part because the concept of an adjoint is
used for superconvergence proofs in these methods. Adjoint-based error estimation
techniques are not limited to finite element methods, but the error estimates have an
adjoint error correction term that is zero for many of these methods, which makes
adjoint-based error estimation ideally suited for these methods [13]. Their use for both
error estimation and adaptation in CFD is also well-studied [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19].
Section 3.1 introduces the discretization of the adjoint for a general discretization and
discusses how it is usually implemented. Section 3.2 then describes how the adjoint
is used for error estimation in the output functional.
3.1 Error Estimates and Relation to Adjoints
As was alluded to in Section 1.2.2, accurate calculation of output functionals
requires resolution at locations that cannot be properly identified by error indicators
based solely on local information. Such locations can however be identified by adjoint-
based methods. The key idea is that the adjoint solution relates the residual error
in the discretization to the error in the output functional, and since it results from
the dual discretization of the problem, it is able to do so in a way that captures the
essential propagation effects.
3.1.1 Duality and Linear Theory
The ideas presented here have been extensively discussed in previous works, but
the development of the theory and applications of concepts such as adjoint consistency
will be used later in the analysis.
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Consider a linear differential equation of the form,
Lu = f (3.1)
with homogeneous boundary conditions on a domain Ω ⊂ Rd. Here L is a linear
differential operator, for instance the advection operator ~a · ∇ or the Laplacian ∇2,
f ∈ L2(Ω) is a given source term, and u is the solution. To illustrate the point,
consider the simple output J(u) = (g, u)Ω, where the notation (·, ·)Ω denotes the
integral inner product over the domain Ω. There exists another differential equation,
L∗ψ = g (3.2)
called the adjoint form, or alternatively the dual form, with the output J(ψ) = (ψ, f)Ω
resulting in the same value. It should not be surprising that there is a different
equation that yields the same output since there is a different source term, but it is
surprising that this source term is precisely the weight in the output of the original
equation. The outputs are equivalent as long as the differential operator L∗ is the
adjoint operator of the original differential operator L, defined by
(ψ, f)Ω = (ψ,Lu)Ω = (L
∗ψ, u)Ω = (g, u)Ω. (3.3)
The solution of the adjoint form of the equation is called the adjoint. The operators
satisfy the adjoint identity, which states
(v, Lu)Ω = (L
∗v, u)Ω ∀v, u ∈ V
where V is the suitable function space for the inner product, for instance L2(Ω). The
process here reveals, in a sense, how to derive the adjoint equation for a given linear
operator L. For instance, ignoring boundary conditions for the moment, if L = ~a · ∇
then an integration by parts introduces a negative sign, so L∗ = −~a ·∇. On the other
hand, if the operator was the Laplacian, L = ∆, then integration by parts twice to
move the operator from the trial to the test functions cancels the negative sign, so
L∗ = L.
The adjoint form is also useful in deriving the continuous form of the adjoint error
estimate. This is not the form used most of the time, but it will reveal the rate
of convergence expected from output with Galerkin finite element methods. Assume
that the original differential equation is solved with a variational formulation resulting
from a Galerkin finite element method in the form (2.24) for an approximate solution
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uh ∈ Vh. Then, the error in the scalar output J is
δJ := J(u)− J(uh) =(u− uh, g)Ω
=(u− uh, L∗ψ)Ω
=(Lu− Luh, ψ)Ω
=− (Luh − f, ψ)Ω = −(r(uh), ψ)Ω
where r(uh) is the non-zero residual obtained by evaluating the linear PDE with the
approximate solution uh. So far this statement is not of much use, since it involves the
exact adjoint ψ which in general is unknown. However, for a Galerkin finite element
method the error estimate above is equivalent to
δJ = −(r(uh), ψ − ψh)Ω, (3.4)
where ψh ∈ Vh is the approximate solution of the adjoint from the same discretization
of the adjoint equation. These are equivalent because the Galerkin method solves,
before integration by parts,
(r(uh), v)Ω = 0 ∀v ∈ Vh,
and one such v = ψh since these are in the same space. While the error estimate in
the form (3.4) is quite remarkable, it should be somewhat expected, since the adjoint
links the residual error to the error in the output, so this simply integrates that error
over the domain. The error estimate (3.4) gives a simple bound on the output error
as,




|a| dΩ. If the adjoint ψh comes from an order p space and is solved
with the same DG method, then ‖ψ − ψh‖1 typically converges like O(hp+1), so at
rate p+ 1. The residual, assuming L contains order m derivatives, converges at rate
p+ 1−m, since derivatives of the order p quantities have to be taken. Putting these
together it is expected that the output converges at O(h2p+2−m), which is precisely the
rate typically observed for DG methods. Although the bound above breaks when the
adjoint ψ contains a singularity, affecting the norm ‖ψ − ψh‖1, the convergence rate
above is often unaffected. This shows a key benefit of using Galerkin methods, namely
that outputs superconverge in this way. If the method were not able to subtract off
the approximate adjoint ψh, then the output would only converge at h
p, unless the
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correction term itself were added to the error estimate.
Note that the HDG method introduced in Chapter 4 provides a discretization
of the gradient, and assuming that the gradients converge optimally, convergence is
often observed to be one order higher.
3.1.2 Discrete Analysis
The approach taken in a typical implementation is usually based on a discrete
adjoint calculated from the original primal discretization itself, without the need to
additionally discretize the adjoint equations as well. The starting point for deriv-
ing this system is the set of nonlinear equations derived from converting the time-
independent semilinear form in (2.32) to a set of residual equations in discrete form,
namely
RH(UH) = 0. (3.6)
Here UH is the vector of unknowns for an approximate solution uH ∈ VH similar
to Figure 2.2 for a mesh TH and order p. After computing the output JH(UH) it is
useful to determine how much error is in this output, and where the sources of the
error occur.
Computing the error estimate
δJ = J(U)− JH(UH)
would be ideal, but the exact solution vector U is in general unknown, and even if
this could be computed, it does not help in targeting the sources contributing to the
error. Since the exact solution is in general unattainable, the error estimate must
be computed between the current approximate solution and the solution from a finer
space Uh, namely
δJh := Jh(Uh)− JH(UH) ≈ δJ. (3.7)
This implies that while δJh is an error estimate, it is by no means a strict bound on
the error. The finer space Vh is usually defined as the space obtained by uniformly
refining the mesh TH or increasing the order p. Note that often JH(·) = J(·), except
when order-dependent parameters are present, such as geometry definitions or BR2
stabilization η values. Usually, however, this approximation is a fair assumption.
While the approximate solution on the finer space could be directly computed to
calculate the global error estimate, this would require the solution of an additional
even larger nonlinear system and thus would be immensely impractical. Instead, a
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similar adjoint technique will turn the need for an extra nonlinear system into an
additional linear solve for the fine-space adjoint variable Ψh.
It is possible to compute the fine-space adjoint Ψh approximately without having
to solve for the fine-space primal state Uh. First, realize that perturbations of the
state δUh induce corresponding perturbations of the residual δRh by linearizing the
original discretization about the primal state UH represented on the fine-space via





δUh + δRh = 0. (3.8)
Further using the perturbations, define the discrete adjoint Ψh as the sensitivity of
Jh to an infinitesimal residual perturbation added to the nonlinear system, namely
δJh = Jh(Uh)− Jh(Uh + δUh) ≈ −ΨTh δRh. (3.9)
Assuming the output Jh is differentiable, the left and right side expressions above can















This must hold for all permissible perturbations, so these can be dropped, and after











Often even this system does not have to be solved exactly to get a meaningful rep-
resentation of the adjoint necessary to estimate the error. Other works [1] have
investigated the use of Jacobian-free methods for inexpensively computing an ap-
proximation to this adjoint. For the results presented in later chapters, this adjoint
system is computed with an iterative matrix solver close to machine accuracy.
For certain applications, even the computation of the Jacobian on the fine space
is prohibitively expensive. In these situations the adjoint on the current space ΨH
can be computed by solving (3.11) entirely on the space VH , then reconstructed to
act as a surrogate for the fine-space adjoint. With the HDG discretization, there is
an additional option available, discussed at the end of Chapter 4.
As an example of the adjoint principle, consider the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes
simulation of a NACA 0012 airfoil shown in Figure 3.1 at 1◦ angle of attack, Re =
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(a) Primal state x-momentum (b) Adjoint state x-momentum
Figure 3.1: Contours of x-momentum for the solution and the drag adjoint for a
NACA0012 airfoil at Re = 5× 103. Drag is sensitive to perturbations in the dark red
and blue in the adjoint.
5 × 103, and M∞ = 0.5. The contour plot on the left shows the low-velocity (blue)
wake created behind the airfoil in the x-momentum component of the primal state
UH . If the output of interest is the drag on the airfoil, setting this as JH , then
in practice the corresponding adjoint state ΨH is solved for using (3.11) linearizing
about the state UH instead of the injected state. Computing the adjoint in the current
space in this way does not require the construction of a fine-space Jacobian matrix,
and therefore the additional cost incurred by solving for the adjoint state is only the
solution of the linear system. The x-momentum component of the adjoint state, shown
on the right of Figure 3.1, reveals the characteristic “reverse-wake”; perturbations in
the x-momentum conservation equation upstream of the airfoil affect its drag, while
perturbations behind it have relatively little effect on its drag.
It may not be immediately obvious, but the dual form (3.2) from linear theory
bears a remarkable resemblance to (3.11), as it should if the discrete adjoint is an
approximation of the continuous equation. If the output is a linear functional then
it can be written as Jh(Uh) = G
TUh, and if the Jacobian matrix is denoted by A,
(3.11) reduces to
ATΨ = G.
Since the adjoint of a matrix is the conjugate transpose this seems to be a discretiza-
tion of the continuous dual problem.
In order to compute the error estimate δJh, first write the output Jh(Uh) in terms
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The state difference δU = Uh − UHh needs to be solved for to compute the error



















Note that in general the fine-space residual Rh(U
H
h ) will not be zero, and the locations
of the nonzeros indicate where the current solution does not well represent a finer

















The quantity multiplying the residuals with the injected state UHh is simply the fine-
space adjoint Ψh from (3.11). As long as the geometry and other parameters do
not change, then Jh(U
H






+O (δU2) . (3.13)
Since the adjoint was obtained using DG, which uses a Galerkin variation form, the











Just as with the continuous linear theory, the error estimate involves the product of
a difference in the adjoints and the fine-space residual evaluated with the injected
state. This form of the error estimate is second-order accurate in the state difference
δU, owing to the linearizations performed above. There are a few other forms of the
adjoint-based error estimate that can be formed, for instance a third-order accurate
version by Becker and Rannacher [14].
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3.1.3 Adjoint Consistency and Accuracy
Section 3.1.2 showed that the discrete adjoint system bears resemblance to the
continuous adjoint PDE. In fact, it has been shown theoretically and numerically
[20, 21] that such adjoint consistency is necessary for optimal convergence of the
output functionals. This is an interesting finding, since it implies that in order to
construct a method from which outputs optimally converge, it is also necessary to
ensure consistency of a different equation.
The initial step in determining adjoint consistency for a discretization and output
is to derive both the dual form of the system of PDE similar to (3.2) for a single linear
equation, and the adjoint system implied by the discretization. Both these derive from
the principle that the corresponding adjoint equation for a general semilinear form
R(u,v) with an output functional J (u) is [20]
R′[u](v,ψ) = J ′[u](v) ∀v,
where the prime symbol denotes the Frechet derivative about the argument in brack-
ets. In particular, the semilinear form becomes linearized about u and thus is itself
a bilinear form. Therefore this is simply a linear functional L∗u,v(ψ) = R′[u](v,ψ)
analogous to the adjoint operator L∗ in (3.2). Applying this concept, the adjoint
equations implied by the DG discretization (2.32) seek ψh ∈ Vh such that
R′[uh](v,ψh) = J ′[uh](v) ∀v ∈ Vh. (3.15)
These equations bear resemblance to the discrete adjoint system (3.11). Similarly, in
order to derive the dual form of a general nonlinear PDE, first create a semilinear
form by integrating by parts against the adjoint variables, yielding R(u,ψ) with the
differential operator acting on the adjoint variables. Then the dual form of the system
satisfies
R′[u](δu,ψ) = J ′[u](δu), (3.16)
for all δu such that u + δu satisfy the boundary conditions. Since this must hold
for all suitable variations, these can then be “removed”, yielding the system and
boundary conditions. The original DG discretization is adjoint consistent if the exact
adjoint ψ from (3.16) satisfies (3.15). Even if this does not hold true, a method can
be asymptotically adjoint consistent if this holds in the limit h→ 0, can recover the
correct convergence rates asymptotically.
Adjoint inconsistency in DG methods usually derives from the treatment of bound-
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ary conditions [20] or standard treatments for source terms that contain state gra-
dients [21]. In either case, when this occurs the convergence rate of the output
functional will decrease and if the boundary treatment is to blame, even the primal
approximate state uh near these boundaries will become oscillatory. Source terms
that contain state gradients, such as those for the RANS turbulence models, require
special treatment in DG to ensure adjoint consistency. HDG, on the other hand,
automatically provides adjoint consistency for these source terms due to the mixed
formulation for the state gradients.
3.2 Error Localization and Adaptation
The error estimate in (3.14) is written as a global inner product of the discrete




(Ψh,e −ΨHh,e)TRh,e(UHh ), (3.17)
where (·),e denotes the restriction of the vector to the element Ωe on the fine-space.
A local error indicator can be defined as the absolute value of the contribution from
each element as
e = (Ψh,e −ΨHh,e)TRh,e(UHh ). (3.18)
If the fine space is order enriched, then the meshes coincide so elements with large
absolute value || should be chosen for refinement. If instead the fine space is obtained
with h-refinement, then e should be summed for each of the fine-space elements
corresponding to the elements of the current mesh to obtain the error indicator. This
process is shown in Figure 3.2 for the drag output on a NACA 0012 airfoil, the same
case presented in Section 3.1.2. The solution was initially obtained at p = 2 on the
relatively coarse mesh shown, and the fine-space adjoint Ψh and residual are obtained
at p = 3.
To summarize, the following procedure is used when applying this form of error
estimation:
1. Solve the discrete equations RH(UH) for UH in the coarse space VH , and
compute the output J(UH)
2. Represent the coarse solution on a uniformly refined fine space Vh as UHh




(a) Fine-space drag adjoint Ψh density comp. (b) Residual Rh(U
H
h ) density comp.
(c) Localized error indicator 
Figure 3.2: Components used to compute the error estimate and localize on each
element, shown for a NACA 0012 airfoil at Re = 5× 103.
4. Solve for the fine-space adjoint Ψh either directly with the linear system (3.11)
or by first solving for the coarse adjoint ΨH and then reconstructing
5. Evaluate the approximate error estimate δJh via (3.14) and use this to correct
the output
6. Localize the error estimate to form |e| for each element
7. Select a certain percentage of the elements with the highest error to adapt
The indicator only identifies the elements in which the errors originate, since
 is itself a scalar value. In particular, there is no indication of directionality for
constructing anisotropic meshes, and additionally no indication of whether refining
the mesh or increasing the order on the element will be more effective. Techniques
for achieving these goals will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4
Hybridized Discontinous Galerkin (HDG)
Methods
Hybridized discontinous Galerkin methods indirectly represent the solution by an
auxiliary state on the skeleton of the mesh, from which the local state on each element
can be solved. By first solving for this auxiliary state the size of the global system is
dramatically reduced.
The primary objective of this chapter is to introduce two variants of HDG, both
of which improve on the accuracy and computational efficiency of the existing meth-
ods. This chapter begins by giving a brief history and overview of the existing HDG
methods for linear convection-diffusion systems. It then describes the extension of
the existing HDG methods to general systems of convection-diffusion equations and
discusses implementation aspects, before finally introducing the two new variants.
The first of these removes the extra gradient variable, thereby obtaining a more
computationally efficient method. The second method retains the gradients, and in-
troduces a new flux form for coupling elements, thereby allowing for optimal gradient
convergence and even faster convergence for the element-by-element post-processed
solution.
4.1 Overview of Existing Methods
Finite element methods, such as DG described in Section 2.3, result in a linear
system to solve for the approximate solution. This happens, for example, when solving
with a Newton solver for the solution of the nonlinear system. The number of DOF, or
the size of the system, resulting from these equations grows rapidly with the dimension
d as O(pd) for increasing polynomial order p. HDG methods reduce this growth rate
by instead solving a linear system that only couples a set of trace unknowns on the
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Triangles :
method p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4
DG 6 12 20 30
CG 1 4 9 16
HDG 6 9 12 15
EDG 1 4 7 10
Quadrilaterals :
method p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4
DG 4 9 16 25
CG 1 4 9 16
HDG 4 6 8 10
EDG 1 3 5 7
Tetrahedra:
method p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4
DG 24 60 120 210
CG 1 8.2 27.4 64.6
HDG 36 72 120 180
EDG 1 8.2 27.4 58.6
Hexahedra:
method p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4
DG 8 27 64 125
CG 1 8 27 64
HDG 12 27 48 75
EDG 1 7 19 37
Table 4.1: Number of DOF (per equation of a system) that are required per mesh
vertex to represent the HDG trace variable.
interior faces of the mesh. The approximate solution on each element is then recovered
from the traces on the interior faces, and the boundary conditions on the exterior
faces. Since the faces are a lower-dimensional object than the elements themselves,
the trace requires only O(p(d−1)) DOF. The traces for HDG are independent of the
overall mesh topology, so no continuity is required, as shown in Figure 4.1. Although
the growth rate of the DOF is lowered, with relatively few exceptions there are more
faces than elements in a mesh, so the HDG system can in fact be larger than the
corresponding DG system at the same order. Table 4.1 shows the number of globally-
coupled DOF required for different methods for a sufficiently large and regular mesh.
While embedded discontinuous Galerkin (EDG) ultimately has a smaller system size,
HDG increasingly reduces the system size for higher order p over DG. Embedded
discontinuous Galerkin (EDG) is obtained by enforcing global continuity of the traces
so they are single-valued at mesh vertices. However, it does so at the cost of optimal
flux convergence, a property that affects the accuracy of the overall solution.
Hybridization was originally developed for the solution of mixed finite element
methods. Mixed methods define the dual of the system - usually the flux or gradient
- as an unknown variable, thus resulting in an even larger system than primal methods
such as DG. These methods are popular because the gradient or flux is approximated
without the loss of accuracy incurred from differentiating the approximate solution
itself. While these methods may be feasible to solve in one spatial dimension, the
system becomes very large in multiple dimensions and high orders. In 1965, De
Veubeque recognized in the context of linear elasticity that by using a trace the
resulting system size could be dramatically reduced through static condensation [22].
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Cockburn, Guzman` and Wang [23] determine a link between the hybridized versions
of two popular mixed methods using the Raviart-Thomas (RT) and Brezzi-Douglas-
Marini (BDM) spaces, respectively, and derive conditions under which the methods
yield identical results. Later it was recognized that this procedure unifies a number of
seemingly different hybridizable finite element methods simply by switching various
parameters [24].
Although the term HDG refers to a family of methods, it is most often used to refer
to the hybridized local discontinuous Galerkin (LDG-H) method using the space Vh
from (2.20) for the approximate solution and ~Vh for its flux. This method has become
popular for its straightforward L2 finite element spaces, and in certain situations
optimal flux convergence and enhanced accuracy through a suitable projection. This
projection can be implemented as an element-by-element post-processing step yielding
a solution that converges at order p+ 2 in L2 [23], where other DG methods usually
converge at p+1. These methods have been studied and characterized extensively for
the solution of purely second-order equations and steady-state convection-diffusion
equations in [25, 26, 27].
4.1.1 Formulation for Linear Convection-Diffusion
Much of the HDG development has been focused on its application to scalar
equations, such as the steady-state convection-diffusion equation
~q = ∇u, ∇ · (~au− b ~q ) + f = 0, u = g on ∂Ω (4.1)
where ~a is the velocity, b is the relative diffusivity, and f is a passive source term.
In order to form an HDG discretization, first consider the flux formulation of the
equations similar to (2.25) for the Poisson equation. For the convection-diffusion
equation above, on an element Ωe this takes the form
(~qh, ~v)Ωe + (uh,∇ · ~v)Ωe − 〈uˆ, ~v · ~n〉∂Ωe = 0 ∀~v ∈ [Pp(Ωe)]d (4.2)
−(~auh − b~qh,∇w)Ωe + 〈~̂auh − b̂~qh, w〉∂Ωe = (f, w)Ωe ∀w ∈ Pp(Ωe). (4.3)
HDG methods define the trace uˆ as an unknown to be solved for λh ∈M Ih on interior
faces and let the boundary conditions define the state on the boundary faces. On
these faces, the upwind state, gh = Pg a projected L2(∂Ω) function when ~a · ~n+ > 0,
or u+h is inserted. Note that this definition of the trace differs from that used in
most other past HDG formulations. This is immediately a difference with DG, which
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Figure 4.1: HDG trace around two elements. The central trace, shown in red is
coupled to all other traces on neighboring elements.
eliminates uˆ as an unknown by specifying its form.
For a finite element method to be hybridizable, the trace uˆ must be single-valued,
except at mesh vertices, though fortunately all adjoint consistent methods are of this
form [24]. Additionally, instead of eliminating the gradients as DG would, mixed
HDG methods keep ~qh and the set of equations (4.2). Assuming the trace is known
around an element, all that is required for the local solver defined by (4.2) and (4.3)
is to define on the element faces the convective and diffusive fluxes, ~̂auh and b̂~qh,
respectively. These fluxes are the scalar HDG analogs of Fˆ and Gˆ in (2.34) and
(2.35). The local solver is an injective mapping from the space of traces to the intra-
element solution. In order to hybridize the method, the local solver cannot depend
directly on the neighboring element’s approximate solution, so the total flux is
~̂auh − b̂~qh = ~auˆ · ~n− b ~qh · ~n+ ~δ(uh, uˆ) · ~n (4.4)
where the stabilization ~δ = ~δF + ~δG is the flux stabilization split into convective and
diffusive parts. Traditionally the stabilization takes the form
~δF = τF (uh − uˆ)~n, ~δG = τG(uh − uˆ)~n. (4.5)
Whereas in DG the total flux Hˆ was required to be single-valued, here the flux is in
general double-valued. Note, however, that the total flux is still continuous in a weak
sense.
A proper convective flux for the convection-dominated regime is one based on the
upwind state, so that overall the flux is ~au+ ·~n when ~a ·~n+ > 0 and ~au− ·~n otherwise.
The convective stabilization for each side of the face, τF , should be chosen to satisfy
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this property, so the overall convective flux
~̂auh = ~auˆ · ~n+ τF (uh − uˆ) (4.6)
is upwinded. Since the flux (4.6) is defined in terms of the trace, the stabilization
should be chosen so that the trace is the upwind state. To do this, the method should
pick τF > 0 when ~a · ~n > 0; a suitable choice is
τF =
12 (|~a · ~n|+ ~a · ~n) interior faces0 boundary faces. (4.7)
The implicitly defined boundary state uˆ(u+h ) is already properly upwinded, so τ
F = 0
on boundaries; in fact this is required for adjoint consistency. The resulting convective
flux (4.6) is always upwinded,
~̂auh =
~au+h · ~n, ~a · ~n > 0~auˆ · ~n otherwise. (4.8)
This is the convective stabilization from the HDG II scheme for scalar linear systems
proposed in Nguyen et. al. [27].
Fewer choices for the diffusion stabilization are provided. In [23] the authors prove
that the gradients ~qh converge optimally in L
2 for a purely diffusive problem (τF ≡ 0)
provided τG = O(1) under mesh refinement. From a numerical analysis standpoint
this is intuitive: if the stabilization is not O(1) with refinement, then either the flux
(gradient) or uh is being penalized too heavily. The authors go on to analyze the
convective-dominated regime of steady-state convection-diffusion in [26] and propose
using either τG = η and τG = ηh−1, where η = b/`visc and `visc is a viscous length-
scale for dimensional correctness. This length-scale is usually chosen based on the
size of the domain or the length over which the viscosity is acting, for example the
size of an airfoil in two dimensions. Other authors [27] also use this choice of viscous
stabilization.
To couple the local solvers together and create a hybrid bilinear form for the trace
variable, conservativity of the fluxes must also be enforced. Since the trace unknowns
exist in the space M Ih , to accomplish the conservation in a well-posed manner, the






= 0 ∀µ ∈M Ih , (4.9)
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where the fluxes are determined by the local solvers. Equations (4.9), and in fact
the entire definition of the global system, form an implicit system for uh and ~qh on
elements, since the boundary conditions are accounted for in the definition of the
fluxes and elsewhere in the local solvers.
It is also valid to formulate HDG methods that define an unknown trace on bound-
aries, but doing so shows no advantages. When formulating in this way, the convective
stabilization τc should be chosen to penalize the jump between the state and trace
on these faces, and the conservativity condition (4.9) must be extended to all ofMh,
including the boundaries. The boundary traces add to the size of the global system
and evidence shows no increase in accuracy when doing so.
For the linear steady-state convection-diffusion equation (4.1) with τ as above,
the conservativity condition (4.9) equates the total flux pointwise. By equating the
fluxes and solving for the trace, this can be written explicitly as
λh =
(~a · ~n+ + 2τd)−1 (~a · ~n+u+ − bJ~q · ~nK+ 2τd{u}) for ~a · ~n+ > 0(~a · ~n− + 2τd)−1 (~a · ~n−u− − bJ~q · ~nK+ 2τd{u}) otherwise. (4.10)
This verifies a well-known property that the HDG trace depends on the gradients and
thus is not in the class of LDG methods for any finite value of τF . Although (4.10)
in general has no elegant form, it does have the limits
λ =
{u} − `visc2 J~q · ~nK |~a · ~n| → 0uup b→ 0, (4.11)
where uup is the upwind state, u+h when ~a · ~n+ > 0 and u−h otherwise. Thus in the
convective limit the traces recover the upwind state, and in the diffusive limit HDG,
specifically LDG-H, is different from any of the DG methods surveyed in [7].
The corresponding weak formulation of HDG involves only the trace as is written
as
a(λh, µ) = b(µ) ∀µ ∈MIh, (4.12)
and after converting to a linear system is
KΛ = F. (4.13)
In this system Λ is the vector of trace unknowns for all interior faces and the matrix
K is referred to as the reduced Jacobian matrix. After the global linear solve, the
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DG HDG
Figure 4.2: Jacobian elements (colored dots) over a triangular mesh with arrows
showing coupling from the center element in red for both DG and HDG, and the
resulting Jacobian matrix with p = 2.
local solvers provide uh|Ωe and ~qh|Ωe for each element given uˆ on the element faces.
The sparsity of the reduced Jacobian K matrix can be deduced by realizing that
since the traces link together the local solvers, the local solvers depend on the sur-
rounding traces. Thus, the set of rows in the matrix corresponding to the DOF for
the lighter trace in Figure 4.1 have non-zero entries on the diagonal block, as well as
columns corresponding to DOF of the darker traces. In contrast, the EDG method
would have additional coupling to the traces sharing the mesh vertices.
4.1.2 Numerical Example: Interior Error Norm
Before continuing it is instructive to compare the L2 errors of the above form
of HDG for scalar convection-diffusion to those of DG. To do so, we consider the
linear convection-diffusion equation on Ω = [0, 1]2 and add a source term s to render
the exact solution u = sin(pix) sin(piy). The projection P used to specify boundary
conditions can slightly affect the convergence, so specifying homogeneous boundary
conditions eliminates this possible source of differences. In these results DG uses an
upwind convective flux and BR2 diffusion treatment with κ = 2 in (2.29), and HDG
uses the upwind flux stabilization in (4.7) and constant diffusive flux stabilization
with τ = b.
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Tables 4.2 and 4.3 compare the L2 errors and rates of convergence for both nu-
merical methods. The norms presented in the tables are defined as






















where diam(Ωe) is a measure of the diameter of the element. For DG, the gradient is
instead taken by differentiating the uh basis functions so ~qh = ∇uh. For the purely
diffusive results in Table 4.2, it is interesting to note (1) that HDG is consistent
for p = 0, while DG fails to converge with mesh refinement, (2) that the rate of
convergence for the gradients is one order higher using HDG than DG, and (3) that
the rate of convergence of the trace is p+ 2 for both methods. As previously noted, if
the stabilization had been τ = bh−1, the gradients would have converged at the same
rate as the primal. For the convection-dominated case, since the diffusive stabilization
is still O(1) the HDG rate of convergence is again higher, and in fact even if b = 0
the gradient optimally converges using the convective flux stabilization (4.7). This
occurs because the gradient ~qh is determined using the upwinded trace states in the
integration by parts; for other choices of stabilization that do not purely upwind the
trace state, this superconvergence does not occur.
4.1.3 Numerical Example: Boundary Output Error Norm
The primary goal of this work, targeting CFD methods, is to better estimate
output functionals of the state as described in Chapter 3. The outputs of engineering
interest often take the form of boundary integrals such as the lift or drag on a wing.
Accordingly, this example tests the accuracy of DG and HDG on the linear convection
diffusion equation (4.1), again on Ω = [0, 1]2, but with a boundary output. Instead
of using homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions and adding a source term to
specify the exact solution inside the domain as in Section 4.1.2, the source term is
omitted and the following boundary function is set
uB(x, y) = exp (0.5 sin(−4x+ 6y)− 0.8 cos(3x− 8y)) on ∂Ω. (4.15)
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p Ne ‖uh − u‖L2(Ω) ‖∇uh −∇u‖L2(Ω) ‖uˆ− u‖L2(∂Th)
error rate error rate error rate
0
64 2.563e-1 0.222e1 6.533e-2
256 2.516e-1 0.03 0.222e1 0.00 3.163e-2 1.05
1024 2.504e-1 0.01 0.222e1 0.00 1.567e-2 1.01
1
64 7.536e-3 2.516e-1 7.272e-4
256 1.896e-3 1.99 1.259e-1 1.00 9.010e-5 3.01
1024 4.749e-4 2.00 6.295e-2 1.00 1.123e-5 3.00
2
64 1.987e-4 1.287e-2 3.851e-5
256 2.481e-5 3.00 3.219e-3 2.00 2.444e-6 3.98
1024 3.100e-6 3.00 8.048e-4 2.00 1.539e-7 3.99
3
64 5.538e-6 4.237e-4 9.814e-7
256 3.482e-7 3.99 5.296e-5 3.00 3.080e-8 4.99
1024 2.180e-8 4.00 6.621e-6 3.00 9.635e-10 5.00
4
64 9.316e-8 1.062e-5 1.780e-8
256 2.907e-9 5.00 6.640e-7 4.00 2.815e-10 5.98
1024 9.082e-11 5.00 4.151e-8 4.00 4.426e-12 5.99
(a) DG
p Ne ‖uh − u‖L2(Ω) ‖~qh −∇u‖L2(Ω) ‖uˆ− u‖L2(∂Th)
error rate error rate error rate
0
64 1.174e-1 4.446e-1 2.078e-2
256 5.987e-2 0.97 2.244e-1 0.99 5.237e-3 1.99
1024 3.020e-2 0.99 1.126e-1 0.99 1.314e-3 1.99
1
64 8.320e-3 3.084e-2 1.469e-3
256 2.184e-3 1.93 8.007e-3 1.95 1.930e-4 2.93
1024 5.598e-4 1.96 2.040e-3 1.97 2.474e-5 2.96
2
64 2.672e-4 9.946e-4 4.723e-5
256 3.449e-5 2.95 1.271e-4 2.97 3.048e-6 3.95
1024 4.379e-6 2.98 1.607e-5 2.98 1.935e-7 3.98
3
64 6.512e-6 2.423e-5 1.151e-6
256 4.165e-7 3.97 1.539e-6 3.98 3.682e-8 4.97
1024 2.633e-8 3.98 9.694e-8 3.99 1.164e-9 4.98
4
64 1.273e-7 4.738e-7 2.251e-8
256 4.052e-9 4.97 1.499e-8 4.98 3.581e-10 5.97
1024 1.277e-10 4.99 4.714e-10 4.99 5.645e-12 5.99
(b) HDG
Table 4.2: Error convergence on uniformly refined quadrilateral meshes for the man-
ufactured solution with ~a = (0, 0), b = 1.
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p Ne ‖uh − u‖L2(Ω) ‖∇uh −∇u‖L2(Ω) ‖uˆ− u‖L2(∂Th)
error rate error rate error rate
0
64 2.193e-1 0.222e1 5.448e-2
256 1.450e-1 0.60 0.222e1 0.00 1.844e-2 1.56
1024 1.085e-1 0.42 0.222e1 -0.00 6.866e-3 1.43
1
64 4.620e-3 2.565e-1 1.639e-3
256 1.081e-3 2.10 1.267e-1 1.02 2.028e-4 3.02
1024 2.634e-4 2.04 6.308e-2 1.01 2.522e-5 3.01
2
64 3.046e-4 1.439e-2 8.112e-5
256 3.084e-5 3.30 3.358e-3 2.10 3.645e-6 4.48
1024 3.350e-6 3.20 8.142e-4 2.04 1.779e-7 4.36
3
64 5.211e-6 4.688e-4 1.095e-6
256 3.406e-7 3.94 5.523e-5 3.09 3.135e-8 5.13
1024 2.167e-8 3.97 6.706e-6 3.04 9.627e-10 5.03
4
64 9.883e-8 1.126e-5 2.055e-8
256 2.906e-9 5.09 6.759e-7 4.06 2.829e-10 6.18
1024 9.075e-11 5.00 4.170e-8 4.02 4.416e-12 6.00
(a) DG
p Ne ‖uh − u‖L2(Ω) ‖~qh −∇u‖L2(Ω) ‖uˆ− u‖L2(∂Th)
error rate error rate error rate
0
64 3.670e-1 9.558e-1 3.408e-2
256 2.246e-1 0.71 7.913e-1 0.27 1.130e-2 1.59
1024 1.124e-1 1.00 5.714e-1 0.47 3.301e-3 1.78
1
64 1.801e-2 6.555e-2 1.378e-3
256 1.951e-3 3.21 9.052e-3 2.86 1.557e-4 3.15
1024 4.227e-4 2.21 2.048e-3 2.14 1.862e-5 3.06
2
64 1.944e-4 9.379e-4 3.411e-5
256 2.471e-5 2.98 1.188e-4 2.98 2.185e-6 3.96
1024 3.126e-6 2.98 1.554e-5 2.93 1.382e-7 3.98
3
64 5.660e-6 2.778e-5 9.746e-7
256 3.303e-7 4.10 1.592e-6 4.13 2.917e-8 5.06
1024 1.998e-8 4.05 9.847e-8 4.02 8.828e-10 5.05
4
64 8.995e-8 4.290e-7 1.590e-8
256 2.896e-9 4.96 1.427e-8 4.91 2.559e-10 5.96
1024 9.178e-11 4.98 4.672e-10 4.93 4.056e-12 5.98
(b) HDG
Table 4.3: Error convergence on a uniformly refined quadrilateral meshes for the




)), b = 10−2.
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(a) Primal solution (b) Adjoint solution
Figure 4.3: Solution with a = (cos(pi/6), sin(pi/6)) and b = 1/50 and adjoint for the
output defined by (4.16).








(1, y) dy w(y) =
1
2
(1− cos(2piy)) . (4.16)
The solution to this equation with a = (cos(pi/6), sin(pi/6)) and b = 1/50, and the
adjoint for the output, are shown in Figure 4.3.
When the output is on a boundary, only part of the domain affects the results,
so refinement should target these regions to effectively capture the output. In this
example, however, since the output is affected by the gradient on most of the bound-
ary, and the equations advect the solution primarily from left to right, most of the
domain will affect the output and uniform refinement is a relatively effective approach
to capturing the output.
Figure 4.4 plots the error in the weighted “heat flux” boundary output |J(u) −
J(uh)| for different mesh refinement strategies for both DG and HDG. The results are
obtained by refining each element of a uniform 64-element quadrilateral mesh four
times. After each solve, the error estimate is computed according to (3.17) following
the solution of the fine-space adjoint. The fine-space employed here and throughout
uses order enrichment, so the adjoint used in the error estimation is solved at order
p + 1. The discrete adjoint procedure for HDG is discussed in Section 4.2.6, but




(a) p = 1 results
4
6
(b) p = 2 results
Figure 4.4: Comparison of the output (4.16) (solid) and corrected output (dashed) er-
ror calculated from the DG and HDG discretizations of the linear convection diffusion
equation.
While the solution itself exhibits boundary layers and singularities, since the out-
put contains a weight function that approaches zero at the endpoints, the adjoint field
is smooth and the optimal rates of convergence are expected. The DG uncorrected
results converge at approximately 2p as expected, and HDG p = 1 results converge at
2p+1 thanks to the optimal convergence of ~qh at the boundary. The output corrected
by the error estimate for p = 1 converges at one order higher, so at third order for
DG and fourth order for HDG. The p = 2 outputs for both methods seem to converge
at exactly fourth order, and while the corrected output initially converges faster at
sixth order, it finally slows to fourth order on the finer meshes.
4.2 Extension to Systems
The first contribution of this work extends the HDG method from linear scalar
convection-diffusion theory to enable its application to systems of equations. Fur-
thermore, the goal of this section is to outline an HDG discretization of general
convection-diffusion systems that is computationally efficient and sufficiently robust
to apply to general compressible Navier-Stokes computations.
4.2.1 Formulation for Transport System
The HDG discretization for a system discretizes uh, ~qh, and λh according to the
polynomial spaces specified in Table 4.4. The flux formulation or local solver for (2.1)
is obtained for every element Ωe by choosing approximation spaces locally for uh and
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Unknown Test function Local approx. space Support
uh w Ppe(Ωe) ≡ [Ppe(Ωe)]s ∀Ωe ∈ Th
~qh ~v ~Ppe(Ωe) ≡ [Ppe(Ωe)]d ∀Ωe ∈ Th
λh µ Ppf (F ) ≡ [Ppf (F )]s ∀F ∈ EIh
Table 4.4: Spaces for unknowns in an HDG discretization.
~qh and integrating by parts∫
Ωe


































wT s dΩ = 0, ∀w ∈ Ppe(Ωe).
(4.17)
Given a definition of the trace uˆ and total flux on an interface Hˆ, this defines the
local solver for the state and gradient on Ωe. The trace for the HDG discretization
of a system, defined as
uˆ =
λh interior facesuB(u+h ,BC) boundary faces, (4.18)
is left as an unknown on interior faces and on boundaries is again defined implicitly
using the neighboring element state and boundary condition, so no unknown DOF
are required. The general form for the total flux dotted with an outward-pointing
normal is
Hˆ(uh, ~qh, uˆ, ~n) = Fˆ(uh, uˆ) + Gˆ(uh,qh, uˆ) = Hi(uˆ, ~qh)ni + δi(uh, uˆ, ~n)ni (4.19)
where uh and ~qh are taken from inside the element. Again, ~δ = ~δ
F + ~δG where
~δF = τ F (uh − uˆ)~n, ~δG = τG (uh − uˆ)~n. (4.20)
For nonlinear systems the stabilization matrix τ ∈ Rs×s is not only critical for accu-
racy but also affects the stability of the resulting system.
For the convective stabilization, motivated by the analogy with a Lax-Friedrichs
flux, a basic choice is τ F = cmaxI involving the maximum wavespeed cmax. Assuming
no diffusive flux, λh = {uh} with this stabilization, thus the flux is appropriately
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upwinded but the resulting trace is not. A more sophisticated stabilization borrows
from the Roe approximate Riemann solver, setting instead [28]
τ F = R|Λ|L, (4.21)
where L, R, and Λ are the matrices of left and right eigenvectors, and eigenvalues of
the flux Jacobian ∂Fi(λh)/∂λhni, respectively. With this choice the resulting flux is





The trace is again the average of the states with this formulation, and thus is incor-
rectly upwinded. Properly upwinding the trace is critical for the stability of HDG
for convection-dominated problems and when post-processing. Section 4.4.2 contains
additional information regarding methods to properly upwind the trace.
The form of convective flux depends on the boundary condition. In general a Rie-
mann solver is necessary to correctly resolve the incoming and outgoing characteristics
if the desired state vector u is specified; on these boundaries FˆB = Fˆj(u
+
h ,u). This
formulation is consistent with the treatment of the Dirichlet condition for the scalar
formulation, in which the flux is based on the upwind state at the boundaries. For
other boundary conditions, the convective flux based on the implicitly-defined bound-
ary state uˆ is used, without the stabilization, so ~δF = ~0 on those faces. The reason
for not including stabilization on these faces is that the convective flux is already used
and no unknown trace state exists, so the additional upwinding is unnecessary and
would in fact be adjoint inconsistent.
Diffusive stabilization, on the other hand, is added on all faces. On boundary












identically to the treatment for DG in (2.39). As for a single equation, a constant
viscous stabilization, for instance τG = ηI, is necessary for optimal convergence of
the state gradients ~qh. Evidence has shown, however, that in general this choice, de-
pending on the value of η, can result in stiff nonlinear systems. Some past works, e.g.
[28], have ignored ~δG altogether, and relied on the convective stabilization providing
enough coupling to uˆ. While this is acceptable for relatively simple cases, for more
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While using a simple constant ηI is also consistent with the PDE, it assumes there is
diffusion in all of the equations. Using (4.24) has the benefit of adding stabilization
only to the equations that require it, and adds it proportionally to the amount of
viscosity in the equation. Again the ambiguously-defined viscous length-scale `visc
must still be chosen.







ds = 0 ∀µ ∈MIh, (4.25)
whereMIh is the product of the local approximation spaces in Table 4.4 for all interior
faces F . Together these define a linear system to be solved for the traces λh from
which uh and ~qh are determined by the local solvers.
4.2.2 Implementation
The state vectors qh for each dimension d, as well as uh, and λh, are each stored

























where ~x ∈ Rd denotes a coordinate inside element Ωe, ~s ∈ Rd−1 denotes the coordi-
nate on interior face f , xˆi is the xi-coordinate unit normal, and n indexes the local
approximation space basis functions φ and µ for the element and face, respectively.
Most implementations use basis functions of the same order for ~qh and uh, since evi-
dence shows no extra accuracy from using a higher order for either variable. With a
different form of the HDG stabilization, Qui et al. [30] have shown a benefit to using
one order higher in the elemental state.
Using the discrete approximations for the unknowns in (4.26), the local solvers
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coupled with the conservativity condition can be written as a system of equations

















∂iφnHi(uh, ~qh) dΩ +
∫
∂Ωe



















for all elements Ωe and interior faces f . Note that the boundary terms that were
explicitly written in (4.17) are absorbed into the Hˆ integral for simplicity. The most
important observation about these equations is that the RQein and R
U
en residuals in-
corporate only the states on the element Ωe themselves and the traces uˆ on ∂Ωe.
4.2.3 Static Condensation
If the associated fluxes are linear, or if these equations are solved with a series of













The first row of blocks, A and B, include both the set of local solver equations so it
convenient to define QU = (Q,U)T , along with RQU = (RQ,RU)T . The definitions














Although the system could be solved in this form, the system size is unnecessarily
large. Benefiting from the earlier observation that the local solver depends only on
element-local values at the surrounding traces λh, QU can be efficiently removed






This is possible to build efficiently because A is block-diagonal element-wise. After
this is solved, QU can be obtained by the local solver alone
QU = A−1 (R−BΛ) . (4.31)
The reduced Jacobian matrix couples traces together that are indirectly linked by
the local solvers, and so contains the “transmission” of residual across the element
shared by the faces. Although the reduced system is almost always smaller than
before static condensation, there is still a price to be paid. Static condensation of
the Jacobian can be performed efficiently using a single loop over the elements. On
each element, first all the integrals and their linearizations appearing in in (4.27) are
calculated. Then all pairs of faces, call these f and g, are looped over to add the






































The inversion of the local solver block A for high polynomial orders is not inexpensive,




admits a block-diagonal structure, one block for each dimension, each the size of
∂RUe
∂Ue
. Fast block-inversion formulas can therefore be applied for A−1e .


























· · · AUQj · · · AUU
 . (4.33)
The AQQ blocks along the diagonal are identical as long as the same polynomial
order is used for each vector component, so these are each denoted by AQQ. In order
to efficiently invert this type of matrix a block-inversion formula can be applied.
This is a well-known technique, but lesser referenced is the algorithm for efficiently
implementing the block inversion. A−1e must be applied twice, so the first step is to
pre-compute blocks necessary for the inversion, storing them in place. This process
is shown in Algorithm 1, which applies in all cases, even when ~qh do not exist by
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where PLU(K) denotes the in-place LU-factorization storage with permutation vec-
tor P stored separately. After pre-processing, the matrix can be applied relatively
inexpensively to another block A−1e (BQ,BU)
T according to Algorithm 2, overwriting
the B block. The application of the block-inversion matrices can altogether alterna-
tively be thought of as a second level of static condensation using (4.30) then (4.31).
The inverse must be applied twice, once to each Bef for each face of the element,
and once to the vector Re to build the linear system. After the linear solve, the
inverse must again be applied to solve for Pe.
Algorithm 1 Pre-process block Ae matrix for fast application of A
−1
e to the statically
condensed matrix and residual.
function PreprocessA(A)
for i = 1 . . . d do
AQiU ← A−1QQAQiU
end for
for i = 1 . . . d do
AUU ← AUU −AUQiAQiU
end for
PLU factor AUU in place




4.2.4 Nonlinear and Linear Solver
A Newton solver with pseudo-time continuation (PTC) is employed to solve the
resulting possibly nonlinear system of equations [6], resulting in a set of linear sys-
tems to solve. Pseudo-time continuation adds the effect of a backward-Euler time
discretization to each Newton iteration on the linearization, but not on the residuals
themselves. This has the effect of reducing the stiffness of the linear systems, since
there exists less of a difference between the current approximate solution and the so-
lution of the Newton system for a finite time-step. For DG, this could be implemented
by only giving the nonlinear solver knowledge of the residuals and mass matrix, since
the pseudo-time term is added to the entire Jacobian matrix. On the other hand,
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for i = 1 . . . d do
BQi ← AQQBQi
end for
X← −A−1UUBU . Use PLU-factored AUU
for i = 1 . . . d do
X← X + AUQiBQi
end for
for i = 1 . . . d do




the term is only added to the local residuals associated with the w test functions in











The time-continuation strategies to take ∆t→∞ for DG also yield successful conver-
gence for HDG; this work employs the Exponential progression with under-relaxation
(EXPur) method. A line search is used for RANS cases, which largely follows the
definition in [6] Algorithm 3.4, with the exception that the HDG residuals are not
statically condensed for each step.
The resulting linear systems from the Newton iterations are solved using a pre-
conditioned Generalized minimal residual method (GMRES) method. This has been
shown to be a very efficient iterative method for the solution of these systems for
DG [31]. Several preconditioners are employed: block incomplete LU factorization
without fill (ILU0) with MDF ordering [31], and block line-Jacobi smoothing [2]. The
results in this work apply the preconditioner on the right side of the system matrix.
Performance of preconditioners applied to HDG systems can be expected to de-
grade compared to DG systems due to the increased linkage in the Jacobian matrix.
Jacobian blocks from DG represent element contributions, while those from HDG
link interior faces, so preconditioners that used direct analogies to the mesh need to
be generalized. While DG systems have the number of off-diagonal blocks equal to
the number of mesh faces per element nf , HDG systems have 2(nf − 1) off-diagonal
blocks. Thus for multiple spatial dimensions HDG will always have more, albeit
usually smaller, off-diagonal blocks.
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Since Line-Jacobi smoothing inverts the matrix along elemental lines of greatest
coupling in DG, it does so along lines of greatest interior face coupling in HDG, overall
inverting less of the overall Jacobian. The low-storage LU factorization method [31]
assumes that the situation where Jacobian element k is a neighbor of j and i when
j and i are also neighbors does not occur. With this assumption the entire LU
factorization can be stored in-place using the existing allocated Jacobian matrix. In
DG this situation is highly anomalous, but unfortunately, in HDG this always occurs
due to the higher level of connectivity. This can be observed even with the simple case
shown in Figure 4.1; the two darker traces on either element are mutual neighbors,
and also neighbors of the shared lighter trace.
Figure 4.6 compares the number of GMRES iterations necessary to solve the sys-
tems resulting from DG and HDG discretizations of the scalar convection-diffusion
case similar to that described in [31] Section 6.2. The results here differ slightly by us-
ing a different mesh, shown in Figure 4.5a, and setting a zero-gradient condition on the
top and right, shown in Figure 4.5b, instead of a free boundary condition. The con-
vective and diffusive limits are on the left and right side of both Figures 4.6a and 4.6b,
respectively. The first two entries in the legend, DG-BR2, DG with BR2, and HDG-
M-C, HDG with the constant-scaling viscous stabilization (4.24), correspond to the
methods discussed in Sections 4.1.1 and 2.3.3. The performance degradation when
using BR2-type stabilization is expected e.g. from Theorem 3.6 in [32]. In fact the
performance degrades for both preconditioners except when ILU0 is used with con-
stant viscous stabilization. Although this result is for a specific linear case, experience
suggests this finding generalizes to systems.
4.2.5 Parallelization
One of the most interesting aspects of HDG is the indirect coupling of the states
on elements, and this certainly affects how the algorithm should be designed for par-
allelism compared to DG. In general two levels of parallelism should be considered:
splitting the large problem onto multiple processes that pass information back and
forth, and taking advantage of the multithreading capabilities of CPUs and coproces-
sors. This work focuses on distributed memory parallelism to split the large global
problem and enable scaling to massive computations, leaving threading for future
investigation.
In order to split the problem effectively, it should be split into sets of connected
elements and faces, as shown in Figure 4.7 to minimize the number of faces straddling
interfaces, thereby minimizing the communication necessary between processes. HDG
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(a) Mesh for computations (b) Solution for b = 10−2
Figure 4.5: Mesh and example solution with b = 10−2 used for the comparison in
Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Number of GMRES iterations necessary to solve the linear system to
machine tolerance using ILU0 and Line-Jacobi preconditioners with different dis-




= self interior face (regular)
= self interior face (irregular)
= halo interior face
= null interior face
= element on proc. neighbor
Figure 4.7: Notation used in parallelizing an unstructured HDG solver.
shares this approach, but has the added complication of using both local solvers
evaluated element-wise and also an interior face-based linear system. Thus both
elements and faces need to be properly parallelized so no interior face or element is
computed by updating more than one process.
Firstly elements are assigned to processes using a weighted partition balancing
algorithm via the METIS library [33]. Using this method, the elements with the
strongest coupling remain on the same process so the preconditioner remains effective
while the load is balanced. Clearly for DG the element (graph node) weights should
be chosen based on the polynomial order of the state approximation, and the inter-
element (graph edge) weights based on the level of coupling between elements. For
nonlinear problems this can be difficult to identify as the state changes between
nonlinear solver iterations affect the coupling, so the partitions could be rebalanced.
The DG edge weights are the average of the norms of the linearization, so for the










In HDG, faces are coupled together through the local solvers on elements, so for the










After the partitions are defined, HDG still needs to determine ownership of the
faces straddling processes. This is done by looping over the faces and assigning them
to the process with the fewest total interior faces. These become irregular interior
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faces for the assigned process, shown in gray boxes for the left process in Figure 4.7,
and they depend on state and element information as well as surrounding faces owned
by the neighboring process. As non-blocking communication is usually possible, it
is best to begin computing the residuals and linearizations of certain faces while
communicating, then computing those residuals that depend on the neighbor. In
HDG, after the linear solve for the traces, the updated values have to be transferred
to neighboring processes for the local solver to update the elemental state.
This parallelization scheme was adopted to be most compatible with DG. An
alternative method could, however, parallelize based on the dual mesh, balancing the
faces and including element data as necessary. This approach would be more natural
for the face-based HDG method, but would require an extra loop to assign elements
to processors for DG.
4.2.6 Discrete Adjoint and Error Estimation




 = RH(SH) = 0, (4.36)
where SH denotes the concatenated array of unknowns. The subscript H, while not
present in the original definition of the discrete system or the state vector storage
definition (4.26), is used here to denote the relative refinement of the approximation
space as in Chapter 3. The remainder of the discrete adjoint theory is then applicable
to this discrete system, treating the residuals as a single system. The transposed










Note the sign change compared to the treatment presented in Section 3.1.2.
As expected, this shows that discrete adjoint variables exist for each set of resid-
uals, corresponding to different test functions. Shu¨tz and May [34] showed for more
traditional variant of HDG that these adjoint variables correspond to the adjoint,
its gradient, and its trace on the skeleton of the mesh. Appendix A shows that for
the present formulation, with ~q approximating ∇u, that the adjoint components ap-
proximate the adjoint, the adjoint diffusive flux, and the trace of the adjoint on the
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skeleton of the mesh.
To efficiently compute the adjoint system, static condensation must be applied to






























Therefore, the matrix is simply the transpose of the original reduced Jacobian system.
The operation that creates the right side of this system, however, is different than
that from the original system, which is shown in (4.30).
The transposed version of the static condensation is, in fact, more computationally
efficient, since after applying Algorithm 2 in creating the reduced Jacobian matrix,
the quantity A−1B is already stored, and (A−1B)T = BTA−T as needed. Only a
single matrix-vector multiply is required, whereas for the original static condensation
of the right side the operations are
1. R← A−1R (ApplyAInverse)
2. F ← E + CR (Matrix Multiplication).
Therefore, the 2 + 3d matrix multiplications (step 1 above) necessary to create the
right side of the original system are not present in the static condensation for the
adjoint problem.
Creating the fine-space adjoint and the error estimate with HDG follows the pro-
cedure in Section 3.1.2 for a general system. The localization procedure, however, is
less straightforward for HDG than for DG, in which the adjoint-weighted residuals
were defined element-wise. The adjoint-weighted residual in HDG, on the other hand,






















While the global error estimate should sum all contributions, the Λ, for instance,
cannot be directly attributed to an element. It has been observed that the contribu-
tions from Q and Λ are usually many orders of magnitude smaller, but in certain
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cases can become comparable to U .
In order for HDG to retain the best possible approximation, the order, p, of the
trace states λh, and the dual variable ~qh must be kept at the same order as the
approximate solution uh itself. For this reason, half of the localized error estimates
on faces |Λ| are added to each of the neighboring element indicators |Q|+ |U |, so







Central to HDG methods is the choice of the stabilization parameter, or tensor for
a system. This is especially critical because in the existing framework stabilization is
the single parameter responsible for coupling the local solvers through the conserva-
tivity condition. Interestingly, precursors to modern LDG-H methods, the hybridized
RT and BDM methods, did not require diffusive stabilization at all [24]. By contrast,
diffusion systems resulting from LDG-H are singular without diffusive stabilization,
and how the stabilization is chosen has consequences for the accuracy and system
conditioning.
First consider some background about the methods themselves using the Laplace
equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Cockburn et al. [35] prove an error
estimate using a projected solution (~Πh~q, Πhu) in [Pp(Ωe)]d×Pp(Ωe). The projected




= 0 ∀~v ∈ ~Pp−1(Ωe)
(Πhu− u,w)Ωe = 0 ∀w ∈ Pp−1(Ωe)〈
~Πh~q · ~n+ τΠhu− u, µ
〉
F
= 0 ∀µ ∈ Pp(F )
(4.40)
for all faces F of the mesh element Ωe assuming p > 0. The approximation properties
are given by the following theorem proved in the paper.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose p > 1, τ |∂Ωe is non-negative and τmaxΩe := max τ |∂Ωe > 0, then
the projection (~Πh~q, Πhu) is uniquely solvable. Furthermore, there is a constant C,
independent of Ωe and τ such that for any sq, su ∈ (12 , p+ 1]
‖~Πh~q − ~q ‖Ωe ≤ ChsqΩe|~q |Hsq (Ωe) + ChsuΩeτ ∗Ωe|u|Hsu (Ωe)





|∇ · ~q |Hsq (Ωe)
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where ‖ · ‖D denotes the L2(D)-norm for any domain D. Here τ ∗Ωe := max τ |∂Ωe\F ∗,
where F ∗ is a face of Ωe at which τ |∂Ωe is maximum.
Using the above estimates, Cockburn [32] proves the following estimates,
‖~qh − ~q ‖Th ≤ ‖~Πh~q − ~q ‖Th + ‖~Πh~q − ~qh‖Th ≤ 2‖~Πh~q − ~q ‖Th
‖uh − u‖Th ≤ ‖Πhu− u‖Th + ‖Πhu− uh‖Th ≤ C‖Πhu− u‖Th + bτC‖~Πh~q − ~q ‖Th
(4.41)
where
h = max{hΩe : for all Ωe ∈ Th}
bτ = max{1 + hΩeτ ∗Ωe + hΩe/τmaxΩe : for all Ωe ∈ Th}.
Although this result looks rather complicated, both ~qh and uh converge optimally in
L2(Th) as long as τ
max
Ωe
is either constant or O(h−1) and τ ∗Ωe is constant, O(h), or
0, for sufficiently smooth ~q and u. When this happens and both variables converge
optimally, post-processing will produce a solution that converges even faster. Setting
τmaxΩe = O(h−1) unfortunately ceases to be a viable option when considering the
condition number estimate also proved in [32],
κ ≤ Ch−2 ·max{1 + (τ ∗ΩehΩe)2 : for all Ωe ∈ Th}, (4.42)
for a C independent of h. This implies that the condition number κ has a higher con-
stant when super-penalized. The logical approach to obtaining optimal convergence
of both variables is therefore to use constant stabilization.
Applying the above formulation to systems such as Navier-Stokes can lead to diffi-
culties. In general the equations making up the system have differing levels of effective
diffusion, and some equations, for instance mass conservation, have no diffusion at
all. It is therefore fitting to set the viscous stabilization to a constant for each face
proportional to the effect of viscosity on that equation, as in (4.24).
There exists a class of problems for which even the above stabilization method
does not seem to routinely yield convergence. For these situations, it has been ob-
served that using stabilization methods similar to those used for DG give more robust
convergence [36].
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4.3.1 One-Sided DG Stabilization
Similar viscous stabilizations to those introduced in Section 2.3.2 for DG can, with
only slight modifications, be defined and used for HDG with the one-sided fluxes. The
reason for using these is that constant-scaling stabilization methods lead to difficulty
converging in certain cases. It is unfortunately very difficult to analyze exactly when
this difficulty occurs.
These methods have now been employed by a number of works [37, 36], which have
found that these improve solvability of the resulting HDG discretization. One distinct
difficulty with applying these methods, however, is that they scale like O(h−1), thus
super-penalizing by the definition in Section 4.3. Optimal convergence of the fluxes
is thus not possible, and furthermore, the condition number of the resulting matrices
increases.
Instead of defining the jump between the left and right states, the jump for the
HDG diffusion stabilization is between the state and the trace, (u+h −uˆ). The interior-




(u+h − uˆ)~n, (4.43)
and the BR2 lifting is redefined as ~δG = η~δf , where δf solves the system on one side







h − uˆ)nj ds, ∀~τ ∈ ~P
pe
(Ωe). (4.44)
Empirical evidence suggests that when constant stabilization leads to difficulty
converging, it occurs on coarse meshes, or on meshes with highly anisotropic elements.
In these cases a practitioner needs to do one of the following:
1. Make the viscous length-scale `visc very small in order to increase the total
amount of stabilization; this can work, but often requires multiple attempts
with different `visc;





this can be more successful than (1) above, but still requires tuning;
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3. Super-penalize the flux using the ~δG from BR2 as-is; this nearly always works,
at the expense of optimal gradient convergence and increased stiffness;
4. Re-mesh to better resolve features; this is the best decision, if possible.
The issue of convergence with diffusive flux stabilization is related to the convective
stabilization. Using the changes to the convection formulation discussed below in
Section 4.4.2 greatly improves the performance of the constant stabilization methods,
allowing solutions to be obtained for many cases that were otherwise unreachable.
4.3.2 Primal Formulation
Although one of the most attractive properties of the HDG method is the mixed
formulation in the local solver while retaining a small overall global system, the
addition of the gradient variables adds computational cost to the local solves. If
accuracy of the gradients is unnecessary or unattainable, or if computational cost
is extremely important, it is possible to remove these in the local solver, thereby
obtaining a hybridized version of the DG method introduced in this work. These are
called primal methods, by contrast to dual methods like LDG-H, since they remove
the dual variable ~qh. Although a class of primal hybridized methods was introduced in
[24] (IP-H methods) for a model elliptic equation, they have not been widely studied,
especially for systems of equations.
These methods use the DG local solver, shown in (2.33), with properly defined
HDG one-sided interface fluxes Fˆ and Gˆ and leave the traces unknown in interior







∂iφnHi (uh, ~qh) dΩ +
∫
∂Ωe



























Therefore, the primal HDG equations cannot simply be obtained by hybridizing
the flux formulation local solver (4.17) after removing the ~v equations and setting
~qh = ∇uh. Just as in the scalar Poisson example (2.33), where eliminating the set
of equations defining the ~v by substituting ~v = ∇w yielded the additional adjoint
consistency term, this term naturally arises by eliminating the equation. It is well
known that this term is required for a symmetric, coercive bilinear form for DG, but
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this is less clear for the hybridized bilinear form of HDG methods.
It can, however, be shown more easily that the additional term is required for
adjoint consistency. Consider the primal HDG discretization of the Poisson equation
−∆u = f for some f ∈ L2(Ω), in Ω ⊂ Rd, and u = g on ∂Ω on a mesh Th, as
Rh(u, λ;w, µ) = (∇u,∇w)Th − (f, w)Th
−〈∇u · ~n+ τ(u− λ), w − µ〉∂Th\∂Ω − 〈∇u · ~n+ τ(u− g), w〉∂Ω
−〈u− λ,∇w · ~n〉∂Th\∂Ω − 〈u− g,∇w · ~n〉∂Ω = 0.
(4.46)








jΓ∇u · ~n ds
is compatible and the primal HDG discretization is adjoint consistent.
The output functional is compatible with the Poisson equation, since it integrates
the flux along a Dirichlet boundary (c.f. [38] section 4). Since the primal and the
adjoint satisfy the weak form u, ψ ∈ H10 (Ω), it must be shown that these satisfy the
discrete adjoint equation
R′h[u](δu, 0;ψ, ψ|EIh) +R
′
h[λ](0, δλ;ψ, ψ|EIh) = J
′[u](δu)
for all suitable variations: δu ∈ H10 (Ω) and variations on interior faces of Th, δλ ∈
H1(EIh) such that δλ = 0 on ∂Ω. This expression uses the observation that the
adjoint associated with the µ test functions is simply the exact adjoint evaluated on
the interior faces, as shown by Schu¨tz and May [34].
The discrete adjoint equation terms corresponding to δλ are
〈δλ, J∇ψK〉EIh − 〈τ+δλ, ψ+ − ψ|EIh〉EIh −
〈




and the terms involving δu are
(∇δu,∇ψ)Th − 〈δu,∇ψ · ~n〉∂Th − 〈∇δu · ~n, ψ〉∂Ω − (δu, jΩ)Ω − 〈∇δu · ~n, jΓ〉∂Ω = 0.
(4.47)
The exact adjoint satisfies the equation −∆ψ = jΩ in Ω and ψ = jΓ on ∂Ω [38],
thus for a function z ∈ H10 (Ω) also solves
−(∇z,∇ψ)Th + 〈z,∇ψ · ~n〉∂Th = (z, jΩ)Ω.
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Subtracting this from (4.47) yields
〈∇δu · ~n, ψ − jΓ〉∂Ω = 0
which enforces the correct adjoint boundary condition.
Eliminating the dual variables and adding the additional term to the local solver
overall increases the computational efficiency of the method. To what extent this
affects the discretization requires deeper study, and even then it is difficult to under-
stand exactly how different the two methods will be, as implementation aspects such
as compute caches and memory layout will affect the performance. Mixed HDG has
to locally invert a large system compared to primal HDG, three times the size for
two-dimensional discretizations, but the primal version requires an additional term be
computed and linearized. While the precise effect of computing the additional term is
nearly impossible to assess analytically, it is possible to measure precisely how many
fewer matrix-matrix multiplications are involved by considering Algorithms 1 and 2,
which describe efficient processes for inverting and multiplying by the local solver.
Table 4.5 summarizes the additional floating point operations necessary with the
mixed form of HDG. Indeed, even without going through the exercise to tabulate
Step # Multiplications # Operations
Pre-processing 3d 3dN2p (2Np − 1)
A−1e Re 3d 3dNp(2Np − 1)
A−1e Be 3dnf 3dnfN
2
p (2Np − 1)
Total 3d(2 + nf ) 3dNp(2Np − 1)(Np + nfNp + 1)
Table 4.5: Additional operations required when assembling the linear system for the
HDG mixed form relative to the primal form, assuming a d-dimensional element with
nf faces and Np basis functions.
these, it is clear that this takes O(N3p ) operations, since this is the number for a
single matrix multiplication. Using standard Gaussian quadrature rules, integrating
over a d-dimensional object with 2p + 1 order requires O(pd) points and operations.
The polynomial spaces that are used to approximate the uh and components qh,i
require O(pd) basis functions, so the additional matrix multiplication takes O(p3d)
operations. By contrast, the additional face-based adjoint consistency term in primal
HDG requires O(pd−1) operations, so for high orders primal HDG is guaranteed to
exceed the mixed formulation in operation counts.
The above comparison ignores multiplicative constants and does not account for
implementation details. To make this more concrete, consider actual run times for
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Pec = 10−2 Pec = 102
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
pre-solve 0.94 0.69 0.63 0.54 0.53 1.00 0.81 0.64 0.52 0.50
solve 1.43 1.15 1.18 1.13 1.03 1.22 1.13 1.28 1.09 1.27
post-solve 0.87 0.85 0.72 0.66 0.57 0.92 1.00 0.83 0.69 0.66
(a) tprimal,BR2/tmixed,const.
Pec = 10−2 Pec = 102
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
pre-solve 0.82 0.73 0.64 0.49 0.53 0.80 0.77 0.60 0.53 0.50
solve 0.92 1.03 0.92 0.94 1.08 0.71 0.97 0.99 0.89 1.12
post-solve 0.89 0.84 0.81 0.65 0.62 0.83 0.90 0.79 0.66 0.67
(b) tprimal,BR2/tmixed,BR2
Table 4.6: Ratio of run times for a two-dimensional scalar linear convection-diffusion
equation with orders p = 1 − 5. Entries less than one indicate faster run time for
primal HDG with BR2.
the problem shown in Figure 4.5 with different orders. Table 4.6 compares the ratio
of the actual run-times of mixed HDG with constant and BR2 viscous stabilization
to primal HDG for both low and high Peclet numbers, controlled by adjusting the
diffusivity b. The conclusion is clear: for increasingly high order the pre- and post-
solve run-time is lower by about 50% at p = 5. The linear solve time compared
to mixed HDG with BR2 is unaffected, but is longer compared to the mixed form
with constant stabilization due to the higher constant on the condition number with
BR2 (4.42). The effect of the higher constant on the condition number is shown in
Figure 4.6 where the primal version HDG-P-BR2 requires more GMRES iterations
to converge to the solution of the linear system.
4.4 Post-Processing
An attractive aspect of mixed HDG is the ability to post-process the solution
element-by-element to obtain a faster converging solution compared to primal DG.
The main idea is that, since the finite element is already conservative, by obtaining
optimal convergence of the dual variable the accuracy in that quantity can be trans-
ferred to the solution itself. There have been a number of post-processing projections
proposed in the literature, but they all operate on this principle. This section out-
lines the past formulations, which were successful for diffusion-dominated systems,
and introduces a new convective formulation for mixed HDG that finally allows post-
processing to be extended to the convection-dominated regime.
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4.4.1 Prior Formulation
The original formulation for post-processing was created for methods that approx-
imate the dual in a div-conforming space, e.g. those based on the RT and BDM spaces
[39]. In fact approximations to such spaces have long been used with DG methods to
improve the accuracy of velocity fields [40].




~v ∈ [L2(Ω)]d : ∇ · ~v ∈ L2(Ω)} . (4.48)
The RT and BDM spaces are both approximations to this space that use slightly
different definitions. The RT space is defined as
RT p(Ωe) := [Pp(Ωe)]d + ~xPp(Ωe)
RT p(Ω) := {~v : ~v ∈ RT p(Ωe) ∀Ωe ∈ Th s.t. J~v K = 0 on f ∀f ∈ ∂Ωe} .
where ~x is the d-dimensional coordinate vector, such that globally the space exists of
those functions that have continuous normal component across every interior face of
the mesh.
This concept is remarkably similar to the idea of conservation of the flux in finite
element methods, and can even be used to enforce the divergence-free condition in
incompressible flows. Similarly, since the conservativity condition in HDG enforces
that the interface flux Hˆ is continuous across the face, if the normal component of
~H · ~n = Hˆ on all faces, it would be globally div-conforming, and
~H ∈ [Pp(Ωe)]d,
not quite RT p(Ω). This flux would be instead in BDMp(Ω):
BDMp(Ωe) := [Pp(Ωe)]d
BDMp(Ω) := {~v : ~v ∈ BDMp(Ωe) ∀Ωe ∈ Th s.t. J~v K = 0 on f ∀f ∈ ∂Ωe} .
From this definition it is clear that if ~H ∈ BDMp(Ω), then ∇ · ~H ∈ [Pp−1(Ω)]d as
expected.
If the flux could instead be placed in RT p(Ω), then its divergence ∇ · ~H ∈ Pp(Ω)
making it possible to obtain a more accurate solution from the local solver. Cockburn
et. al. [39] showed that the hybridized RT and BDM admit a similar form, and
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therefore solutions from the RT method could be obtained from those of the BDM
method by post-processing.
Therefore, the first step of the existing post-processing methods is to project the
flux ~H from BDMp(Ωe) to RT
p(Ωe). The Raviart-Thomas space has (p + 1)(p + 3)










= 0, ∀µ ∈ Pp(f) ∀f ∈ ∂Ωe.
These are (p+ 1)(p+ 3) independent equations for a 2d simplex, so the projection is
unique. Next the method matches the flux computed with (~q∗h, u
∗
h) ∈ [Pp+1(Ωe)]d ×
Pp+1(Ωe) on the element to ~H∗ in the Raviart-Thomas space, solving
∇ · (H(~q∗h, u∗h)) = ∇ · ~H∗ in Ωe, ~H(~q∗h, u∗h) · ~n = ~H∗ · ~n on ∂Ωe,∫
Ωe
(u∗h − uh) dΩ = 0
(4.49)
Computationally, this solves, e.g. for the scalar advection diffusion equation [27]
(~q∗h, ~v)Ωe + (u
∗
h,∇ · ~v)Ωe − 〈uˆ∗, ~v · ~n〉∂Ωe = 0 ∀~v ∈ [Pp+1(Ωe)]d (4.50)
−(~au∗h − b~q∗h,∇w)Ωe + 〈~̂au∗h − b̂~q∗h, w〉∂Ωe = (∇ · ~H∗, w)Ωe ∀w ∈ Pp+1(Ωe) (4.51)〈





~H∗ · ~n, µ〉
F
∀F ∈ ∂Ωe ∀µ ∈ Pp+1(F ) (4.52)
(u∗h − uh, 1)Ωe = 0. (4.53)
The resulting post-processed solution u∗h converges at a rate one order higher than
the original HDG solution uh.
Another variant of post-processing uses the observation that Gˆ is single-valued
when diffusive stabilization τG,+ = τG,−, and applies the RT projection only to the





= 0, ∀w ∈ Pp+1(Ωe)
(u∗h − uh, 1)Ωe = 0.
The statement about conserving the average is correct because the original method
is conservative.
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Both of the methods described above rely on an optimally converging non-zero
diffusive flux, thus making it difficult, or in certain cases impossible, for general
systems of equations such as Navier-Stokes for to obtain higher rates for each variable
with this method. If the Peclet number is too high, the diffusive flux or gradients
fail to optimally converge. An improved formulation for post-processing first relies on
obtaining optimal convergence of the dual variable for convection-dominated regime,
which is discussed below.
4.4.2 Convective Flux
HDG methods commonly use the Roe-type formulation for the one-sided convec-
tive flux, using the stabilization in (4.21). This is a natural extension of the centered
method for linear scalar convection proposed in [27]. The problem with this formu-
lation, which has already been alluded to, is that the resulting trace is not properly
upwinded in the limit of vanishing viscosity. This introduces a new aspect of design-
ing one-sided fluxes for HDG methods intended for convection-dominated problems:
both the flux should be properly upwind-biased and the resulting trace must be set
to the upwind state. An alternative formulation of the flux presented below will bet-
ter approximate the linearized version of the Riemann problem, recovering optimal
convergence of the gradients.
It is not immediately obvious that improperly upwinding the trace results in non-
optimal convergence of the gradients, but this can be verified numerically. Table 4.7
shows the error convergence of the linear scalar convection-diffusion manufactured
solution in Section 4.1.2. Computing with the upwind flux stabilization used in that
section, the gradients optimally converge at p + 1 in the L2-error norm. Using the
Roe-type stabilization for scalar linear convection
τF = |~a · ~n|,
the optimal convergence is lost. If the viscosity b were lowered further, the rate
would lower toward p using this method, while the upwind stabilization maintains
an optimal p + 1 convergence rate. The central question, therefore, becomes how to
emulate this upwind stabilization for cases where the wave-speed is a function of the
state and in the presence of multiple waves.
In order to come up with a method to properly upwind the flux and trace, first
consider how this is done in DG, for the Riemann problem depicted in Fig. 4.8. A
Riemann problem occurs at a discontinuity in the solution; precisely what happens
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Centered stabilization Upwind stabilization
error rate error rate error rate error rate
p Ne ‖~qh −∇u‖L2(Ω) ‖uˆ− u‖L2(∂Th) ‖~qh −∇u‖L2(Ω) ‖uˆ− u‖L2(∂Th)
0
64 0.209e1 5.656e-2 9.558e-1 3.408e-2
256 0.196e1 0.10 1.811e-2 1.64 7.913e-1 0.27 1.130e-2 1.59
1024 0.114e1 0.77 4.622e-3 1.97 5.714e-1 0.47 3.301e-3 1.78
1
64 1.724e-1 1.348e-3 6.555e-2 1.378e-3
256 6.497e-2 1.41 1.385e-4 3.28 9.052e-3 2.86 1.557e-4 3.15
1024 2.187e-2 1.57 1.422e-5 3.28 2.048e-3 2.14 1.862e-5 3.06
2
64 5.094e-3 4.118e-5 9.379e-4 3.411e-5
256 1.042e-3 2.29 2.100e-6 4.29 1.188e-4 2.98 2.185e-6 3.96
1024 1.771e-4 2.56 1.093e-7 4.26 1.554e-5 2.93 1.382e-7 3.98
3
64 1.986e-4 8.023e-7 2.778e-5 9.746e-7
256 1.627e-5 3.61 2.079e-8 5.27 1.592e-6 4.13 2.917e-8 5.06
1024 1.217e-6 3.74 6.014e-10 5.11 9.847e-8 4.02 8.828e-10 5.05
Table 4.7: Error convergence of the gradient and trace resulting from both the cen-





)), b = 10−2.
at interior faces in DG. The central idea of Godunov’s scheme is to use the flux based
on the state at the interface uˆ from which the waves emanate, a small time later.
This in general requires the solution of a nonlinear system of equations, but Roe’s
method [11] bases the wave speeds off an interface state obtained by linearizing the
equations. After rotating into the frame of reference of the interface, the linearization
replaces the flux Jacobian A = d~F(u)/du ·~n by a constant matrix A˜(u+,u−), satisfy-
ing hyperbolicity, consistency, and conservation, resulting in an approximate system.
Since hyperbolicity of the flux Jacobian is enforced, it has a set of real eigenvalues
{λ˜i}, and linearly independent right and left eigenvectors {r˜i} and {˜li}, respectively.
Assuming the eigenvalues are ordered from low to high according to Figure 4.8, the
linearized interface state is















Adding these equations together yields a useful expression that shows the deviation
from the average







where L˜ and R˜ are matrices of the left and right eigenvectors, and Λ˜ is the diagonal
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Figure 4.8: The Riemann problem resulting from a general system of equations. When
both states are known the correct interface state uˆ, and correct flux can be found.





F(u+h ) + F(u
−
h )
) · ~n+ 1
2
R˜|Λ˜|L˜ (u+h − u−h ) . (4.55)
The one-sided flux in HDG only has access to u+h and a trace state λh, so the
proper upwind state uˆ and flux Fˆ cannot be directly computed as above as the wave
structure for the system cannot in general be determined from that data. To remedy
this, two alternative formulations are considered which address the proper upwinding.
The first formulation computes the linearized flux inexactly by analogy to the
first-order expansion
Fˆ+ = ~F(u+h ) · ~n+ +
∂~F(u+h )
∂u+h
· ~n+ (u+h − λh) . (4.56)






∆~F · ~n+ + A+u+h + A−u−h
)
, (4.57)
where ∆~F = ~F(u+h ) − ~F(u−h ), and A± are the flux Jacobians based on each of the
states u±h . The trace is no longer the simple state average as desired, but is not clearly
upwinded. If A+ = A−, then the above formula clearly upwinds the solution; this,
however, usually occurs when the states are equal. This also relies on a small jump
in the state |uh − λh|. If this is too large, the purely one-sided linearization fails to
represent the interface flux accurately and the system becomes unstable.
The second formulation takes as ansatz the form of the Roe flux from DG, replac-
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· ~n+ + 1
2
R|Λ|L (u+h − λh) (4.58)
where the flux Jacobian is based on the λh state. The conservativity condition then,
by equating the flux from both sides, enforces that
λh = {uh}+ 1
2
|A|−1∆~F · ~n = {uh}+ 1
2
R|Λ|−1L ∆~F · ~n. (4.59)
By using series expansions it can be shown that













Inserting this expression into (4.59) yields the correct linearized upwind state in the
form (4.54) to second order.
The flux (4.58) is therefore the version that should be implemented to both cor-
rectly upwind the flux and the resulting trace, even in the case of a system of equa-
tions.
4.4.3 Current Formulation
The previous methods for post-processing relied on a nonzero diffusive flux and
tailor-made Raviart-Thomas spaces for every element, thus these methods do not ex-
tend to general systems with curved geometry necessary for application to problems
of engineering interest. The RT spaces for curved elements require more DOF, so the
state-to-flux mapping defined by the projection, which was unique for linear elements,
is no longer one-to-one. The formulation for the convective flux in Section 4.4.2 im-
proves the convergence of the gradient, so assuming the general formulation following
Section 4.2 is solved, post-processing of the solution is now possible using only the
~qh, without the use of H(div,Ω) approximations. The post-processing seeks for each
element Ωe the unique u
∗
h ∈ Pp+1(Ωe) solving
(∇u∗h − ~qh,∇w)Ωe = 0, ∀w ∈ Pp+1(Ωe)
(u∗h − uh,1)Ωe = 0.
(4.60)
This is a Neumann problem conserving the average, since the original method was
conservative. The following result summarizes the accuracy of the method.
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Theorem 4.2. Assume the HDG discretization is applied as stated in Section 4.2, so
‖~qh −∇u‖L2(Ωe) ≤ C1hp+1,
implying that ‖uh − u‖L2(Ωe) ≤ C2hp+1 by the error estimates (4.41). The post-
processed solution u∗h ∈ Pp+1(Ωe) determined by (4.60) has the property
‖u∗h − u‖L2(Ωe) ≤ C3hp+2.
Note that the constants absorb the regularity of u.
Proof. The Poincare´ inequality states that for f ∈ W 1,p(Ωe),∥∥f − f¯∥∥
Lp(Ωe)
≤ Ch‖∇f‖2Lp(Ωe)
where C is a constant depending on Ωe and the integrability p, h is the maximum
diameter of Ωe, and the notation f¯ indicates the volume average over Ωe. This result
requires that the domain Ωe is convex, but this is already required for the finite
element method itself.
By the triangle inequality,
‖u∗h − u‖L2(Ωe) ≤





The second of these terms is automatically zero by the conservation property of the
projection (4.60). Applying Poincare´ with p = 2 and f = u∗h − u bounds the first
term as
‖u∗h − u‖L2Ωe ≤ Ch‖∇u∗h −∇u‖L2(Ωe).
The first set of equations in the projection enforces that ∇u∗h = ~qh, because both the
trial and test functions are p order, so
‖u∗h − u‖L2Ωe ≤ C3hp+2,
finishing the result.
When solving a Neumann problem instead of using the HDG local solver itself for
obtaining a solution, occasionally the resulting solution u∗h can become non-physical
on large elements. For instance, Navier-Stokes requires positive density and pressure
to evaluate wave speeds. This constraint may be violated for u∗h, but these situations
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can be simply handled when post-processing by setting u∗h = uh when the post-
processed solution becomes non-physical anywhere on the element, without affecting
the resulting global convergence rate. In practice, the physicality is checked at the
quadrature points of the numerical method.
Consider application to a compressible Euler manufactured solution on [0, 1]2 with
sinusoidally varying density, velocity, and pressure fields given by [42]
ρMS = aρ + bρ sin (cρx+ dρy)
vMS0 = av0 + bv0 cos (cv0x+ dv0y)
...
pMS = ap + bp sin (cpx+ dpy) .
(4.61)
The resulting Euler system with a source term is both nonlinear and displays non-
trivial waves at the element intersections, so it is ideal for testing the post-processing.
Parameters used in defining the solution uMS are shown in Table 4.8. Expected rates
Quantity a b c d
ρMS 1 0.5 4 3
vMS0 0.1 −0.1 2 4
vMS1 0.05 0.02 3 6
pMS 1.0 0.04 5 −7
Table 4.8: Parameters used for the computation of the manufactured solution (4.61).
Additional fluid parameters: γ = 1.4 and R = 1.0.
of convergence in the continuous L2 norm for each variable are obtained for each
variable, as well as the overall system in Table 4.10. Also listed in the table are the
post-processed approximate solution, which converges at a higher rate since the results
are obtained with the new convective flux formulation. The full additional order is not
recovered, but that is not expected given the nonlinear nature of the equations using
the linearized upwinding theory. If instead the original HDG Roe flux formulation
from (4.22) were used, convergence rates of the post-processed solution, listed for all
solution components combined in Table 4.9 remain at p+ 1.
Similarly, the discrete adjoint can also be post-processed, for instance, to obtain
a fine-space adjoint for error estimation. However, due to the form of the adjoint
equations, this only works under a small subset of circumstances. The post-processing
as described in (4.60) cannot be applied to the adjoint, because the definition of the
dual variable Ψ~v differs from ~q, as described in appendix A for the linear convection-
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p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4
Ne error rate error rate error rate error rate
64 2.425e-3 1.215e-4 8.235e-6 2.543e-7
256 6.044e-4 2.00 1.382e-5 3.14 5.272e-7 3.97 6.874e-9 5.21
1024 1.506e-4 2.00 1.710e-6 3.01 3.340e-8 3.98 2.038e-10 5.08
Table 4.9: Solution L2 error norm and associated convergence rates after post-
processing the sinusoidal Euler manufactured solution using the original centered
Roe-like convective flux stabilization formulation. Table 4.10 shows the convergence
with the upwind formulation.
diffusion equation. There it is shown that when the dual variable approximates the
gradients, the associated adjoint variable approximates the adjoint diffusive flux, and
similarly when the dual variable approximates the diffusive flux, the adjoint variable
approximates the negative adjoint gradient. Therefore, the post-processing system
for the adjoint, given the dual approximates the gradient, seeks Ψw,∗ ∈ Pp+1(Ωe)
solving (
Kij∂jΨ
w,∗ −Ψ~vi , ∂iw
)
Ωe
= 0, ∀w ∈ Pp+1(Ωe)
(Ψw,∗ −Ψw,1)Ωe = 0.
(4.62)
These equations become singular when any equation in the system has zero diffusivity.
If instead the formulation of the HDG method used the diffusive flux as the dual
variable, it would become possible to post-process the adjoint variable.
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p Ne ‖uh − u‖L2(Ω) ‖uρh − ρ‖L2(Ω) ‖uρv0h − ρv0‖L2(Ω) ‖uρv1h − ρv1‖L2(Ω) ‖uρEh − ρE‖L2(Ω)
error rate error rate error rate error rate error rate
1
64 3.137e-3 1.138e-3 1.022e-3 9.667e-4 2.563e-3
256 7.794e-4 2.01 2.627e-4 2.12 2.439e-4 2.07 2.313e-4 2.06 6.523e-4 1.97
1024 1.953e-4 2.00 6.418e-5 2.03 6.304e-5 1.95 5.667e-5 2.03 1.638e-4 1.99
2
64 2.010e-4 6.384e-5 5.384e-5 6.113e-5 1.723e-4
256 2.494e-5 3.01 7.656e-6 3.06 5.835e-6 3.21 7.605e-6 3.01 2.172e-5 2.99
1024 3.117e-6 3.00 9.387e-7 3.03 7.256e-7 3.01 9.503e-7 3.00 2.721e-6 3.00
3
64 1.031e-5 3.313e-6 2.089e-6 3.328e-6 8.939e-6
256 6.335e-7 4.02 1.884e-7 4.14 9.735e-8 4.42 1.986e-7 4.07 5.630e-7 3.99
1024 3.949e-8 4.00 1.147e-8 4.04 5.733e-9 4.09 1.232e-8 4.01 3.526e-8 4.00
4
64 4.419e-7 1.451e-7 6.883e-8 1.396e-7 3.873e-7
256 1.361e-8 5.02 3.991e-9 5.18 1.658e-9 5.38 4.332e-9 5.01 1.216e-8 4.99
1024 4.222e-10 5.01 1.180e-10 5.08 4.307e-11 5.27 1.326e-10 5.03 3.806e-10 5.00
(a) Solution with upwind Roe formulation
p Ne ‖u∗h − u‖L2(Ω) ‖u∗,ρh − ρ‖L2(Ω) ‖u∗,ρv0h − ρv0‖L2(Ω) ‖u∗,ρv1h − ρv1‖L2(Ω) ‖u∗,ρEh − ρE‖L2(Ω)
error rate error rate error rate error rate error rate
1
64 1.120e-3 7.150e-4 6.414e-4 4.261e-4 3.876e-4
256 1.630e-4 2.78 1.010e-4 2.82 9.793e-5 2.71 5.987e-5 2.83 5.644e-5 2.78
1024 2.216e-5 2.88 1.315e-5 2.94 1.357e-5 2.85 7.909e-6 2.92 8.453e-6 2.74
2
64 5.308e-5 2.595e-5 3.979e-5 1.352e-5 1.943e-5
256 3.587e-6 3.89 1.799e-6 3.85 2.650e-6 3.91 7.879e-7 4.10 1.409e-6 3.79
1024 2.582e-7 3.80 1.352e-7 3.73 1.798e-7 3.88 6.534e-8 3.59 1.087e-7 3.70
3
64 2.898e-6 1.671e-6 1.813e-6 1.258e-6 8.557e-7
256 8.931e-8 5.02 5.459e-8 4.94 5.505e-8 5.04 3.152e-8 5.32 3.118e-8 4.78
1024 3.286e-9 4.76 2.159e-9 4.66 1.951e-9 4.82 9.074e-10 5.12 1.227e-9 4.67
4
64 1.125e-7 8.074e-8 6.142e-8 3.693e-8 3.155e-8
256 2.059e-9 5.77 1.260e-9 6.00 1.174e-9 5.71 9.522e-10 5.28 6.071e-10 5.70
1024 2.646e-11 6.28 1.597e-11 6.30 1.618e-11 6.18 6.134e-12 7.28 1.208e-11 5.65
(b) Post-processed solution
Table 4.10: Solution L2 error norm and associated convergence rates after post-processing the sinusoidal Euler manufactured
solution using the new upwind Roe convective flux formulation. Table 4.9 shows the convergence with the original formulation.
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4.5 Numerical Comparisons
This section analyzes a set of test cases that compare DG and the HDG meth-
ods developed above for a system of equations on both the Euler and Navier-Stokes
equations. Because the objective is to compare the performance of these methods,
and this can become obscured if adaptation were to be included, this section focuses
on a set of canonical test cases without adaptation.
4.5.1 Inviscid Bump
This test case, from the first high-order CFD workshop [3], computes the solution
to the Euler equations over a channel with a smooth Gaussian bump geometry, and
illustrates that the faster convergence obtained by post-processing HDG is not limited
to merely pmanufactured solutions. Since there is no viscosity, a slip condition is
imposed at the wall, total temperature and pressure are prescribed ahead of the
bump, and the static pressure is imposed behind the bump. Both the entropy in the
domain and the drag error calculated on the bottom wall are compared.
The bump is curved, so to obtain smooth high-order solutions the elements them-
selves need to be curved, usually to at least the order of the solution, called an isopara-
metric mapping. These test cases use quartically curved elements, so the mapping
from the element reference space to global coordinates becomes nonlinear. Although
the procedure to obtain curved meshes is outside the scope of this comparison, it is a
topic of interest in the field. These meshes are created by starting from a linear mesh
and solving for a displacement field of the sub-vertices according to linear elasticity
[43].
Entropy should be constant for this subsonic flow at M = 0.5 with smooth bump,
so the L2 norm of the entropy error indicates the solution accuracy. Figure 4.9
compares the convergence of the entropy error norm for both DG and element-wise
post-processed HDG results. The adjoint solution for the entropy output is a singular
quantity, so the rate of convergence for the output is limited to p + 1. This rate of
convergence is obtained by the DG results, and post-processed HDG uncovers nearly
an extra order of accuracy for every order. One possible reason that the p = 3 post-
processed result for HDG may not be converging as well as other orders could be
because the elements are only curved to fourth order, and the fifth order expected
post-processed rate of convergence exceeds this.
It is also interesting to note that although on the coarsest meshes the entropy



























(a) DG (dashed) and post-processed HDG (solid) convergence
Order 0 1 2 3
DG 0.95 2.19 3.01 3.95
HDG 0.95 2.90 3.90 4.78
(b) Rate of convergence on finest meshes for DG and post-processed HDG
Figure 4.9: Entropy error convergence for the subsonic bump with the Euler equa-
tions.
better approximated. Figure 4.10 shows contours of the pressure distribution over
the smooth bump. The p = 1 post-processed pressure contours look nearly as smooth
as the global solution obtained with p = 2.
Drag error, on the other hand, should optimally converge at the rate 2p+ 1, since
the adjoint problem is well defined and there are no singularities. Post-processing
HDG will not help, since the output is defined as the integral of the flux itself along
the bottom wall and therefore uses the boundary state uB(u+h ). DG nearly obtains
these rates for all orders in the results shown in Figure 4.11, and again the HDG
results again uncover slightly higher rates, though not quite a full order of accuracy.
The “exact” drag is computed from the solution obtained by using a p = 5 solution
after uniformly refining the mesh once beyond the finest shown on the plot.
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(a) p = 1 (b) p = 1 post-processed (p = 2)
(c) p = 2 (d) p = 2 post-processed (p = 3)























(a) DG (dashed) and HDG (solid) convergence
Order 0 1 2 3
DG 0.66 2.71 4.87 6.82
HDG 0.66 4.48 5.25 7.44
(b) Rate of convergence on coarsest meshes for DG and HDG
Figure 4.11: Drag convergence for the subsonic bump with the Euler equations.
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4.5.2 NACA 0012 Test Case
The NACA 0012 geometry is a classic symmetric airfoil, and computing the flow
around it with the Navier-Stokes equations has become the archetypal test case for
computational fluid dynamics. This series of cases computes the flow at a set of
conditions at different Reynolds numbers. These cases are selected because they are
robust enough that differences in the nonlinear convergence is negligible, so the results
can focus on accuracy and run time using the same DG and HDG framework.
4.5.2.1 Inviscid Solution
This test case compares the solution of the Euler equations over a NACA 0012
airfoil at α = 2◦ angle of attack and M∞ = 0.5. The geometry used here has a sharp
trailing edge, so this causes a singularity in the solution, which affects the rate of
convergence of boundary outputs on the airfoil. Again, since there is no viscosity,
a slip condition is imposed at the airfoil surface, total temperature and pressure are
imposed at the farfield ahead of the airfoil, and static pressure is imposed behind the
airfoil.
The output of interest is the drag force calculated on the airfoil. If the domain
were infinite, and the solution were exact, there would be zero drag, but for a fixed
size mesh at 500 chord lengths from the airfoil, a calculable level drag exists on the
airfoil. The “exact” drag from which the error is computed is obtained by using an
adaptive computation with p = 5 using 397224 DOFs. Obviously uniform refinement
is then not an effective strategy for this case, but is nonetheless used here to compare
the methods. Figure 4.12 shows the initial coarse mesh and compares convergence
with both the number of entries in the Jacobian matrix, a measure of the memory
usage, and total run time of the computation. As explained in the bump case HDG
post-processing has negligible effect on the drag calculation, so it is skipped, and the
same rate of convergence is expected from both methods. After refining the mesh,
the solution is “restarted” for the next solve by injecting the previous solution onto
the uniformly refined mesh. Therefore, the total run time includes the time from the
previous calculations at the same order.
For this computation there does not seem to be a benefit, in terms of memory, to
using to higher orders for a given drag error in DG, but there is an immense savings
for increasing p for HDG. In fact, by using p = 4 instead of p = 1 for HDG, the drag
error is reduced by two orders of magnitude for the same amount of memory and
only a slightly larger run time. Overall, the run times for HDG are faster, especially
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for p > 2, and there is a benefit to using higher orders. Not only is the drag error
reduced, but the slope on the error versus run time plot is steepened by increasing
the order in HDG. The exception is at p = 4, which took longer to compute than
p = 3, suggesting that at this order the computational efficiency of the code or linear
solver is decreasing.
The run time separated into each component of a single linear solve is shown
in Fig. 4.19a. In this plot the run time for a single Newton iteration is longer for
DG than HDG, but on the convergence against overall timing plot, the run time is
actually slower for HDG, due to an extra Newton iteration taken with this method.
4.5.2.2 Viscous Solution
This test solves the full Navier-Stokes equations, with a non-zero viscosity, over
the same NACA 0012 geometry. For this case the Reynolds number is Re = 5× 103
and α = 1◦ instead of α = 2◦ to reduce the effect of the singularity at the sharp
trailing edge. A no-slip boundary condition is imposed on the airfoil surface, due to
the presence of the viscosity term, and doing so requires a mesh that resolves the
resulting boundary layer at the airfoil surface. Therefore the initial mesh used here,
shown in Figure 4.13b, resolves this boundary layer by adding elements bringing the
total to 442 quadrilateral elements.
With the viscosity term active in the system, both the mixed HDG, using the
constant-type viscous stabilization, and primal HDG method developed here, remov-
ing the dual variable ~qh and using BR2-type stabilization are compared against DG.
Although post-processing will have little effect on the boundary output, using the
mixed form with the new convective flux formulation developed in Section 4.4.2 can
allow the gradients represented by the dual variable to optimally converge. If this
occurs, the lift and drag outputs, which now are functions of both the boundary state
and the boundary gradient, will have improved convergence. As the output contains
both the convective and diffusive fluxes, the difference in convergence may not be
a full order of accuracy. The “exact” values of lift and drag are computed using
adaptive refinement at p = 5 with 829440 DOFs.
Before considering the outputs, if qualitative accuracy of the field quantities is
desired from the simulation, post-processing is useful. Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show
contours of Mach number with the same limits computed with DG and post-processed
HDG. For the low orders considered here, the run times are similar, so comparing,
for example, the p = 1 DG results to p = 2 (post-processed p = 1) results from HDG
is a fair comparison of the field accuracy for a given computational effort. Especially
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(a) Mach contours over the airfoil between [0, 0.722].
(b) Quartically curved initial mesh (140 elements) used for uniform refinement study.




















(c) Convergence with Jacobian entries




















(d) Convergence with total run time
Figure 4.12: Comparison of numerical drag convergence with DG and HDG for invis-
cid flow with the Euler equations at M∞ = 0.5 over a NACA 0012 airfoil at α = 2◦.
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for p = 1 the post-processed HDG Mach number gives a better qualitative image
of the field. It is interesting to note that the post-processing method introduced in
Section 4.4.3 works where the original post-processing methods using RT spaces, had
they been extended to systems, would not work due to the curved geometry.
Figure 4.14 compares lift and drag convergence for DG and three HDG variants
with different formulations and stabilizations:
• HDG-M-BR2: Mixed form using one-sided BR2
• HDG-M-BR2H: Mixed form using mesh-size independent one-sided BR2, and
• HDG-P-BR2: Primal form using one-sided BR2.
It appears from this result that the more accurate gradient calculation in mixed HDG
is only improving the lift convergence, while slightly negatively impacting drag calcu-
lation, compared to the calculation from the primal HDG solution. While it is difficult
to determine exactly why this occurs, one reason could be that the gradient near the
airfoil could also be no better approximated by the dual variable in this situation.
The drag calculation is more affected by the normal gradient at the wall than lift,
leading to the negatively impacted convergence. As lift seems better approximated
by the mixed HDG, and drag by primal HDG, the remaining Figures 4.15 and 4.16
compare mixed HDG to DG for lift, and primal HDG to DG for drag. There is a
large memory savings when computing with HDG toward a given error level for both
outputs, and it is especially interesting to note that the error versus non-zeros slope is
generally steeper for HDG than DG in the case of lift, due to the improved accuracy
on the same mesh.
Noticable savings also exists in terms of total run time when computing with
HDG except for the lift output with p = 4. Figure 4.19b compares DG to HDG-M,
mixed HDG using the mesh-size independent BR2 stabilization, and HDG-P, primal
HDG with BR2 stabilization, showing that compute time per Newton iteration is
increasingly faster when using high orders p with both HDG methods.
4.5.3 Delta Wing
The final case solves the Navier-Stokes equations over a delta wing, thereby
demonstrating and comparing the DG and primal and mixed HDG performance on
a three-dimensional case for increasing order on a fixed mesh. Recall that the DOF
per mesh vertex required for each discretization depends on the element type and
therefore also very strongly on the dimension of the problem, so it is important that
the new HDG methods perform well for this regime as well. This specific case solves
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(a) Mach contours over the airfoil between [0, 0.6].
(b) Quartically curved initial mesh (442 elements) used for uniform refinement study.
Figure 4.13: Setup for the comparison test case with Navier-Stokes at Re = 5 × 103









































































Figure 4.15: Convergence with Jacobian non-zeros for the viscous NACA 0012 test.










































Figure 4.16: Convergence with total run time for the viscous NACA 0012 test.
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(a) DG p = 1
(b) HDG post-processed p = 1 (p = 2)
Figure 4.17: Mach contours [0,0.61] for DG and post-processed HDG p = 1 solutions
on the initial mesh.
(a) DG p = 2
(b) HDG post-processed p = 2 (p = 3)
Figure 4.18: Mach contours [0,0.61] for DG and post-processed HDG p = 2 solutions
on the initial mesh.
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Linear solve  
Local solve
(a) Inviscid NACA 0012 test




















































Linear solve  
Local solve
(b) Viscous NACA 0012 test
Figure 4.19: Run time per Newton iteration separated into each component of the
solution procedure, and normalized by the total average runtime per Newton iteration
for HDG.
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the equations at M∞ = 0.3, α = 12.5◦, and Re = 4000 with the canonical hexahedral
tensor product Lagrange basis. Entropy contours on the wing boundary and cut plane
and timing results are shown in Fig. 4.20. In the timing results, HDG-M again refers
to the mixed form using the mesh-size independent BR2 stabilization, and HDG-P to
the primal form using BR2 stabilization. Here the HDG mixed formulation is slower
than DG, which the figure indicates is due to the very large cost of the system build.
This is due to the large cost of the local matrix assembly in the static condensation,
since it is dramatically reduced by using the primal formulation. The HDG primal
formulation is increasingly faster than DG for high orders.
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(a) Entropy field on boundaries and cut plane























































Linear solve  
Local solve
(b) Timing comparison
Figure 4.20: Visualization and timing results from the delta wing test.
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CHAPTER 5
Combined Mesh and Order (hp) Adaptation
This chapter introduces two algorithms for combined mesh and order adaptation
applicable to the discontinuous Galerkin methods previously discussed. Error in the
resulting output from these methods is chiefly a function of the approximation space
for the solution, and thereby depends on the mesh and order of the computation.
Higher computational efficiency is obtained by refining only the regions that most af-
fect the error, in the way that best captures the output. This is especially important
for boundary outputs from CFD, where usually only a portion of the domain signifi-
cantly affects the output. The solution in different regions of the domain will often be
better approximated by either refining the mesh or by raising the approximation or-
der, so by combining these approaches the computation can more efficiently represent
a solution than when it is limited to only one of these approaches. Section 5.1 gives
background on prior adaptation methods in general and defines terminology that is
used throughout the chapter. Sections 5.2 and 5.3 then present the algorithms devel-
oped in this work for enabling combined hp-adaptation. The first of these algorithms
refines the mesh and order locally, while the second algorithm replaces the mesh and
changes the approximation orders on all elements globally.
5.1 Overview of Existing Methods
In the context of this work, adaptation refers to any algorithm that changes the
solution approximation space by altering the mesh or the solution approximation
order, with the goal to more efficiently represent the output of interest from the
computation. This definition encompasses many types of algorithms, from refining
or coarsening regions, to globally redistributing resolution. Numerous adaptation
strategies have already been presented that take the local error indicator from Sec-
tion 3.2 and modify the approximation space to more accurately compute an output.
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Target elem. Induced ref.
Figure 5.1: Isotropic hanging-node adaptation on triangles and quadrilaterals. Only
a single cut is allowed, so the second refinement iteration induces refinement in the
neighboring elements.
The most straightforward of these algorithms, and traditionally the most popular for
CFD, is to refine the mesh, leaving the solution order constant for all elements.
Refining the mesh is convenient because discontinuous Galerkin methods, to-
gether with finite volume methods traditionally used in CFD, allow for the mesh
to be non-conforming, in that faces of the mesh do not have to correspond one-to-
one. The mesh can therefore be refined by local operations known as hanging-node
refinement, whereby elements are split by introducing additional nodes and faces
[44, 45, 46, 47, 6, 29]. Figure 5.1 shows isotropic refinement, which involves splitting
the target element isotropically by halving the length of each face. Note that by only
allowing a single level of refinement between elements, refinement may be induced in
the neighboring elements. This process can be repeated many times for quadrilat-
erals, but on triangles, the anisotropic induced refinements in neighboring elements
reduce the acute angles in the triangle, raising the aspect ratio. After many refine-
ments in nearby elements, the Jacobian mapping from the element reference space
to global coordinates can become nearly singular, leading to poor conditioning of the
overall system. Refinement, while tedious to implement, can be efficiently executed.
Coarsening, on the other hand, is difficult to implement efficiently without storing the
entire history of refinement in a tree-like structure, since it requires looping over sets
of elements and checking if coarsening is possible. Hanging-node-based mesh adapta-
tion is therefore usually limited to increasing the number of elements, and therefore
also the DOF, without coarsening.
A potentially more efficient mesh adaptation strategy for lowering error in the
output is to fix a certain number of elements and move, add, or remove vertices
to match the target. Performing this operation locally or globally is often called r -
adaptation [48] or mesh optimization. Optimization methods considered here globally
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re-mesh the domain by specifying the desired characteristics of the next mesh in the
adaptive sequence using a Riemannian metric field. The metricM is a tensor quantity
in the form of a symmetric positive-definite matrix at each point in the domain that
locally warps the space, such that the set of points that are a unit distance from x
form an ellipse in Cartesian space. The length of an infinitesimal segment δx ∈ Rd is
δΓ under the metric M such that
δΓ2 = δxTMδx. (5.1)
A meshing algorithm can then take this encoded information about the size and
anisotropy of the desired elements at every point of an existing, or background, mesh
and create a new mesh. In two dimensions, the mesh that exactly conforms to the
metric field will have each edge of unit length under the metric [49],
xTMx = 1, (5.2)
where x is the vector defining the edge. This idea is illustrated in Figure 5.2, which
shows one such metric represented by an ellipsoid, and one such adapted mesh with
anisotropic elements in the boundary layer around the airfoil. The eigenvectors ei of
M are the principal axes of the ellipsoid, and the corresponding eigenvalues λi = 1/h2i








Variable-order finite element methods have also been a topic of interest, since for
smooth solutions these can lead to faster convergence than mesh refinement. Inter-
estingly, even around certain types of singularities, raising the order can be more
efficient in representing the solution than refining the mesh [50]. Such p-adaptation
methods that keep the mesh the same have even been considered for use in CFD [20].
It has been observed that the success of these methods is dependent on the mesh
[51], implying that the best possible performance is obtained by combining mesh and
order adaptation. Therefore, hp-adaptation, combining the best of both strategies,
has the most promise to automatically reduce the error fastest.
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(a) Mesh obtained by global re-meshing (b) Metric field for mesh on left
Figure 5.2: An example mesh (left) obtained by anisotropic adaptation using metric-
based global re-meshing for a viscous Navier-Stokes test case. The ellipses represent-
ing the mesh-implied metric (right) are stretched in the boundary layer, consistent
with the anisotroic stretching of the elements.
5.1.1 Anisotropy
An important property of an h-adaptation method for CFD, and many other
applications, is to generate stretched elements in areas where the solution changes
disproportionately in different directions. Such regions of anisotropy should be re-
flected in the solution representation, usually in the mesh itself, to optimally capture
the solution without unnecessarily adding elements and thereby increasing the com-
putational cost. Mesh anisotropy can be introduced to a limited extent by local
operations such as hanging-node refinement, but global mesh optimization offers the
most flexibility to create stretched elements without introducing unnecessary cost.
A number of different approaches have been introduced for incorporating anisotropy
into the solution, since the error indicator itself does not provide this information.
The dominant approach is to enforce that the error estimate of a scalar quantity be the
same in any chosen spatial direction [17, 18, 52]. For systems of equations, an appro-
priate scalar needs to be chosen; e.g. the Mach number in compressible Navier-Stokes
simulations. For a second-order method, the Hessian matrix of second derivatives
stores the needed information, so the resulting metric field is proportional to the
Hessian in the scalar scaled by the error indicator. Various other approaches have
been developed which extend these methods to high order by utilizing the (p+ 1)-st
derivative information [1, 53]. For higher-order methods, the p + 1st derivatives of
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the approximate solution indicate the inability of the basis functions to interpolate
the exact solution [54]. Hall [46] develops a different method based on solving local
problems with different refinements to determine the most efficient option.
The MOESS framework, introduced by Yano and Darmofal [55] determines un-
knowns in a convergence rate tensor by locally sampling the element, then solving
an optimization problem to determine an optimal next mesh. The unknowns in the
convergence rate tensor encode the anisotropy automatically, removing the need to
consider derivatives of a representative scalar. This work was later extended by Fid-
kowski [56], simplifying the procedure to compute the samples. This is the approach
that has been built on in the present work to create an anisotropic hp-optimization
algorithm.
5.1.2 hp-Adaptation
Combining mesh and order adaptation adds an additional level of complexity be-
yond anisotropic adaptation, in that the algorithm needs to decide how to distribute
the relative mesh resolution as well as the approximation order p. In the past, cases
were studied for which theoretically optimal distributions of mesh and order resolution
to reduce the interpolation error could be derived. Using these heuristics in general
is not an option, as many different types of singularities are encountered in engi-
neering applications and the problem quickly becomes intractable. Instead, a general
algorithm must be followed which makes choices based on a posteriori information.
To illustrate the need for hp-adaptation, consider the one-dimensional error esti-
mate on a given element Ωe of size h [57]
‖uh − u‖H1(Ωe) ≤ Chmin(p,m−1)p1−m‖u‖Hm(Ω), (5.4)
where C is a constant independent of the element size and order p, and Hm(Ω) is
the m-th order Sobolev space. The convergence rate will be algebraic if the solution
regularity m is limited, and will be nearly unlimited for increasing p if the solution is
very smooth (i.e. m 1) [58]. Although this argument is for the interpolation error
instead of the error in an output functional, which is the target of this work, it shows
the main concept behind hp-adaptation, namely that the order should be increased
in regions where the solution is smooth, while near singularities where m is small a
careful balance between mesh refinement and order refinement should be maintained.
For this reason, many hp-adaptation algorithms use regularity estimates that check
the underlying smoothness to guide the refinement. Methods based on such estimates
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have been shown to be very successful in guiding the adaptation, even for Navier-
Stokes computations [37]. There are various methods to achieve this for resolving
outputs in DG methods. Recent examples include:
• Woopen and May [37] use an element-based indicator that integrates the jump
between the approximate solution and a lower-order projection
• Burgess and Mavriplis [59], and Shi and Wang [60] use a jump-based indicator
that integrates the normalized jump between elemental approximate solutions
• Hall, Georgoulis, and Houston [46] determine the smoothness from an expansion
in terms of Legendre polynomials.
There are, however, drawbacks to using such methods. Firstly, these methods require
an additional parameter to either define when the local solution is smooth enough,
or a set of parameters to designate the target number of elements and overall DOF
of the approximate solution, thereby setting the amount of resolution due to order
refinement. In this sense, the methods can only seek to be “optimal” up to this
parameter, and if chosen incorrectly the efficiency of the adaptation will be decreased.
The other drawback with such methods is that they usually require a sufficiently high
order p to be able to access the regularity.
The aim of this work is both to develop the methods described above, which do not
select between order and mesh refinement based on a smoothness indicator, and to
determine the extent to which such a parameter-free hp-adaptation algorithm makes
the correct refinement decision. These methods are not the first of their kind, as
there have been several sampling-based approaches in recent years that depart from
using regularity estimates, as summarized in Table 5.1. The method in the table
based on hanging-node (HN) mesh mechanics, by Ceze and Fidkowski [47], selects
the refinement option – any of a set of isotropic and anisotropic local refinements or
order refinement – that maximizes a merit function. Another recent method by Balan,
Woopen, and May [61] uses global re-meshing (GR) and determines the elemental
order by minimizing an a priori interpolation error estimate. This methodology is
based on the anisotropic mesh framework presented by Vı´t Dolejˇs´ı [62].
This work introduces two algorithms for hp-adaptation, one for each type of mesh
mechanics. The first of the algorithms presented here is similar to the approach
developed by Ceze and Fidkowski [47], in that it selects a local refinement option
based on maximizing or minimizing an objective function. The present method,
however, differs in the how the error estimates are computed and has been generalized
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• Hall, Georgoulis, Houston, 2007 [46]
• Burgess and Mavriplis, 2011 [59]
• Shi and Wang, 2013 [60]
• Ceze and Fidkowski, 2012 [47]
• Dahm, Fidkowski
GR • Woopen and May, 2015 [37]
• Balan, Woopen, May, 2016 [61]
• Dahm, Fidkowski
Table 5.1: Recent DG hp-adaptation algorithms targeting output functionals known
to this author. Rows denote the mesh refinement strategies: HN (hanging-node) or
GR (global re-meshing); columns denote how the choice between mesh and order
refinement is ultimately decided.
to support both DG and HDG methods, requiring a vastly generalized adaptation
framework to be implemented. The second approach, for simplex optimization, uses a
global metric-based re-meshing for simplex elements, extending the algorithm by Yano
and Darmofal [55], described below in Section 5.1.3. This approach has similarities
to that developed by Balan, Woopen, and May [61] in that it differentiates between
refinement options based on a measure of the error instead of a regularity estimate,
but utilizes an optimization-based procedure based on error and cost models instead
of an interpolation error estimate.
5.1.3 Mesh Optimization
This section reviews the metric-based re-meshing method with a focus on the
optimization algorithm proposed by Yano [55], and is intended to introduce the con-
cepts that will be necessary to understand the hp-optimization algorithm presented
in Section 5.3. The MOESS algorithm for mesh optimization seeks the mesh T ∗h that
minimizes the error in the output, namely
T ∗h = arg inf
Th
δJ such that C(Th) ≈ Ctgt.
To solve this problem in an exact sense would be nearly impossible, since it would
require knowing the high-dimensional relationship between the mesh and output error.
Instead, continuous surrogate models of the error and cost in DOF are used, from
which the algorithm can choose the appropriate metric.
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5.1.3.1 Metric Field
Symmetric positive-definiteness of the matrix M is necessary for it to act as a
metric for the Cartesian space, since this implies that all the eigenvalues are positive,
and thereby the size of each of the principal axes is non-negative and real. This
however leads to at least two problems. Firstly that the metrics themselves do not
form a complete vector space, since aM is not necessarily symmetric positive-definite
(SPD), and secondly that the “swelling effect” can result, in which the determinant,
and thus size of the metric, is not preserved under the average [63]. Therefore it is not
easily possible to define a continuously changing metric based onM alone that can be
represented in a coordinate-independent way. Fortunately however, the exponential
map S →M on the tangent space about an initial metric M0 such that
M =M1/20 exp(S)M1/20 (5.5)






This means that for every step matrix S, there exists a unique metric M according
to (5.5), and for every metric there also exists a unique step matrix about a given
M0. The step matrix is the variable used to represent changes to the initial metric in
the optimization. When using S to represent changes to the metric, the average of a
set of metrics {M} is defined by taking the arithmetric average of the corresponding
step matrices {S} in (5.5). Each step matrix, as given in (5.6), is defined in the
tangent space about the mean metric, so taking the average requires the solution of
a nonlinear equation [64].
The metric field of an existing simplex mesh is determined by solving a set of
d(d + 1)/2 equations for the unknowns in the metric Me0 on each of the simplex
elements, enforcing (5.2) for each edge. Note that this procedure already contains
an approximation, since in the continuous sense the edges are unit length under the
metric defined at that point, requiring an integral over the metric field. This process
defines the metric element-wise, but the mesher – for two-dimensions BAMG [65] –
requires the metric defined at the vertices. The neighboring elemental metrics are
averaged, as above, to obtain these.
A greater understanding of how the step matrix affects the metric can be created
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by decomposing the step matrix into isotropic and anisotropic components as
S = sI + S˜ (5.7)
where s = tr(S)/d. It can be easily shown that s scales the metric while preserving
the shape, and that changes to S˜ preserve the volume, namely the determinant, of
M [55].
5.1.3.2 Error and Cost Models
In order to determine how changing the shape of the element, via the elemental
step matrix Se, affects the error in the output, a form of the error is assumed, with
parameters which will be specific to the element. The idea employed by MOESS is
that the error model parameters may be determined purely locally by a “sampling”
procedure that solves a local system, which can be performed element-wise and then
globally optimized. Changes in the size and shape of the element also affect the
overall cost of the computation in terms of DOF since, assuming all other elements
stay the same size, elements have to fill the space.
Motivation for the error model can be found in the result for an isotropic shape
















where r is the local rate parameter. If the entire step matrix were to be used, the
rate may also vary when changing different components, so an appropriate form for
each element instead, utilizing different rates, is
Ee = e exp(tr(ReSe)), (5.9)
where e is the original error estimate based on the unprojected fine-space adjoint.
In this form Re is a symmetric matrix of unknown components and E is a measure
of the error. Yano [55] shows that when decomposing the rate matrix similarly,
Re = rI + R˜e, both the expressions rs and tr(R˜eS˜e) control the error magnitude,
but that the off-diagonal terms have no effect in the error model.
The coefficients of the rate matrix Re are determined by fitting the error model
to a list of error and step matrix pairs. The samples for mesh optimization consist of
anisotropic refinements, as shown in Figure 5.3. For each refinement the step matrix
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is found by taking an affine-invariant mean of the mesh-induced metrics for each of
the sub-elementsMik, then computing the associated step for element e, namely Sei.
To find the error associated with each of these samples, the computation and
error estimation could be re-run for every element and every sample, but this is
intractable, even for a small number of elements. Instead the fine-space adjoint
Ψh,p+1, usually from the order p + 1 space, is L
2-projected onto the space of each
of the mesh refinement samples – at order p – then back to the fine-space, for every
element of the mesh. After this projection to the local refinement sample hi, the
adjoint variable is denoted by Ψh,p+1hi,p , and represented back on the fine space (shown
in the super-script) by Ψ˜h,p+1hi,p . If the fine-space adjoint is in the space Vh,p+1 and the
samples are represented by Vhi,p, then this is
Vh,p+1 → Vhi,p → Vh,p+1, (5.10)
where the arrows denote L2 projections. This series of projections removes some
of the information in the fine-space adjoint. If the adjoint-weighted error estimate
based on Ψ˜h,p+1hi,p were used alone in the error model, the goal of the optimization
should be to maximize the error, since that would lead the algorithm to choose the
option that best represents the error. Instead, with the objective of minimizing an




)TRh,p+1(Uh,p), from the error estimate based on the unprojected
fine-space, as
Ee(Sei) = e −∆e,i i = 0 . . . nsamp, (5.11)
where e is the usual error estimate based on the unprojected fine-space adjoint. This
yields a set of samples {Ee(Se,i),Si} that can be used to find the unknowns in the rate
matrix. The coefficients of Re in the error model are fit by a modified least-squares
form











The cost model C(Se) can be computed without the use of sampling, instead
integrating a cost density c(M(x), x) over the element. If the metric acts to shrink
the element, the cost density increases so the overall cost increases. The integral of
the density is explicitly computable if the order p is held constant, and takes the form














Figure 5.3: Procedure to obtain each of the triangular refinement sample mean met-
rics.
The multiplicative factor Np is the number of DOF of the original approximate solu-
tion on element Ωe, so that when Se = 0 the original cost is recovered.
5.1.3.3 Algorithm
The goal is to find a set of step matrices Sv, defined on the vertices of the mesh,
that minimize the error at a target cost, using the continuous error and cost models
above. More specifically, the algorithm determines Sv so that the error is minimized
for a given cost, providing the proper trace sv, and the error is stationary with respect
to shape changes, providing the trace-free part S˜v.
The conditions above require the derivatives of the error and cost models, defined
element-wise with respect to Se. For these derivatives, the step matrices at the
vertices are converted to element step matrices by an arithmetic average over those
at the neighboring vertices. If the set of vertices around an element is denoted by Ve,













where |Ve| denotes the number of vertices around element Ωe. In these formulas, Q
is either the error E or the cost C. From these, the linearizations with respect to the
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The MOESS algorithm for mesh optimization is described in detail in [56], and
a similar procedure will be described later for hp-optimization, so only the relevant
concepts will be introduced here. Since the linearizations computed as given above
are only correct for the current value of the step matrix, the optimization algorithm
consists primarily of a main loop that recomputes these linearizations after changes
to the step matrices. In order to minimize the overall error and set the trace, MOESS







When this is equally distributed, it implies there is an equal investment in refining
any given node. On each iteration of the main loop, δs is added to or subtracted
from the trace to reduce the range of λv values, then the trace of all step matrices
is rescaled so that the total cost matches the target. Finally, the algorithm sets the
anisotropy of the element through the trace-free part of Sv toward the critical point
of ∂E/∂S˜v, as





5.2 Output-Based Hanging-Node hp-Adaptation
The first approach developed herein for combined mesh and order adaptation
draws from the hanging-node-based framework introduced by Ceze and Fidkowski
[47], in that it uses hanging-node local mesh mechanics with localized order refine-
ment. In this way the algorithm is fully discrete, rather than fitting parameters in
continuous models as done in MOESS. It is also fully decoupled, in the sense that the
chosen local refinement option minimizes a locally-defined objective function at every
step. The idea is that by locally selecting the optimal refinement for every element,
the overall configuration will also tend toward optimality.
5.2.1 Algorithm
The primary loop in the algorithm is over the elements targeted by the element-
wise output error indicator given in (3.18), each time deciding whether or not a finer
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representation of the approximation space – either by refining the mesh or the order
– will lead to a better approximation of the output. The refinement decision for each
targeted element is determined through a set of projections to each of the refinement
options. More specifically, a value is assigned to each of the options that involves
a measure of the error estimate and the additional cost, in terms of the increase in
DOFs, incurred by refining the approximation space in that way.
The first step is to determine what additional cost will be acceptable to the com-
putation. As this adaptation algorithm primarily contains a loop over elements, the
error indicators are first ranked from high to low error, and processed from this list
until one of a set of specified conditions becomes invalidated. Three such conditions
are used in this work, namely that:
• The number of elements considered for adaptation must not exceed a fraction
f adaptm of the total number of elements Ne;
• The sum of the error indicators considered must not exceed a fraction f adapte of
the sum of the elemental error estimates |e| for all elements; and
• The ratio of the new total number of DOF after applying the refinement options
to the former number of DOF must not exceed a fraction f adaptc .
Note that any of these conditions can be effectively removed by increasing the asso-
ciated f adapt, so that one of the other two conditions will be triggered first.
The projections that define the error estimate for each of the refinement options
follow a procedure similar to that used in the MOESS framework. Specifically, the
fine-space adjoint is projected to each of the refinement options, and a remaining
error is calculated back on the fine space. However, for hp-adaptation this reveals a
fundamental issue with such a procedure, namely that the fine space for the adjoint
calculation is usually the space with order p+ 1, which is itself one of the refinement
options. The remaining error calculated on the fine space with the adjoint projected
to this option is identically zero due to Galerkin orthogonality. Instead, the method
needs to separate the idea of the fine space used for the error estimation and localiza-
tion, usually (h, p + 1), from the even finer space for the hp adaptation, denoted for
now generically by (h˜, p˜). This idea is illustrated in Figure 5.4, where the fine space
is shown as (h/2, p+ 1).
To fix the problem of Galerkin orthogonality with the order refinement option,
the method requires information about the adjoint from the finer space; simply rep-
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Figure 5.4: Definition of the local refinement options and fine space on each element
shown for the hp-adaptation algorithm. The fine space shown is only one such option;





 from error estimation
Adjoint in finer space
after local smoothing
Adjoint on central element
in finer space
Local element
patch      
Figure 5.5: Illustration of the local problem and adjoint correction procedure in
preparation for the evaluation of the refinement options.
problem globally on the (h˜, p˜) space, which would be accurate, but often prohibitively
expensive. To reduce the cost of this procedure, the method instead restricts itself to
only incorporating information from the local problem consisting of the target element
with its nearest neighboring elements, and defines an adjoint correction procedure on
these local patches to enhance the accuracy. Figure 5.5 shows the steps involved with
such a local problem from a targeted element during the adaptation. In this illus-
tration the p + 1 fine-space adjoint is projected to the finer space, shown here with
order p + 2, on the targeted element before the adjoint correction procedure. Only
the finer-space adjoint on the central element must be projected to the finer-space as
shown in Figure 5.5.
The first adjoint correction procedure, a least-squares local reconstruction proce-
dure, has been used in the past for obtaining the fine-space adjoint itself [1]. This
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method determines the finer-space adjoint on the target element k, written in a func-
tional sense as ψh˜,p˜|k, from the fine-space adjoint on the local patch ψh,p+1 such that












(∂ivk − ∂iu)2 dΩ
)
. (5.17)
The weights ce by dimensional reasoning should be O(h2e), where he is the diameter
of element Ωe and they are chosen as the edge lengths of the element bounding box.
This creates a smooth representation of the function using the additional DOF on
element Ωk to match both the value and the slope of the neighboring fine-space
adjoint solutions. When this method is combined with an order-refined finer space,
the resulting adjoint converges with an extra order of accuracy for smooth regions.
However, this method could perform poorly near singularities in the adjoint, and
these are almost certainly some of the locations to be targeted for refinement.
The second adjoint correction procedure developed instead solves for a defect in
the adjoint equations as seen on the finer space, and uses this to correct the function.

















Note that the output linearization is computed globally, so for example with a bound-
ary output this term is zero everywhere unless the local patch neighbors the boundary.
A correction to the adjoint can then be solved so that the resulting adjoint satisfies
the finer-space equations on the patch. To do so, the Jacobian matrix resulting from
the finer-space equations and the defect Rψ are restricted to the target element Ωk.





T ∆Ψ + Rψ∣∣
k
= 0. (5.19)






This method incorporates information both from the neighboring fine-space adjoint
and the finer-space equations locally. Section 5.2.2 compares this method to a least-
squares projection above.
When the resulting finer-space adjoint Ψh˜,p˜ is least-squares projected to each of
the refinement options i, and then projected back to the finer space as Ψ˜h˜,p˜hi,pi , some








Note that for consistency the error is only calculated on the target element k and the
sub-elements, if any, that are created by the refinement option. While a norm of eψ
is an indicator of how well the adjoint is represented by the refinement option, what
is really sought is the best-possible representation of the adjoint-weighted residual.















However, if this were the only input used to select the refinement option then the
method would not work as intended. For example, the method would never select
an anisotropic refinement because ei would be at least as low for uniform refinement,
since the anisotropic refinements are contained in that space. Instead, the method
should seek to minimize the error multiplied by a function of the cost, in terms of the
increase in DOF, that would result from selecting the option. Recall that the MOESS
method used a cost model that was directly proportional to the DOF. To verify that
this is a good assumption, consider Figures 4.15 and 4.16 from the HDG comparisons.
If the true cost of a computation is the run time, then since both methods have roughly
constant slope in the asymptotic region of these figures the output error E is a power
of both the cost C and the number of non-zeros Nz, namely E ∼ Ct and E ∼ Nnz .
Then since the degrees of freedom N ∼ Nz, this gives C ∼ N t/n where t and n are
the slopes in the figures referenced above. For both methods the slopes t and n are
roughly equal, so C ∼ N is a good approximation to the cost. Therefore the added
cost,
ci = Ni −N0 = ∆DOF, (5.23)
is a positive function for each of the refinement options.
This work considers several variants of the objective function, which synthesizes
the error and cost calculations as in (5.22) and (5.23). The first objective function
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is g1,i = ciei, with the goal being to minimize this combination of error and cost.
Low-error ei options, which imply good representation of the adjoint-weighted error,
and low-cost ci options reduce this positive function toward zero. A second option for









and then maximize g2,i = bi/ci. The idea behind this objective function is that the
error ei might be misleading if in practice the finer-space adjoint is no more accurate.
In this case, simply maximizing the error “uncovered” by the error estimate could
yield a better result.
The algorithm presented above varies from that developed by Ceze and Fidkowski
[47] in a few key ways. Firstly, the present algorithm defines the defect correction
procedure for the finer-space adjoint, whereas the algorithm from Ceze and Fidkowski
only uses a reconstruction. Secondly, the method computes the error estimates and
objective function on the finer-space rather than the coarser space, thereby providing
a more consistent framework and defines the error estimate defect ei that captures
more information about effectiveness of the refinement option. Lastly and most im-
portantly, the framework in the code was rewritten and generalized to support both
DG and HDG discretizations.
The algorithm in practice defines several heuristic constraints on the refinement,
both so that the discretized problem itself remains solvable and because the informa-
tion given to the refinement algorithm is itself inexact. These are summarized below
and addressed where appropriate in the results.
1. Order refinement should be avoided if the solution is under-resolved. When im-
portant features in the solution are missed, the algorithm will not be able to correctly
distinguish between the order refinement and mesh refinement options, and so mesh
refinement should be favored. An example of this occurs initially around discontinu-
ities, where increasing order makes the solution more oscillatory. This work uses an
indicator that has previously been used to place artificial diffusion for shock capturing
[6]. The smoothness is determined in a scalar s(uh) relative to the p − 1 projection





















2. If all of the anisotropic mesh refinement options have the objective function
within tiso% of each other, then isotropic refinement should be favored over any of the
anisotropic options. This occurs when the adjoint-weighted error is locally isotropic,
but the error-to-cost ratio is not well scaled locally.
5.2.2 Comparison of Finer-Space Correction Methods
This section compares the different finer space and adjoint correction methods to
determine which combination reduces the error most effectively, so that the resulting
finer-space adjoint is best approximated. In order to compare these, a scalar linear
advection-reaction equation is constructed with a known adjoint solution. Assuming
the equation and output J(u) are
~a · ∇u+ bu = 0 in [0, 1]2, J(u) =
∫
{x=1}∪{y=1}
jΓ u ds, (5.25)
with ~a = (1, 1), then the adjoint equation is −~a · ∇ψ + bψ = 0 with the boundary
condition jΓ = −ψ on the boundary where the output is defined. If the form for the
adjoint ψ = exp(rn) is assumed, where r =
√
x2 + y2, then b = nrn−2(x + y). This
gives a convenient platform for defining both a regular solution with n = 2, and a
solution with a singularity in the equations with n = 1.
Figure 5.6 compares the L2 error of the adjoint corrected using different methods
on this set of test cases. For each case n = 1, 2, there are two different finer-space
definitions: uniformly refining the target element so the sub-elements have diameter
h/2, or projecting the p + 1 fine-space adjoint to p + 2 prior to the correction. For
each of these finer-space definitions there are two correction methods to test: defect-
correction following (5.20), and least-squares fitting minimizing (5.17). The results
show that when the equations are non-singular (n = 2), the least-squares fitting
increases the order of accuracy, but does not reduce the error significantly, while the
defect correction converges at the same rate with lower error. For the singular case
(n = 1), the least-squares fitting increases the error, possibly due to over-fitting, while

















(h/2, p+ 1) : Defect-Correction
( h , p+ 2)  : Defect-Correction
(h/2, p+ 1) : Least-Squares
( h , p+ 2)  : Least-Squares

















(h/2, p+ 1) : Defect-Correction
( h , p+ 2)  : Defect-Correction
(h/2, p+ 1) : Least-Squares
( h , p+ 2)  : Least-Squares
(b) n = 2
Figure 5.6: Test showing the L2 error of the adjoint after the finer-space correction
for the adjoint manufactured solution. The original fine-space adjoint error is shown
in black.
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5.2.3 Mesh Mechanics and Implementation Considerations
Certain implementation hurdles and details will be described in this section before
transitioning to discuss examples of the method. The method described above in
Section 5.2.1 may seem elegant and general, but as with any method, successful
algorithmic implementation requires correctly managing even the difficult situations.
Additionally, this section will describe aspects of the algorithm that help increase its
efficiency.
1. On hanging-node refinement: When defining hanging-node refinement such that no
face may be cut more than once, it is algorithmically nearly impossible to perform the
refinement entirely in parallel. This then affects this hp-adaptation algorithm as well,
since when applying the mesh refinement options to the local patches, the induced
refinement may propagate more than one neighbor away from the target element.
Although this refinement could be ignored in the cost calculation, algorithmically
this work set out to use only a single hanging-node refinement function. Therefore,
creating the patch with each refinement actually consists of the following steps:
1. Recursively add elements into the local patch P˜k until no outer element is on
the fine side of a hanging face;
2. Mark the target element k and its nearest neighbors;
3. Refine the target element, possibly inducing refinement throughout P˜k, and
propagate the marker;
4. Remove unmarked elements from the patch P˜k → Pk.
2. On least-squares projections: When performing the hanging-node refinement, the
algorithm keeps track of a map of which element each of the children originated from,
and what the element reference-space transformation is from these to the original
element. Such a map is exceedingly useful when defining the projections between the
finer-space and each of the refinement options, since it removes the need to convert
the quadrature point locations to global coordinates, locate the element in which they
fall in the other refinement, and convert back to reference space. Instead, the maps
from the original patch of elements to both finer space (M˜) and the refinement option
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p = (2, 2) Adapt
p = (2, 1) Adapt
p = (1, 1) Adapt
p = (1, 2) Adapt
p = (1, 1) Uniform
p = (1, 2) Uniform
p = (2, 2) Uniform
p = (2, 1) Uniform
(b) Inviscid NACA 0012, drag output
Figure 5.7: Error convergence with HDG when varying the face order from the order
used for the element approximation. The orders are specified as (pe, pf ) where pe






3. On HDG compatibility: The description of the hp-adaptation algorithm has largely
been discussed in terms of elements, so the question of how to extend such methods
to HDG naturally arises. There are at least two points of interest, namely whether
the order of approximation for the trace should be allowed to vary from the order
used for the neighboring element states, and how the local correction methods should
be defined for HDG.
Insight into the first of these questions can be obtained by appealing to error
estimates, but it is difficult to get a sense of exactly how his would affect, for example,
boundary outputs in nonlinear systems. If the accuracy in the face representation
decreases no faster than the efficiency increases, then it would be beneficial in practice.
However, if an order of accuracy or more is lost in the output error convergence, then it
is not effective. To check this assertion a set of two test cases was run: the first testing
the L2 domain error norm, and the second testing the accuracy of a boundary output
on a NACA 0012 airfoil with the Euler equations. The results presented in Figure 5.7
show that both the order of accuracy and the error level suffer when reducing the
approximation order. Furthermore, the rate of convergence is essentially determined
by min(pe, pf ). With this result in mind, for optimal convergence the order of the
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Trace states Trace states
Trace
Figure 5.8: A possible local problem for hanging-node anisotropic hp-adaption. HDG
computes the cost of order refinement here to be zero.
faces should be at least as high as those of the neighboring elements, which simplifies
the adaptation process. Therefore, the face orders should be set after determining
the orders of the elements.
The error indicators involving the adjoint-weighted error for each refinement op-
tion, ei and bi, are evaluated element-wise, so this itself is discretization-independent.
The least-squares method for incorporating information from the neighboring ele-
ments also works in a discretization-independent way, but the defect-correction needs
to be redefined for HDG, since the Jacobian matrix is face-based. For this reason,
the defect-correction used in this work updates the fine-space adjoint using a DG
discretization for the discrete adjoint problem.
A remaining question is how should the cost ci should be measured for each
refinement. The most fair approach to a cost measure for HDG is to count the increase
in the number of DOFs for the global solve; i.e., in the trace state. However, this can
cause the cost to be identically zero for the order option of an island, as for example in
the case illustrated in Figure 5.8. This behavior should only occur for cases of order
refinement, since any additional faces will always increase the DOFs in the trace. It
can be argued that this case should not occur, but this is algorithmically difficult to
ensure with order smoothing in the current framework. The approach taken in these
cases is therefore to instead automatically select this refinement option, avoiding the
need to compute the ill-defined objective function.
5.2.4 Results
The focus of the examples included here is on application of the output-based
hanging-node hp-adaptation algorithm with DG, where the adaptation serves to re-
duce the cost of uniformly high-order solutions to DG that are unnecessarily com-
putationally expensive, especially for boundary outputs. Although the focus is on
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DG solutions, the frameworks are developed to support HDG as well, and selective
comparisons are performed. The intent of these examples is to determine whether
such a framework can be trusted to result in a nearly optimal refinement strategy.
Therefore, these examples begin with a set of test cases where such an optimal refine-
ment strategy is clear, and then progress toward difficult cases. For each test case,
the hp-adaptation – and associated anistropic h-adaptation by eliminating the option
to raise the order – will be compared to isotropic mesh and order refinement.
Past studies presenting hanging-node hp-adaptation have not compared against
pure order-adaptation, since at some point the solution will almost always become
oscillatory and the mesh will need to be refined. However, until this occurs, it provides
a bound for the adaptation algorithm, and in some cases the resulting error reduction
is the highest possible for a given number of added DOF from the starting mesh.
Therefore, if the hanging-node hp-adaptation performs nearly as well as a static mesh
with p-adaptation, then the hanging-node adaptation is nearly optimal.
5.2.4.1 2D Scalar Advection
The first test case uses the first-order scalar advection equation
~a
|~a| · ∇u = 0, in [0, 2]× [0, 1], u(0, y) = 0, u(x, 0) =
1 18 < x < 340 otherwise, (5.26)
where the advection velocity field is defined piecewise as
~a =
(y, 1− x) x < 1(2− y, x− 1) otherwise. (5.27)
A variant of this test case was proposed by Hartmann [66] in 2002. In this equation
the step function specified by the bottom boundary condition is advected up and to
the right with a velocity that is a varying function of the position in the domain.
Although theoretically simple, this is an interesting case for anisotropic refinement
because when combined with a structured grid, the velocity at some locations will be
aligned with the grid and at others will be unaligned.
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(c) Boundary profile at x = 2
Figure 5.9: Setup for the scalar advection test case. In the primal state the u = 1
profile propagates up and to the right, and the adjoint traces back from the location
of the output defined on the right boundary with the opposite advection velocity.
with the steepness factor s = 200 and offset z = 0.1. The adjoint operator reverses
the direction of the velocity field, so the adjoint for the boundary output traces back
along the velocity field from the right boundary to the bottom where the boundary
condition for the primal was set. Note in Figure 5.9 that, by construction, the non-
zero values of the adjoint on the right boundary coincide with the sharp interface
in the exact primal solution. Therefore, there is a competing need to resolve the
features with both mesh resolution and high-order polynomial representation. The
adaptive cases begin by solving with DG on a uniform 20 × 10 quadrilateral mesh
with p = 1, and on every step of the adaptation the following parameters are used
unless otherwise specified:
• Adaptation parameters f adaptm = 0.1, f adaptm = 0.6, f adaptc = 1.2
• Defect-correction for the finer-space solve.
The main results from this set of test cases are presented in Figure 5.10 through
Figure 5.14. Figure 5.10 compares the anisotropic-h and anisotropic-hp adaptation
using two different objective functions described Section 5.2.1. The trend in the
results, which could be specific to this case, shows that using the objective function
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based on the adjoint-weighted residual f = b/c, instead of the difference between the
finer-space and projected adjoints f = ec, yields better refinement patterns. Although
the resulting errors are similar, the resulting mesh and order field is qualitatively
better for the f = b/c function, since it contains more anisotropic mesh refinements
and higher-order elements.
Figure 5.11 shows the convergence of the output using different refinement tech-
niques, where it is apparent that the hp-adaptation method, using f = b/c, clearly
performs best. The order-only adaptation results indicate that this is an insufficient
mesh resolution for this type of adaptation. Yet order refinement is very efficient in
reducing the error in this test, since the resulting mesh and orders from hp-adaptation
in Figure 5.10 display considerable order refinement. The key to refining efficiently,
which is evident from these results, is to provide enough mesh resolution so the so-
lution is not under-resolved, then increase the order. The final hp-adaptation mesh
shows high orders, up to p = 6, near the peak of the adjoint, and mesh refinement
near the tails in the adjoint profile.
The final mesh from isotropic-h in Figure 5.12 displays horizontal refinement near
the bottom boundary, but this is induced refinement from the single-cut restriction
imposed by the mesh mechanics. This induced refinement is removed almost entirely
in the final anisotropic refinement mesh shown in Figure 5.10, which correctly aligns
the anisotropy of the refinement.
The hp-adaptation method is performing better, but additional insight can be
gained by considering how and when the refinement is occurring. Figure 5.13 shows
that the initial refinement is more mesh-based, mostly anisotropic refinement, then
after a few adaptive iterations, the majority of the refinement raises the order. Ad-
ditionally, the element-wise percentage of the different refinement types correlates
strongly with the error fraction refinement by each of these types. That is, no single
type of refinement more predominantly targets the elements that are contributing
most to the error.
The adaptation results using HDG, shown in Figure 5.14, are notably different
from those using DG in Figure 5.10. First and foremost, the results using the objective
function form f = b/c display odd refinement behavior that is often perpendicular
to the direction of the propagation. This behavior is largely absent when using the
other objective function, f = ec, but excess mesh adaptation far from the adjoint
peak still affects the convergence with DOF. This could be due to the difference in
error modes between DG and HDG; specifically, since HDG couples across faces, in






























(a) Error convergence with refinement
(b) Anisotropic h, f = ec (c) Anisotropic h, f = b/c
(d) Anisotropic hp, f = ec (e) Anisotropic hp, f = b/c
Figure 5.10: Convergence comparison of the anisotropic hanging-node adaptation
using DG with different objective functions for the scalar advection test case. Final





























Figure 5.11: Convergence with degrees of freedom using different refinement strategies
on the scalar advection test case.
(a) Isotropic-h (b) Order-p (p = 1 : blue, . . . 6 : red)
Figure 5.12: Final meshes for isotropic mesh and order refinement for the scalar
advection test case.
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(a) Number of elements




































(b) Fraction of error
Figure 5.13: Refinement option chosen for each adaptive step of the hp-adaptation
using f = b/c with the scalar advection test case. The algorithm first refines the
mesh, but after only a few refinements switches to refining element orders.
5.2.4.2 NACA 0012 Test Cases
This section applies the output-based hanging-node hp-adaptation algorithm to
test cases involving the NACA 0012 airfoil, which was also used for tests in the
previous chapter. Both inviscid and viscous test cases are considered.
1. Inviscid: The first case applies adaptation to the drag output on the airfoil with
the inviscid Navier-Stokes equations and initial mesh defined in Section 4.5.2.1. The
main results are presented in Figure 5.15 through Figure 5.18. The solution is smooth
except for a singularity at the trailing edge of the airfoil, so order adaptation is again
very efficient in reducing the error, as evident from Figure 5.15. This figure shows
that, for the same level of error, the anisotropic- h and hp adaptation methods reduce
the cost from 12360 DOF for isotropic-h to only 2087 DOF for hp-adaptation. The
meshes corresponding to each of the labeled results on the error plot are displayed in
Figure 5.16. This highlights an important result. Specifically, despite the anisotropic-
hp method refining both the mesh, largely around the trailing edge singularity, and
the order, the error reduction in drag relative to initial solution is nearly identical to
that with order-only adaptation.
2. Viscous: The next case test considers the NACA 0012 airfoil with viscous Navier-
Stokes at the conditions in Section 4.5.2.2. In this case a boundary layer exists on the
airfoil, and a small recirculation region is present near the trailing edge. Near both






























DG Defect-Correction f= b/c
(a) Error convergence with refinement
(b) Defect-correction, f = ec (c) Least-squares, f = ec
(d) Defect-correction, f = b/c (e) Least-squares, f = b/c
Figure 5.14: hp-adaptive HDG results for scalar advection test case, using both finer
space solution types, and both objective functions. The result is opposite to DG: the




Figure 5.15: Drag convergence with degrees of freedom (DOF) using different refine-
ment strategies on the inviscid NACA 0012 test case. The numbers correspond to
meshes in Figure 5.16.
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1(a) Isotropic-h 12360 DOFs
2
(b) Anisotropic-h 6172 DOFs
3
(c) Order-p 1841 DOFs
4
(d) Anisotropic-hp 2087 DOFs
Figure 5.16: Refined meshes and elemental orders, where applicable, for the inviscid
NACA 0012 test case. In Figures (c) and (d), the orders are shown as colors p = 1 :
blue . . . 6 : red. The numbers correspond to the data locations in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.17: Mesh and elemental orders for the hp-adaptation algorithm after the full
20 iterations.
































(a) Number of elements




































(b) Fraction of error
Figure 5.18: Refinement option chosen for each adaptive step of the hp-adaptation
on the inviscid NACA 0012 test case. The algorithm first refines the mesh, but after
only a few refinements switches to refining element orders.
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on the airfoil, but the question remains as to what combination of mesh and order
refinement best resolves these features.
The main results are presented in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.20. In Figure 5.15,
the error convergence with number of degrees of freedom shows that order adaptation
just outside the viscous sublayer in the boundary layer appears to perform best, even
over a combination of hanging-node mesh refinement and order adaptation, seen in
Figure 5.20. Perhaps hanging-node refinement in the boundary layer would be more
effective if, for instance, the initial mesh were coarser. However, this level of mesh
resolution was required to converge with p = 1 initially, and the goal of the test was to
check whether, regardless of mesh resolution, the correct refinement would be chosen.
Note also in Figure 5.15 that in this test case the objective function again affects
the convergence. Using the form f = b/c without taking the differences of the ad-
joint reduces the convergence to nearly that of anisotropic mesh adaptation alone.
Interestingly, the order refinement in the boundary layer using f = b/c matches more
closely to that of order adaptation than with the f = ec objective function, yet the
convergence is far poorer. This indicates that there might not be a single universal op-
timal hp-refinement approach in such features, and reaffirms that how the refinement
is done in these regions has a large impact on the effectiveness of the method.
5.2.4.3 Review
The results above show that the anisotropic hp-adaptation framework is a ro-
bust method that can be widely applied to cases using quadrilateral and hexahedral
meshes. The framework performs as well as pure order refinement in the regions of
high error for cases with only advection present. Even so, there is some ambiguity in
defining the objective function, and the choice can affect results. Overall, minimizing
the object function f = ec yields better results, as it incorporates a measure of how
well the projected adjoint is represented by the refinement option. Results for the
NACA 0012 airfoil with viscosity indicated that the adaptation was too constrained
by the initial mesh, so even when mesh refinement was preferred, it could not be
placed in a way that reduced the error most effectively.
The hp-optimization method discussed next generates unstructured simplex meshes











































(b) Comparing objective functions
Figure 5.19: Drag convergence with degrees of freedom (DOF) using different refine-
ment strategies on the viscous NACA 0012 test case. In figure (a), the anisotropic
strategies use the f = ec objective function.
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(a) Anisotropic-hp f = ec (b) Anisotropic-hp f = b/c
(c) Anisotropic-h (d) Order-p
Figure 5.20: Refined meshes and elemental orders, where applicable, for the viscous
NACA 0012 test case. In Figures (a) and (c), the orders are shown as colors p = 1 :
blue . . . 6 : red.
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5.3 Output-Based hp-Optimization
The method described in this section is an effort to extend the MOESS framework
from mesh optimization, described in Section 5.1.3, to full hp-optimization. It does
this by optimizing both the metric field defining the mesh and a scalar order function
over the domain, p(~x), that defines the order at every point. The volume average
of p(~x) over elements of the new mesh defines the solution approximation orders for
the next iteration of the adaptive process. The error and cost models, in addition
to the optimization algorithm itself, need to be changed for this method in order to
accommodate this additional field. This section details the necessary development and
the rationale behind the choices made to define these methods, and then demonstrates
the method on a set of test cases.
The order function is represented in a similar way as the metric field for the
mesh, namely defined at vertices and linearly interpolated to the elements as needed,
thereby restricting the function to be continuous over the domain. Note that this
definition does not, in theory, preclude large order differences between neighboring
elements, since p(~x) may rise sharply over an element. Then, similar to how the
MOESS algorithm works with changes to the metric field through the metric step,
the order field is split as
p(~x) = p0(~x) + q(~x) (5.29)
so that the order step qv, defined on the vertices, will be the working variable. The
initial order field, defined at vertices p0,v is determined by averaging the integer orders







When interpolating back to the elements, a reverse operation is performed, averaging












Note that this definition does not in general match the initial integer value when
qv = 0 since it incorporates orders on neighboring elements.
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5.3.1 Cost Model
The MOESS framework for mesh adaptation sets the cost model with the result
of an integral over the original element of a cost density, with the result that the cost
is the number of DOF for the element times a function of the metric step matrix trace
(5.13). Implicitly this result simplifies the calculation, avoiding explicit quadrature,
by assuming that the metric step matrix is constant over the element. The integral






































where the cost density cp times the element area is the number of DOF, denoted by
Np. In the same manner, if the order field p(~x) is assumed to be a constant for the
element – equal to pe determined by (5.31) above – then the integration can again be
done explicitly, with the result







The function N : R→ R is a real-valued extension of the integer polynomial dimen-
sion calculation; e.g. , for a two-dimensional full-order basis N (p) = 0.5(p+1)(p+2).




















Recall that the MOESS error model for mesh optimization is motivated by the
isotropic estimate between two different element diameters h and H, in the form
(h/H)r with an unknown r. The first step to adding order dependence is determining
the correct functional form to use, since the form above for isotropic dependence only
included the mesh size. The models considered here add a direct dependence on the












where m is an additional unknown. It can be the case that p0 = 0, so to keep the













In tensor notation, the error models considered in this work both take the form

















and differ by the definition of Le. The forms differ by the number of unknown
parameters in the rate tensor Le:
Isotropic Lisoe = `e I
Anisotropic Lanisoe ∈ Symd.
The isotropic model in total adds two additional unknowns, m and `, while the
anisotropic model adds 1 + d(d + 1)/2 unknowns, m and the symmetric matrix Le.
The results in this work use the isotropic model, and the comparison to the anisotropic
model is left as future work.
Recall that the error model works on the remaining error defined in (5.11). The
form of the error model is consistent with this functional form of the remaining error
because when Se = 0, the adjoint-weighted error estimate ∆e,0 = 0 from Galerkin
orthogonality. The models (5.34) ensure this property when both Se and qe are zero.
The algorithm requires the linearization of this model with respect to the MOESS
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 Refinement sample






















5.3.3 Sampling and Model Fitting
The sampling procedure to create the data points from which to fit the error model
is determined similarly to both the hanging-node hp method, and in the context
of this method follows from the work of Fidkowski for mesh refinement [56]. The
same obstacle exists with this method, namely that one of the refinement options
corresponds with the usual fine space definition for the adjoint. To overcome this
issue, the work presented here uses the p + 2 fine-space adjoint instead of a local
defect-correction or least-squares enrichment of the p + 1 fine-space adjoint as the
hanging-node-based adaptation used. This decision was made to minimize the number
of potential sources of error when developing the method.
Figure 5.21 shows each of the steps involved in the L2 projection procedure for
each of the fine-space adjoint samples. For mesh-only, this resulted in nsamp = 4
samples, not counting the original coarse-space projection (h, p) that gave ∆e,0 = 0
due to Galerkin orthogonality. Projecting to order p and p + 1 creates nsamp = 9
samples {Sei, qei,∆e,i}. Note that for each sample i, qe,i is either 0, for projections
to order p, or 1, for projections to order p+ 1, since these are relative to the original
order.
A least-squares problem is then solved to determine the unknown error model























The isotropic and anisotropic p-dependent error models have 5 and 7 parameters,
respectively, so these are uniquely defined. The normal form of the resulting least-
squares matrix will consist of blocks for each of the unknown parameters, resulting
in a 3× 3 block system.
5.3.4 Algorithm
When extending the MOESS framework to include an order field, the primary
stages of the optimization algorithm remain the same, but how these are formulated
differ. In fact, since much of the algorithm at the top-level is general, the set of
variables {Wv} will be used throughout to refer to all MOESS step variables, both
metric and order, collectively. This section details the approach taken, and refers
back to the outline of the mesh optimization algorithm in Section 5.1.3.3.
The objective of the optimization algorithm is to enforce a set of optimality con-
ditions that minimize the error subject to a constrained total cost. Mathematically,
the goal is to find the set of variables that minimizes the sum of the error model over
the elements, namely
{Wv}∗ = arg inf{Wv}E(Wv) Minimization
such that
∑
Ωe∈Th Ce(Se, qe) = Ctgt Constraint 1
|Sv|ij ≤ Smax Constraint 2
|qv| ≤ qmax Constraint 3
(5.36)









This is an intuitive extension from the original definition of the method by Yano and
Darmofal in [55]. The minimization above involves the marginal error-to-cost ratio,














At optimality the following conditions are met for all vertices v:
λsv = λ
q
v = λ Condition 1
∂E
∂S˜v
= 0 Condition 2.
(5.38)
Condition 1 states that the marginal error-to-cost ratios are equally distributed,
and thus all are equal to a constant λ. The equal distribution of marginal error-to-cost
ratios, both λsv and λ
q
v, indicates that there is an equal investment by changing the
order of any element and by isotropically resizing the element. If order refinement
is favored around a vertex v, then qv will be driven larger than Sv to enforce the
equality. Condition 2 states that the total error is stationary with respect to changes
in the trace-free part S˜v of the metric step. This condition sets the anisotropy of the
elements at element sizes given by Condition 1.
The conditions and constraints above are enforced by the MOESS-P Algorithm 3.
Again, at the top-level this is nearly identical to that for mesh adaptation alone, but
most stages of the algorithm now operate on both step variables. There are twice as
many margin error-to-cost ratios, computed at the beginning of each MOESS iteration
with Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 3 Overview of the MOESS-P algorithm.
Compute the error model unknowns for each element e
Set δs = δsmax/nstep, δq = δqmax/nstep
For i = 1 . . . nstep
1. Compute marginal error-to-cost ratio λsv, λ
q
v with Algorithm 4
2. Sort {|λv|} = {|λsv|} ∪ {|λqv|} from high to low
3. (Cond. 1 ) Refine (+) at first 30%, and coarsen (−) at last 30% of {|λv|}
Sv = Sv ± δsI, qv = qv ± δq
4. (Cond. 2 ) Augment trace-free part of Sv
Sv = Sv + δs(∂Ee/∂S˜v)(∂Ee/∂sv)
5. (Constr. 1 ) Rescale Sv and qv to match target cost with Algorithm 5
The rescaling stage contains the majority of the differences from the original
MOESS algorithm. The core difficulty here is that, unlike in the original algorithm
for mesh adaptation, there is no option to explicitly solve for an update to the metric
and order steps that brings the total cost C to the target cost N . The total cost,
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Algorithm 4 Steps to compute marginal error-to-cost ratio at vertices for MOESS-P.








2. Compute element error and cost model linearizations with respect




























, K = E,C
4. Compute marginal error-to-cost ratios for all vertices via (5.37).































which can be solved for a β that, when added to the trace of the metric step of
each element, brings the total cost to Ctgt. When the order is also variable, rescaling
















and another equation that sets the ratio α/β. There is no clear choice for what to
set this ratio to, but this work chooses the ratio of marginal error-to-cost,∑
Ωe∈Th Ce(Se + β, qe)∑






This ratio indicates potential for improved efficiency in either mesh or order refine-
ment, since the magnitude of the individual values indicate the relative benefit of
investing in refinement. Even with this expression to close the system, solving (5.41)
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and (5.42) still requires the solution of a nonlinear system, due to the nonlinearity of
the cost coefficient function N (p).
Algorithm 5 Rescaling algorithm for MOESS-P on iteration i of the MOESS loop.




α = β = 0
While |Ctgt,i − C(Se + β, qe + α)| > tol
1. Solve the nonlinear system with Newton for α and β∑
Ωe∈Th
N (qe + α) exp (d(se + β)/2)− Ctgt,i = 0∑
Ωe∈Th Ce(Se + β, qe)∑
Ωe∈Th Ce(Se, qe + α)
− rα,β = 0
2. (Constr. 2, 3 ) Check if constraints are active
|Sv|ij > Smax, |qv| > qmax
3. If any constraints were applied
• Find the actual cost after clipping the step variables as Cactual
• Reset the target cost
Ctgt,i =
{
(1 + f) · Ctgt,i Cactual > Ctgt,i
(1− f) · Ctgt,i otherwise.
In fact, the system of equations is a nonlinear system with constraints that limit
the magnitude of the resulting qv and sv for all vertices v. Algorithm 5 details
the procedure for rescaling. Note it is possible for this system of equations with
constraints to not have a solution for α and β, in which case either the ratio rα,β, or
the target cost Ctgt must be changed to render the system solvable. However the total
cost is a monotonic function of the metric step trace and order step, so by changing
the target cost as in step (3) of the rescaling algorithm the system has a solution. If
the target cost was changed, it is reset on the next MOESS iteration and over the
course of many iterations the cost is brought toward the intended target.
5.3.5 Results
This section applies the MOESS-P method developed above to a set of test cases
with the goal of assessing whether the algorithm is correctly implemented and whether
the existing versions of error and cost models are sufficient to allow the algorithm to,
in a sense automatically, select the optimal configuration of mesh and order resolution.
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Figure 5.22: Example of rescaling on the first iteration of the scalar boundary layer
test case from Section 5.3.5.2. The Newton solver solution for the rescaling parameters
is unrealizable due to the constraints (3) and (4) in (5.36).
Therefore, this set of test cases also set out to determine whether the method is robust
and accurate enough to be readily applied to a more complicated equations.
As with hanging-node-based hp-adaptation, the usual mode of operation is to be-
gin with a uniform mesh and constant order, and iteratively solve the primal solution
with and fine-space adjoint with HDG, obtain the error estimates, and adapt. Since
the MOESS-P method changes the mesh and orders in place at the cost Ctgt, it is
applied multiple times, 10 times for each of the tests below, at a fixed cost to en-
sure that the maximum update constraints (3) an (4) in (5.36) are not limiting the
changes, then changes the target. This procedure is depicted for the first test case
in Figure 5.24. On an error convergence plot, either the last error or an average of
the errors can be used to represent the error at a cost. For each of the iterations, the
MOESS-P algorithm itself has nstep = 20 sub-iterations performed at the top-level of
the Algorithm 3 to smoothly change the step variables.
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5.3.5.1 2D Scalar Smooth Solution
The first test case analyzes the algorithm behavior applied to a smooth solution
defined by the equation
∇ · (~au− b∇u) = 0 in Ω := [0, 1]2
u(x, y) = exp(− (x− 1/2)2 − (y − 1/2)2) on ∂Ω
(5.43)







(1, y) sin(piy) dy.
The primal and adjoint solutions for J(u) are shown in Figure 5.23. Note that since
the adjoint is computed with a sign change as in (4.37), it is shown as negative on
the right boundary. Since the solution and adjoint are both everywhere smooth, the
optimal mesh should have relatively few elements but with high order.
The optimization cycle begins with a uniform mesh of 512 triangles at p = 1,
corresponding to a cost of 1536 DOF. To test if the method selects the correct adap-
tation choice, the 10 adaptive iterations of the MOESS-P optimization are applied
with the original target cost, Ctgt = 1536. Figure 5.24 plots the ratio of the marginal
error-to-cost ratios rα,β, the total cost, the average order, and the average trace of
the metric step trace for the first MOESS iteration. As expected for this smooth
test case, these results show that the algorithm finds raising the order to be more
effective than adding mesh resolution, and thus increases the order and reduces the
metric step trace. Note also that on the earlier sub-iterations where rα,β < 1, the
next sub-iteration raises the order. On later sub-iterations for which the target cost
is nearly matched, the rescaling does not factor in as heavily and the focus is instead
on raising the order and increasing the size of the elements. This result provides a
level of confidence that the algorithm is working as intended.
While Ctgt is usually increased to obtain error convergence, since the intent of
this test case is to both qualitatively and quantitatively test whether the resulting
mesh has fewer high-order elements, here the target cost is lowered after each set of
iterations to 500, and then 100. The final meshes in Figure 5.26 show that indeed the
algorithm is operating as intended, and reducing the number of elements. Although
the elements may have variable orders, the final meshes show a constant order on all
elements. For true optimality, the two higher target cost solutions should instead use
the maximum order p = 5, but seem to settle with p = 4 instead. Future work should
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(a) Primal solution u (b) Adjoint solution ψ, −1 : blue . . . 0 : red
Figure 5.23: Primal and adjoint solution for the two-dimensional scalar smooth solu-
tion MOESS-P test case.
try to assess the reason why this occurs.
The convergence of the error in Figure 5.25 shows that even though the initial
order was p = 1, the convergence rate is approximately sixth order. This figure also
shows a quantitative comparison to an order-adapted solution on a static 16-element
uniform quadrilateral element mesh, using the same process as in the hanging-node
adaptation section above to assess the efficiency of this method. While it is difficult to
make a direct comparison in this case since these two sets of cases begin with different
meshes, the MOESS-P method obtains a similar or lower level of error compared to
the order-adapted result.
5.3.5.2 2D Scalar Boundary Layer
The second test case examines the behavior of the MOESS-P method applied
to a resolve a boundary layer in the scalar advection-diffusion equation (5.43) with
~a = (1, 0) and b = 10−3, and boundary conditions described in Figure 5.27. A similar
test case was proposed [55] to test the anisotropic mesh adaptation from MOESS, but
used a different boundary condition on the left. This test case begins with a uniform
mesh of 64 triangles at p = 3, in total 640 DOF, so the goal is to test whether the
higher-order elements and mesh resolution will effectively cluster in the boundary
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(a) Cost for all iterations
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(b) Internal variables for iteration 1
Figure 5.24: Cost for each iteration of the MOESS-P algorithm and several internal
variables plotted over sub-iterations of the first adaptive iteration of the scalar smooth
solution test case.
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6Figure 5.25: Output error convergence versus degrees of freedom for MOESS-P, com-
pared to order-only adaptation with a static mesh beginning from 16 quadrilateral
elements.







Note that the adjoint solution for this output has a singularity at the origin, due to
the boundary condition at the left, which makes this test case especially challenging.
Again, the adjoint boundary layer shown in the setup figure is computed with a sign
change, so the adjoint value near the wall is negative.
The adaptation begins with a target cost Ctgt = 1000, and then increases this to
2000, 5000, and 10000. Although the error, shown in Figure 5.28, is sub-optimally
converging due to the singularity in the adjoint at the origin, the algorithm does
indeed seem to be clustering the mesh adaptation and high-order elements in the
boundary layer, as desired. The final meshes in Figure 5.29, after the full 10 adaptive
iterations at each cost, indicate that the order dependence in the error model may still
need to be tested and changed further to keep high-order elements in the boundary
layer for large target costs.
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(a) Ctgt = 1536, 105 elem, p = 4 (b) Ctgt = 500, 30 elem, p = 4
(c) Ctgt = 100, 12 elem, p = 5






Figure 5.27: Domain and boundary conditions for the scalar advection-diffusion
boundary layer test case. The primal and adjoint boundary layers are shown on


















Ctgt = 2× 103
Ctgt = 5× 103
Ctgt = 1× 104
Figure 5.28: Heat flux error convergence for the scalar boundary layer test case.
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(a) Ctgt = 1000, 66 elem , p = 4 (b) Ctgt = 2000, 196 elem , p = 1− 4
(c) Ctgt = 5000, 492 elem , p = 1− 3 (d) Ctgt = 10000, 196 elem , p = 2, 3
Figure 5.29: Final meshes for the scalar boundary layer test case. For low target
costs, the elements stay high order, then as the target cost increases, the high order
elements generally cluster in the boundary layer.
5.3.5.3 2D Scalar Advection Problem
The final test case applies MOESS-P to the scalar advection problem already
introduced in the context of hanging-node adaptation in Section 5.2.4.1, except that
the output kernel function is
j(y) = exp
(
(8/3)2 − 1/((y − 5/8)2 − 3/8)2
)
. (5.44)
The initial mesh has 240 elements at p = 1, and a target cost of 1000, then after 10
adaptive iterations the target cost is raised to 5000, 10000, and then 20000. Although
the 2D scalar boundary layer case suggests that the error model or sampling may
need to be changed to better indicate the regions where high order accelerates the
convergence of the output, it is nonetheless instructive to test the current version
of the method on a more difficult test case, allowing for a direct comparison to the
hp-adaptation results.
The results in Figures 5.30 through 5.32 show, somewhat unsurprisingly given the
other two test cases, that the more matured hp-adaptation method is outperforming
MOESS-P. One reason for this seems to be that the resulting meshes are not well
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(a) MOESS-P Ctgt = 1000, p = 3, 4 (b) MOESS-P Ctgt = 5000 , p = 3− 5
(c) MOESS-P Ctgt = 10000, p = 3− 5 (d) MOESS-P Ctgt = 20000, p = 2− 5
Figure 5.30: Final meshes for the scalar advection test case using the MOESS-P
algorithm.
clustered along the path of the adjoint and discontinuity in the primal solution, so
it essentially wastes mesh resolution in smooth regions. It is interesting to note
that although in the previous sections the hanging-node framework was seen as a
limitation, in this case it in fact beneficial to help guide the regions for mesh and
order resolution. The other reason is that high order elements are kept in regions
that have extremely little or no effect at all on the right side output, specifically
near the top left of the domain. This could be due to the rescaling algorithm: these
elements have qe lowered by step 2 of Algorithm 3 only to have it raised again by the
rescaling that finds order refinement beneficial, so rα,β  1. Thus, more work needs
to be done on the algorithm for rescaling to avoid this back-and-forth behavior.
5.3.5.4 Review
The sections above demonstrate the current version of the MOESS-P method
applied to a series of test cases to assess the development progress. Current results
show promise for such a method to correctly select the order and mesh resolution,
though the current algorithm fails to perform better than existing hanging-node hp-
adaptation for a similar test case. Although the adaptation does not perform as
desired on the final test case, many aspects of the method have been shown to perform
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Figure 5.31: Final mesh for the scalar advection test case after applying the hanging-
node hp-adaptation. 17210 DOF with p = 1− 4.
Figure 5.32: Comparison of output error between hanging-node hp-adaptation and
the present version of MOESS-P.
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well. For instance, at a fixed target cost the final error is approximately equal to
that of pure order adaptation with a quadrilateral mesh. The method also correctly
clusters anisotropic elements in a scalar boundary layer and at certain target costs




6.1 Summary and Conclusions
This dissertation has presented new results contributing to the development of
accurate, efficient, and robust high-order discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods, and
especially hybridized discontinous Galerkin (HDG) methods, for finite-element calcu-
lations involving convection and diffusion, with primary application to the compress-
ible Navier-Stokes equations. In particular, this work has addressed development
of general HDG discretizations for systems of equations, and output-based methods
for simultaneous mesh (h) and order (p) adaptation using adjoint error estimation
to reduce the error in a targeted scalar functional of the approximate solution to
the discretized equations. It has made contributions in several key aspects of such
methods as they apply to systems of equations, addressing scalability and memory
requirements, accuracy and computational efficiency of the HDG discretization, and
robustness of the hp-adaptation for DG and HDG methods.
In Chapter 4 this work has extended existing HDG methods to general systems
of convection-diffusion equations. It has done so and improved the robustness of the
methods by introducing a viscous stabilization that depends on the viscous diffusiv-
ity tensor, thereby properly stabilizing each equation independently. Along with the
development of the mixed formulation for such systems, a new primal formulation
has also been developed, together with Woopen and May, that borrows viscous sta-
bilization concepts from DG. This primal formulation has been shown in this work
to be more computationally efficient than existing methods and sufficiently robust
to apply to general compressible Navier-Stokes computations. The HDG and DG
discretizations are implemented in a common framework that in Section 4.5 allows
for an objective comparison of their respective run times on a set of test cases.
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Additionally, in Section 4.3 this work developed a new formulation for the convec-
tive flux stabilization, for which the convective flux is properly upwinded while also
enforcing that the resulting trace is similarly upwinded. This reduces the stiffness
and recovers optimal convergence of the solution gradient variable, which with the
previously existing stabilization formulation was lost. This improved convergence for
the gradient allows for an element-by-element post-processing to be applied broadly
for general systems, even in the case of pure convection, and which overcomes the
difficulties that the Raviart-Thomas-based post-processing faced. The resulting post-
processed solution is further shown to positively impact the convergence of typical
outputs relevant to computational fluid dynamics.
Chapter 5 detailed the development of two new adaptation approaches for com-
bined mesh and order adaptation that are suitable for hp-adaptation with both DG
and HDG discretizations. For the first of these, based on hanging-node mesh adapta-
tion for quadrilateral or hexahedral meshes, in Section 5.2.1 this work has developed
a novel local approach for evaluating refinement options to determine an optimal
refinement combination, based on minimizing or maximizing an objective function
involving projections of the adjoint used to compute an error estimate. The resulting
algorithm was presented here, along with two procedures for correcting the fine-space
adjoint to obtain meaningful measures of the error reduction with each of the re-
finement options. The second approach has extended the MOESS framework for
metric mesh optimization to incorporate order refinement, thereby enabling efficient
hp-adaptation on simplex meshes. The accompanying error model has introduced
order dependence and a novel rescaling approach is designed that incorporates the
relative efficiency of resolving the output with order and mesh refinement.
Collectively, the results in this work have addressed a number of the key issues cur-
rently at the forefront of developing high-order CFD methods, and have contributed
to improvements in output-based mesh and order adaptation for DG and HDG meth-
ods. These have lead to the principal major conclusions summarized below.
1. HDG Discretizations
• The mixed and primal formulations of the HDG discretization both im-
prove the efficiency of computing outputs of interest from CFD simulations
compared to DG, and the HDG method when applied to systems without
diffusion is even more computationally efficient than DG applied to the
same system.
• Both of these new formulations save an order of magnitude in memory to
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store the Jacobian matrix for the same error level compared to DG with
the same order.
• The ILU-0 preconditioner is more effective than a line-based Jacobi itera-
tion applied as a preconditioner for GMRES when solving HDG systems.
• The element-by-element post-processing method developed for general sys-
tems improves the order of accuracy in computing outputs involving do-
main integrals.
2. hp-Adaptation and Optimization
• The hanging-node hp-adaptation method developed herein is as effective
as pure order adaptation with a static mesh when no diffusion term is
present, and almost as effective even when applied to the viscous Navier-
Stokes equations.
• When using local adjoint projections, taking the difference of the projected
and finer-space adjoints in computing the adjoint-weighted error estimate
improves the accuracy of refinement choices.
• Hanging-node hp-adaptation is limited in resolving boundary layers by
the geometry of the initial mesh, thus only an hp-optimization method on
simplex meshes is theoretically able to best approximate the output for a
given cost.
• The current MOESS-P method is able to make correct adaptation choices,
trading high- and low-order elements and mesh resolution, for a set of
scalar test cases.
• More development needs to be done on the MOESS-P method to apply it
successfully to general applications.
6.2 Recommendations For Future Work
During the course of this research, several areas for potential future work were
identified.
1. HDG Discretizations
• Formulation to allow adjoint post-processing: If the HDG method
is reformulated by instead solving ~q−K∇u = 0, then the resulting adjoint
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variable represents the primal adjoint gradient, enabling post-processing.
This post-processed adjoint could then be used for error estimation in a
“cost-free” approach, without the need for the additional fine-space linear
solve or patch-based adjoint reconstruction.
• Constant-scaling viscous stabilizations approaches: For coarse or
highly anisotropic meshes, constant-scaling viscous stabilization methods
often fail to converge. An approach that uses BR2 or a similar method
only in these regions, or that corrects the solution using constant-scaling
stabilization, could be made both robust and accurate.
• Extension to embedded discontinuous Galerkin (EDG): Embed-
ded discontinuous Galerkin methods approximate the trace by continuous
functions over the skeleton of the domain, increasing the error, but further
reducing the size of the linear system. Even if the error increases slightly
by using such methods, the high memory and efficiency gains with HDG
could be further improved.
• Implementation with multithreading: Much of the added efficiency
of HDG comes about from a trade-off between a large global linear sys-
tem and the solutions of small local problems. If CPU or GPU threads
are used, the solution of these local problems can be greatly accelerated,
further increasing the efficiency gains from hybridization. This direction
has already been taken by Roca et al. [67] and others, but with new archi-
tectures increasing the bandwidth between the GPU and memory there is
more that can be done.
2. hp-Adaptation and Optimization
• Extension to unsteady problems: The methods for hp-adaptation de-
veloped herein were formulated and tested on steady-state problems, but
the ideas can be extended to unsteady calculations using the unsteady
adjoint. The challenge in doing this is to implement the adaptation in
an efficient manner, as the unsteady adjoint and the solution of the local
problems will add to the run time cost.
• Improve the behavior of MOESS-P algorithm: Although the MOESS-
P algorithm generally selects the correct refinement, when both mesh and
order refinement are required the rescaling algorithm raises the order uni-
formly faster than it can be reduced in regions that have little effect.
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• Improve error estimation with HDG: The localized error indicator
resulting from HDG is often more spread out than that from DG. A closer
look at when exactly this occurs could lead to new insights into how to
adapt the HDG state to better approximate the outputs.
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APPENDIX A
Adjoints for Mixed and Hybridized Methods
This writeup addresses the adjoint interpretation for mixed hybridized discontin-
uous Galerkin. A detailed analysis for a mixed hybridized method was already shown
in [34], so this work will address the differences necessary for this work. Not only
does this analysis help to better understand how to interpret the adjoint variables,
but is critical for correctly forming a post-processing projection for them.
Consider the possibly nonlinear convection-diffusion equation on a domain Ω ⊂ Rd
~q −∇u = 0
∇ · (f(u)− b~q ) + s(u) = 0 in Ω, u = g on ∂Ω. (1.1)
Note that [34] considered instead ~q = −b∇u, so this differs in the definition of ~q. The
output functional of interest will be






jΓ~q · ~n ds. (1.2)
The continuous adjoint equations are obtained by first multiplying (1.1) by the adjoint
variables ~ψ~v and ψw and integrating by parts. This yields a mixed semilinear form
R(~q, u; ~ψ~v, ψw) = R1(~q, u; ~ψ~v) +R2(~q, u;ψw) where
















R2(~q, u;ψw) = − (f(u)− b~q,∇ψw)Ω + 〈f(g)− b~q, ψw〉∂Ω + (s(u), ψw)Ω (1.4)
The adjoints ~ψ~v and ψw satisfy the adjoint relation
R′[~q](δ~q, 0; ~ψ~v, ψw) +R′[u](0, δu; ~ψ~v, ψw) = J [~q](δ~q, 0) + J [u](0, δu)
for all variations δ~q and δu compatible with the boundary conditions. Computing
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+ (b∇ψw, δ~q)Ω − 〈bψw, δ~q · ~n〉∂Ω + 〈jΓ, δ~q · ~n〉Γ = 0(
∇ · ~ψ~v, δu
)
Ω
− (f ′(u)T∇ψw, δu)
Ω
+ (s′(u)ψw, δu)Ω + (jΩ, δu)Ω = 0.
The continuous adjoint problem is then given by
~ψ~v + b∇ψw = 0
−f ′(u)T∇ψw +∇ · ~ψ~v + s′(u)ψw + jΩ = 0
in Ω bψw =
jΓ Γ0 ∂Ω\Γ. (1.5)
Thus when the primal dual ~q = ∇u, the adjoint dual ~ψ~v = −b∇ψw. In contrast,
Schu¨tz and May find that ~ψ~v = −∇ψw when ~q = b∇u. There is a duality to these
expressions but the result is clear: the diffusivity enters the dual either in the primal
or the adjoint variable definition.
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